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ABSTRACT
As the most frequently used waveguide type in microwave and millimeter wave integrated
circuits, microstrip theory occupies an important position in understanding the behaviour
of such structures.
In this thesis it is shown that coupled microstrip, through its several degrees of freedom
can be used to achieve predictable state of the art performance of active devices such
as a multioctave medium power amplifier operating over the 2 - 18 GHz frequency band
with +29 dBm saturated output power and 20 percent power added efficiency. Both
quasi-static and full wave and analytical techniques are covered for coupled microstrip
lines.
In depth analysis of edge-coupled multiconductor suspended microstrip with tuning
septum, as well as multiconductor broadside coupled lines with position dependent
coupling coefficient, are presented. Important relationships between the mechanical
dimensions and such parameters as coupling factor and phase velocity are also derived.
The technique based on spectral domain analysis uses considerable analytical
preprocessing to eliminate the need for the sophisticated computer facilities which would
perviously be required to analyze such complex structures.
Based on the above mentioned technique, novel broadband planar hybrids, magic-T's
and matching structures are proposed and analyzed.
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CHAPTER 1
MICROSTRIP ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
1.0	 INTRODUCTION
Coupled microstrip structures can be divided into three main types
(a) edge-coupled (b) slot coupled (c) broadside coupled. Examples
of these are indicated in figure 1.1 (a) through (c).
The forms of microstrip lines shown in figure 1.1 can support
various modes depending on the degree of dielectric non-homogeneity
when the structures are viewed in cross-section. Such modes may be
divided into pure TEN, quasi-TEN and hybrid modes.
1.1	 TEM MODE
The structures in Figs. 1.1 (d), 1.1 (j), 1.1 (k) will support a
TEN mode if	 = 0, s = 0 and E n = E; for the frequency range
0 ^ f ^ . An additional condition for a pure TEM mode to
propagate is that one of the two conductors must have a finite
dimension. Er is relative dielectric constant, an isotropic scalar
quantity and E 0 permittivity of free space.
The pure TEN mode is characterised by having its magnetic and
electric field components only transverse to the direction of
propagation. The current vector then has non-zero magnitude only
in the direction of propagation.
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Figure 1.1(a-i): Microstrip configurations
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Figure l.l(j-l): Microstrip configurations
(a) Symmetrical edge coupled pair
(b) Same as (a) with dielectric overlay
(C) Same as (a) with tuning septum
(d) Same as (a) with lid in close proximity
(e) Same as (b) with extra strip at floating potential
(f) Asymmetrical edge coupled pair
(g) Multi-line edge coupled system
(h) Microstrip slot coupled same as (c) with s = 0
(i) Coupled micro line
(j) Broadside coupled suspended microstrip lines, a variation of
1.1 (a)
(k) Broadside coupled inverted microstrip lines, a variation of
1.1 (j)
(1) Broadside Coupled Microstrip line with tuning septum.
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Characteristic impedance Z 0 and phase velocity VP of the TEM line
are given by
1	 (1.1)
c{C5C5
C	 (1.2)
-Cs
eff
	
	
(1.3)
a
where c, Ca C5, Eeffe	 are speed of light in a vacuum, capacitance
of the strip conductor per unit length in the absence of a
dielectric, capacitance per unit length of the strip conductor in
the presence of a dielectric and effective dielectric constant
respectively. For the TEM line Eeff = E. and Z 0 , V are single valued
ie. independent of position on the line. In addition Z 0 , V are
single valued with respect to frequency.
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1.2 HYBRID MODES
Microstrip will in general not support a pure TEM mode due to the
dielectric non-homogeneity associated with the structure. As proof
of this consider figure 1.2 rl.2]
Figure 1.2 Microstrip Structure
If the dielectric above the structure is air, the tangential
electric field E equality at any point, (x, H) at the interface
between air and the substrate results in
( V XH)xls = Ez( V XH)xla	 (1.5)
where a and s refer to air and substrate respectively.
Equation 1.5 is derived from Maxwell's equations.
5
VxH (, t) = J+	 (.r, t)
andD(F, t) = €€ 0 E(r, t)
	
Expanding(1.5)	 ôy
wherei , j, k
are unit vectors in the x, y, z directions respectively. Applying
(1.5) and taking into account the continuity of the normal
component of displacement at the dielectric interface we arrive at
	
oH	 OH..	 OH	 (1.6)
y
	From (1.6), since H
	 0 and E r	 ].	 must be non-zero. Similarly
it can be proven that E * 0 by using Maxwell's equation
VxE(?,t) =--F,t)
Therefore in order to satisfy Maxwell's equation the structure must
support longitudinal components of E and H fields. There is then
a total transverse current density J along the x direction in
6
addition to the total tangential current density J along the Z
direction. Due to J the total conductor current I is no longer
uniquely defined and due to E the voltage U = 5 E. ds is now path
dependent. Therefore characteristic impedance u/I is multivalued
and frequency dependent, as will be shown later. J although small
compared with cannot be neglected if the complete dispersive
nature of microstrip is to be accounted for and plays a
particularly important role in characteristic impedance dispersion.
The fundamental mode behaviour can be predicted by taking into
account the fact that an arbitrary electromagnetic field can be
represented by a combination of TE and TM fields. A rigorous full
wave analysis of the characteristic impedance and propagation
constant is achieved by using the charge/current formulation [1.4]
which follows:
Consider figure 1.2 where open microstrip is assumed with p. r =
Er * 1, conducting strip thickness t = O, total charge on the upper
and lower surface of the conducting strip = p, and phase factor is
exp j (t - yz). By applying the charge continuity condition
oJt + oJ = -op
ox	 Oz	 ot
8T
le.	 t=jh'J-cop5)	 (1.7)Ox
7
where	 is angular frequency and y is the propagation constant.
Bhat and Koul [1.4] has shown that the fundamental mode charge
functions f2 (x), g(x) associated with can in general be
approximately represented by
f(x)	 1
w2 -x2
g(x) =x () -x2
Figure 1.3 is a graphical representation of the fundamental mode
and J based on [1.4]. The known charge singularities at the edges
of the strip related to J is demonstrated.
At x = ± w/2, J (± w/2) = 0 (1.8) since J is the sum of the
current densities on both surfaces (upper and lower) of the
conducting strip. From (1.7) and (1.8)
8
0
2	 2
Longitudinal Current Distribution on Nicrostrip, f(x) [1.4]
g1(x)
y
-w/2	 0	 w/2
Transverse Current Distribution on Microstrip, g(x) [1.4]
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	w/2	 w/2
C oj=f j(yJ-op)dx=o
	
J -w/2	 J -w/2
(1.9(a))
Then yJ=(.)Q	 (1.9(b)
where J,Q are total current density and total charge per unit
length of the conducting strip and
Jdx	 (1.9(c))
o-f	 dx	 (1.9(d))
For the open structure in figure 1.2 J,	 can be determined
by considering the radiation energy associated with strip current
source J.
Under these conditions the following field equations (Maxwell's
equations) can be written, where time dependence jwt is assumed and
a perfect dielectric is assumed.
VxE= -jH	 (1.10(a))
10
2A
8x 2 ôy2
(1.11(b))
VxH=j €E+J	 (1.10(b))
In a homogenous medium (in this case air) V . B = o
1.10(c))
and since any divergenceless vector is the curl of another vector.
B=VxA	 (1.10(d))
where A is defined as the electric vector potential. Substituting
(1.10(d)) into (1.10(a)) results in
Vx(E+jA) =0	 (1.10(e))
and since any curl free vector is the gradient of a scalar
Er 
-jA-V4
	
(1.10(f))
where	 is defined as the electric scalar potential
then
82	 ô+(K2_y2)	 =Q
oy2
(1.11(a))
from (1.10(a)) where K iS the wave number in air =
11
(J)./LQ
As shown in [1.5] A and can be expressed as functions of J,
and p as follows:
= 2ice f Ge (x-x")	
(XI') dx'	 (1.12 (a))
0	 2
'1
A =a f i Gh x-x' J(x') dx "X	 2ir i
1 r
2ir€ j...W	 M(x-x)	 (x') dx'	 (1.12(b))0 j X
Ay = 0,	 (1.12(c))
since the zero thickness strip ensures that there are no y directed
currents.
w
A =	 f2 Gh (x-x') J (x') chc'Z	 2ic
l 
f2 M(x-x') p 5 (x') dx"	 (1.12(d))
w	 2itc --2
where Ge (x-x'), Gh (x-x'), M (x-x') are Green's functions
associated with unit charge at point (x') and given by:
Gh (x) = 2f Gh (a) cos(ax) da	 (1.13(a))
12
1
K1 + € r K0 coth (K1H)
(1.13(f))
=Gh (a) -_____1(2 (1.13 (g)
M(x) =2f M(a) cos(ax)da	 (1.13(b))
Ge (x) = 2 f ö8 (a) cos (ax) da	 (1.13 (c))
'h	 ,1f(a) , G (a)
represent Fourier transforms and are given by
Gh(cL) 
=	 1	 (1.13(d))
+	 i coth (K1 H)
zPr1) K2
=
rKoi coth(x1 H) (CrK0+Ki tanh(K1H) )x0
(1.13(e))
where K =a 2 + y 2 —K2
	
(1.13(h))
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K1 /a2 +y2 -C JL K2 	(1.13(i))
Since the Green's functions must satisfy the boundary and interface
conditions of the configuration under consideration these functions
would be modified accordingly for closed microstrip.
From (1.10 (e)) and (1.12 (a))
E =j A---
V
= -J±2. f Gh (x-x') J (x l') dx'2ir i
(1.14(a))
-	 1	 I2	 !:Ge (x-x') +M(x-x') I r (x') dx'2irc 0	 2
E5 = -jA5 + iYcI'
O (2G (x-x')J5(x')dx'
2
1
+ Jy .
	
+M(x-x')] p5(x')dx'
(1.14(b))
By applying the boundary conditions E = 0, E = 0 on the conducting
strip and applying condition (1.8) ie. J (± w/2) = 0 Ps and J can
be found.
The propagation constant y can then be found by using equation
(1.9) since both J and P are now known. The other dispersive
14
parameter of interest is the characteristic impedance.
Characteristic impedance can be expressed by three different
relations:
(a) Voltage - Current	 (I V/I D
(b) Power - Current	 (2P/II*)
(c) Voltage - Power	 (VV* , 2 P)
All the definitions give different values. Definitions (a) and (C)
give an infinite number of values.
In this analysis the characteristic impedance Z 0 is defined as the
ratio of the total electromagnetic power P flowing along the
conducting strip to the square of the total longitudinal current
[1.5].
ie. Z0 = 2P (1.15) where P is total average
11*
power in the z direction
P=-1ExHdS	 (1.16)2J
Applying equation (1.10) in (1.16) it can be shown [1.8] that
P= P11 + P22 + P 12	 (1.17)
Where
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P11 
=- ff Z11 (x-x") . [J2 (x") J2* (x) +J (x')	 (x) I dx'dx	 (1.18(a))
22 =-ffz22 (x-x') (-!p(x") (p5 * (x))dx"dx	 (1.18(b))
/	 (I)p12 =ffz12
 (x-x") J (x) (—p *(x)) dx"dx	 (1.18(c))
Z 11 (x-x'), Z22 (x-x') and Z 12 (x-x') are defined as distributed
mutual impedances between points x and x' and the double
integration is over the strip
ie. -wtow
2
Z11 (x-x") , Z22 (x-x') , Z 2 (x-x")
are given by
Z11 (x) =2f Z11 (a) cos (ax)da	 (1.19(a))
Z22 (x) =2 f Z2 2 (a) cos (ax) da	 (1.19 (b) )
Z12 (x) =2fZ12 (a) cos (ax)da	 (1.19 (c)
16
(a) =--	 • _!a_ Gh(a)	 (1.20(a))
2	 2iiôy
Z22 (a) _(')(Y)2	 1	 -_ [(a)+I(a)]	 (1.20(b))
2 Co	 2it€0 ôy
	
Z]2 () = j	[a (a) +1(a)]	 (1.20(c))
	
Co	 4icc0
Letting
p11 =Z11 II*,P22 = -Z22 II*,P12 = -Z12 II*thenZ0 = Z11 +Z22 +Z12	 (1.21)
Therefore the dispersive characteristic impedance includes three
terms, of these, as shown in [1.5], Z 11 , Z22 are the most heavily
frequency dependent. This frequency dependence increases as w/H
decreases. The term
	
is the TEM mode characteristic impedance.
To analyze bounded microstrip other techniques such as the
variational method or the spectral domain method can be used.
These techniques are discussed later in this chapter.
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1.3 QUASI-TEM MODE (Quasi-Static Analysis)
The Quasi-TEM mode is a special case of the hybrid modes where
ET > > E L and H1 > > HL where E 1 , HT , E L , HL are transverse electric
and magnetic and longitudinal electric and magnetic fields
respectively. The accuracy of these assumptions increases as
frequency decreases. In addition Eaves and Bolle [1.7] has shown
that if the radiating modes are not considered then microstrip
propagation can be considered to be approximately TEM.	 This
approximation approaches the exact condition at as E r -. or E0
or at frequencies where the dimensions of the structure represents
a very small fraction of guide wavelength. Under any of these
conditions the Quasi-TEM assumption can be made and quasi-static
analysis techniques used. The approximation becomes increasingly
inaccurate as frequency is increased.
Therefore instead of solving the time dependent wave equation
ô2 
=0
ot2
which is what is required for the full wave analysis, Poisson's
equation
VE=V2 4: = - p/€
18
or Laplace's equation
= 0
When
p =0
are solved for the Quasi-TEN case.
E,4
are electric field and scalar potential functions respectively.
The propagation constant has to be determined in the full wave
analysis, whereas in the quasi-TEN analysis the emphasis is on
determining the static capacitance, from which the characteristic
impedance is determined using equation (1.1). Ca and C in (1.1)
are obtained by considering
Cr =E	 (1.22)
where r= a,s and V0 is the known potential of the strip with
respect to ground.
Qr f 2 P r (thCI	 (1.23)
19
where Pr(X') is the unknown charge distribution on the conducting
strip which has to be determined. The core problem in quasi-static
analysis is therefore the determination or accurate definition of
p 1 (x'). Using Green's function potential allows the transformation
from a differential equation in to an integral equation where the
unknown is the change density Pr Considering figure 1.2 the scalar
potential at a given point (x,y) is given by
4 (x,y) = I pr( X ') Gr (x—x",y—H) thc"	 (1.24)J-
where G1(x-x',y-H) is the Green's function associated with a unit
charge at x=x', The Green's function by definition satisfies
Poisson' s equation
V2 G(x , y/x0i y0)=!ô(xx0) .8 (y-y0 )	 (1.25)
G(x,y/x0y0 ) in addition must satisfy the boundary conditions of the
system.	 The Green's function can also be found by applying
Laplace 's equation
(1.26)
where . is a tensor which reduces to
Er V 4 (x,y) = 0 	 (1.27)
20
for an isotropic dielectric.
Equation (1.24) can be rewritten
w
=	 (x") Gr (x-x') dx"	 bc"I^ -, L'd
	 (1.28)
i
Equation (1.28) is applied to a coupled line configuration with
strip spacing 'S' by applying voltages + V01 + V0 and + V01 - V0 to
the two conducting strips to represent the even and odd mode
conditions.
The double strip coupled configuration can then be reduced to
single strip conditions by taking advantage of the symmetry axis at
x=o. The applicable boundary conditions then include a magnetic
wall at x=o for the even mode (Neuman conditions) and electric wall
at x=o for the odd mode (Derichiet's conditions) in addition to the
other physical boundary conditions.
The even and odd mode characteristic impedances are from (1.1)
1z0 (e/o) = ___________________
CVCa ( e/ o ) C(e/o)
(1.29)
21
- +w
and Qr ( e/ 0 ) = Cr ( e/ o ) v0 =c/of2 P r ( e/ o) (x')dx'	 (1.30)
2
(e/o) designates even or odd mode. When V 0 = 1 and S is the
spacing between the two conducting strips Pr (elo) is found from
(1.28) with V0 = 1 and appropriate limits of integration.
I i-W
ie.1 
=f 2 p(e/o) (x') Gr ( e/ 0) ( x-x")dx'	 (1.31)
2
where for the even and odd modes
Gj=Gr (XXI') +Gr (x+x'+S)	 (1.32)
Gj Gr (x-x') Gr (x+x"+S)	 (1.33)
reflecting the charge sources on each strip.
Crampagne et al [1.8] give a simple method of determining the
Green's function of multidielectric microstrip configurations by
using a transmission line equivalence. The method assumes
infinitely thin conducting strips. Das and Pozar [1.13] have in
addition presented a technique based on solving Maxwell's equation
in the Fourier transform domain.
22
Once G1 is known the problem is reduced to determining Pr(X) and
ultimately Cr• Several numerical methods exist for determining
Pr( X )t Cr, among these are:
(1) The Moments Method
(2) The Variational Method
(3) Spectral Domain Approach
23
1.4	 METHOD OF MOMENTS
The method of moments [1.7) can be used to find the total charge
per unit length and thus characteristic impedance and effective
dielectric constant of two coupled microstrip lines in the
following manner. The unknown charge function Pr(X) on the strip
can be expressed as a linear combination of known basis functions
f(x) such that
p(x) =
	
a,,e f(x)
	 1.34(a)
p(x) =	 a,' f(x)	 1.34(b)
where the a are unknown weighting constants which are to be
determined and n = 1, 2, 3----N
The superscript 'o' and 'e' refer to odd and even modes.
In order to achieve accurate solutions for Pr(X) with a low value
of N, the basis functions must be chosen to closely reflect the
physical conditions. For example the basis functions should
ideally display a singularly at the edges of the strips. They
must, in addition, be non-zero only on the conducting strip(s).
24
Substituting (1.34) into (1.31) we get
l = 	a f32G(x_x')f(xI) dx'	 1.35(a)
N
1=	 a' f ' G? (x-x) f (x') dx'	 1.35(b)
fl1	 2
The inner product of (1.35) is then taken with another set of
generally different known basis functions g(x), in = 1,2,----N to
get
N S
<1,g(X)> ==	 a. <g(x), f	 Ge (x-x')f(x')dx'>	 (136(a))fll	 2
N
<1,g(x) > =
	
a' . < g(x) ,	 G° (x-x") f(x')dx'>	 1.36(b)
fll	 2
the inner product being defined as
<g(x),f(x) >=fz g(x)f(x) dx	 (1.37)
2
(if f (x) = gm (x) we have Gellerkin's method)
25
(1.38)
(1.39)
(1.42(a))
Equation (1.36) is a set of linear equations of size N X N and can
be expressed in Matrix form
[em] = [gmn] [ar]
ie. the a are given by [a n ] = [gmn] 1 [em]
where g, = <g(x), 2 G (x-x') f (x') dx'>
2
(1.40)
1 .+w
and g = <g(x), 2 G° (x-x')f (x') dx'>
2
(1.41)
Substituting (1.40), (1.41) into (1.23) we get
N
a e 1''	 (x) dx=C1,e
Js
n = 1	 i
N
=	 af-'f1 (x) dx= CE
n = 1	 2
(1.42(b))
for V equals unity.
For the method to be applicable the appropriate Green's function
for the structure under consideration must of course be found.
26
1.5	 THE VARIATIONAL METHOD
y
d,E
______________ - 	 t <w
Ut
Ds Era '.• ____
$	 ::	 N N	 N
x
Figure (1.4) SHIELDED MICROSTRIP
So far open microstrip with t-.O has been considered, figure 1.4
shows, a microstrip structure with lid and a layered dielectric
medium Erii E r2r Er3 In this case o * t << w. When s=o, E = 1 we
have regular microstrip.
The variational method of determining distributed capacitance Cr
based on the approach given in [1.11] begins with Poisson's
equation in two dimensions linking the scalar potential (x,y) and
the charge density function p(x,y)
1V4(x,y) =-----p(x,y)	 (1.42)
€
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where p(x,y) is represented by the Dirac delta function ie.
p (x,y) =ô(y-h-s-p)f (x)
	 (1.43)
The spacing p between the strip and dielectric being introduced to
equalize the number of variable and equations later [1.11]. One of
the space variables in (1.42) is eliminated by taking the Fourier
transform of all functions. ie .
ie. 1(13) =1:1(x) ejPJcdx	 (1.44)
where f (3) denotes the Fourier transform with variable 3.
Taking the inverse transform of (1.44) we get
f(x)	 f	 (13 ) e i d13	 (1.45)
Therefore (1.42) becomes
dy
	
p2 (ply) = 0, (y^h+s+p)	 (1.46)
The general solution of (1.46) is of the form
1' (13,y) =Asinh13y	 (1.47(a))
28
2 (, y) = Bexp (ny) +cexp (-3y)	 (1.47(b))
f) 3 ( p , y) Dsinh f3 (D-y)
	 (1.47(c))
where A, B, C, D are constants to be solved. The ,
terms are expressed as hyperbolic functions to emphasize the fact
that	 (J3,O),	 (f3,D) = 0 on the ground planes. When D -.
takes the form D exp (-f3 y). The general boundary conditions for
the structure are then established in the Fourier transform domain
ie.	 i ( f3 , O ) =
	 0	 (1.48 (a))
	
( f3 , D ) =	 0	 (1.48 (b))
(3,h)	 =	 2 (3,h)	 (1.48 (c))
r1 ( 1 (13 , h ))	 r2	 (2 (3,h))
	 (1 . 48 (d))
2 (13 ,h + s) =& (131hs)
	 (.148(e))
_d
r2	 (2(1L h+S) - -- (	 (3,h+s) (1 . 48 (f)
is associated with the air spacing p.
(3,h+s+p) =
	
(3,h-4-s+p)
	 (1.48(g))
29
(13,h+s+p)) 
= r3 -	 (3(13,h^s+p))	 (1.48(h))
in the charge free region.
where €r1 , €r2 , 1, €r3 are the relative dielectric constants of the
layers and
1	
'2 (13, y) , '0 (1L y )	 (tLy)
are Fourier transforms of the potential functions in each
dielectric layer. By substituting (1.48) into (1.47) the solution
'(13,h+s)=_-1(P)(13)
	
(1.49)
is achieved [1.11] where
( 13) = [Erico th (113th) +Er2CO th (Ipis)] ^
[113I{EriCOth(I13th) ) [€r3COth(IPId)
+ Er2 coth (I131s) +E 2
 r2 r3C0t11 (1131s) I } II
The variational expression of Cr is then taken
Cr Q2fJ	 (1.50)
where Q is total charge given by
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(1.51)
Rather than taking the inverse transform of (1.49) we use the
integral form of Parseval's equation [1.12] which is generally
(x) g(x) dx=-Lff (k) (k) dk
to get
1=	 1	 f f((,h+s)d	 (1.51(a))
Cr	 2itQ4
for t = o
If the thickness of the strip is taken to be t * 0
1	 f[y()]2() fi() dCr 	 itQ 2€ 0
where
1^sinh(IId-IIt) }
	
(151(b))
sinh (I3Id)
Cr is then evaluated by choosing an 1(x) trial function which
closely matches the physical charge conditions and taking
the fourier transform to get f(f3). (1.51) is a stationery formula
and the value of Cr is not very dependent on the choice of 1(x).
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The capacitance calculated by this method is lower bound ie. it is
always less than the actual value, therefore one criteria of
choosing f(x) is to maximise Cr• Although this method provides a
fairly accurate value of Cri generally, the trial function f(x) may
not always be reliable depending on the configuration, therefore an
upper bound of Cr should be determined to contain the margin of
error. Araki and Naito [1.12] have presented a method for
determining the upper bound of Cr in terms of a potential trial
function V(x) at the interface containing the strip, rather than a
charge function.
This method also uses the variational technique in Fourier
Transform domain.
The variational expression is then
=.2 --. f I(p)PIpI. (1 4Er COth (P) H) d	 (1.52)r	 2it V2 -
1.6	 THE SPECTRAL DOMAIN APPROACH
The spectral domain approach is generally an application of Fourier
transforms to the solution of boundary value problems such as
coupled microstrip. The method which reduces partial differential
equations encountered in the space domain to ordinary equations in
the transform domain is applicable to the determination of both
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static and frequency dependent parameters of planar circuits. The
main difference between the spectral domain approach and other
moments methods is the application of Gellerkin's method in the
transform domain ie. the transform of the set of expansion basis
functions are the same as the transforms of the set of testing
functions. Both full wave and quasi-static analysis are possible
with this method by recognising that the partial differential
equation considered in the approach for full wave analysis is the
wave equation, and that for static analysis Laplace or Poisson's
equation is considered.
The spectral domain approach is well suited for open or closed
structures including multidielectric interfaces such as overlay
couplers with conductors at several of these interfaces. In
general the method has been applied under the following conditions:
(1) The conductors are assumed to have ideal conductivity o
(2) Infinitesimal thickness t
(3) No discontinuities parallel to the dielectric interface
(4) Lossless dielectrics
As pointed out in [1.14] limitations (1) and (2) would cause the
method to be in applicable to such important multilevel structures
as MNICs. In such cases the finite strip thickness is treated by
considering the thick conducting strip as a separate layer and
dielectric loss (or radiation loss) is treated as a perturbation
after the lossless calculations are completed. The spectral domain
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y=d+t+D=c
y=d
y=o
x =ZLx=O	 y
method is used later in this thesis to analyze several complex
microstrip coupled structures.
Figure (1.5) Shielded Microstrip Cross-Section
Consider figure 1.5 which has dielectric regions 1, 2, 3 with
scalar effective dielectric constant E 11 , E r2 i E r3 and interfaces at
y=d and y=d+t. Both the strip of width w and the walls at y=O and
y=d + t + D = C are assumed to be perfect conductors.
To demonstrate the general spectral domain approach to the solution
of microstrip structures the approach of Bhat and Koul [1.4] is
followed by defining the Hertz potential functions
4e(x y, z) and 4Y(x,y, z)
as follows:
Starting with Maxwell's equations in a source free region
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x=
	 (1.53(a))
- - ÔDVxH= -
8t
(1.53(b))
vi5=o
	 (1.53(c))
(1.53(d))
•= —op
	
(1.53(e))
(1.53(d)) implies, as stated earlier, that
(1.54)
where Ae is the electric vector potential.	 From (1.53(a)) and
(1.54)
Vx(E+ OAè =	 (1.55)
as proven in (1.10(e)) which implies (1.10(f)) that
E=_V e _	 ( 1.56)
Ot
where e is electric scalar potential.
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Substituting (1.54) and (1.56) into (1.53(b)) and using the
identities
Vx(VxA) =V(V.A) -V2A
D =
B =
or
_Xe^ 
€	
+v[(v. e) +	 ol	 (1.57)otjô t2
Using the Lorentz condition [1.4]
v . A e +E	 (1.58)it
(1.57) becomes
Ae_E o20	 (1.59)
ô
From (1.53(c))	 can be expressed as
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D = VxA'	 (1.60)
Where Ah is magnetic vector potential
substituting (1.60) into (1.53(b)) we get
Vxi+-- (VxA') 0
ie.
Vx(H+_-A') ..Q
and by definition
ôt
(1.61)3t
where	 is magnetic scalar potential. By substituting (1.60) and
(1.61) into (1.53(a)) we get
-
	
8t2	
(V.A) +E o1 0	 (1.62)
	
VPA h - ___	 ___
ot]
and again imposing the Lorentz condition
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(1.63)
(1.62) becomes
V2Ah_E
	
	 (1.64)
ôt2
Setting
Ae=Eô7t	 (1.65(a))
and
h.1ô7Ch	 (1.65(b))
where
e, jh are Her tzian vector potentials
and combining (1.65(a)) with (1.58) we get
ot	
=0	 (1.66(a))
ie.
e=_Ve	 (1.66(b))
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Using (1.66(b)) and (1.56) we arrive at
E=V(V.e)	 (1.67(a))
and using (1.54) and (1.65(a)) we get
(1.67(b))
Similarly using (1.65(b)) in (1.63) we get
(1.68)
and using (1.68) with (1.65(b)) in (1.61) we get
17=-
H=V(V.)	
8t2
	 (1.69)
and using (1.68) with (1.65(b)) we get
15= 
-i.t€ -	 Vx
	 (1.70)
if time dependence exp jwt is assumed and k2 =	 E then following
[1.4] from (1.67(a)), (1.67(b)), (1.70) and (1.69)
E=-V(V.) -k 2
	(1.71(a))
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=
	 (1.71(b))
= jLVx1Ih	 (1.71(c))
h.(V	 ) -k2
	 (1 . 71 (d)
where
7h
are electric and magnetic field quantities associated with the
vector potentials
and
2	 + k2 e =
	
(1.72(a))
-2 h + k2 h =
	
(1.72(b))
since
h	 e
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satisfy the general wave equation
52i
727;1_Elt	 0
ôt2
where i = e,h
Bhat and Koul [3.4] express the Hertz scalar potential
e , h
in the following terms
=	 (x, y, z) for E waves (TM)	 (1.73(a))
h4h (x,y,z)for H waves (TE)	 (1.73(b))
where a superposition of TE to Z and TM to Z modes are considered
to represent the hybrid modes associated with the structure in
figure (1.5).	 Z is a unit vector in the Z direction.
e (x,y,z)
	
h (x,y,z) are defined as Hertz scalar potential
functions.
Then the wave equations (1.72) can be rewritten
2	 + k 2	= o
	 (1.74(a))
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(1.75(d))
'c724h^k24h=o	 (1.74(b))
and the set of equations (1.71) can be rewritten
e_ (VÔ +k2)ôz (1.75(a))
e =jEVx4e	 (1.75(b))
h.. 
-j&Vx4	 (1.75)
h.. (V-p--- +k2) 4hôz
Equation (1.75) proves that the transverse field components can be
deduced from the longitudinal component.
Equation (1.75) is then expanded
- - 8 2 4 e -ô24	
_( 24,e +E e =x	 +y	 +ôxôz	 ôyôz	 8z2	 )	 (1.76 (a))
	
_4,e	 4y
	
H 9 =jco€ (x—
	
(1.76(b))
oy
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_o4h _84hh__JL(x_y)	 (1.76(c))
h-
+z( ô2	 +k2h)	 (1.76(d))ôxôz	 ôyôz	 8z2
The total	 and H field are given by the following
(1.77(a))	 [1.4]
H= H e +
	 (1.77(b))	 [1.4]
Now referring to figure (1.5) and assuming that the structure
supports a hybrid mode which can be represented as a superposition
of TM to Z and TE to Z modes, then the electric and magnetic
fields in the structure can be expressed as follows: where i = 1,
2, 3 refers to the different dielectric regions, from equations
(1.76) and (1.77) and assuming that the relative permeability of
all dielectrics is unity. Assume also that the z dependence is exp
jJ3Z (ie. propagation in the (-Z) direction).
From (1.76(a))
o2
E (x,y, z) = (--- +k 2 )4 (x,y,z) (1.78(a))
From (1.76(d))
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H 1 ( x , y , z ) =	 +k2)4 (x,y,z) (1.78(b))
From (1.76(a)) and (1.76(c))
82	 e
E 1 (x,y,z) 
= ôxôz	
(x,y,z) jo4 (x,y,z) (1.78(c))
From (1.76(b)) and (1.76(d))
84i7____
H 1 (x,y,z) = JE 1 	(x,y,z) +	 (x,y,z)
oy	 ôxöz
(1.78(d))
From (1.76(a)) and (1.76(c))
8 2 	.
E (x,y,z) 
= 8yôz	
(x,y,z) +jo-_- (x,y,z) (1.78(e))
From ( 1. 76(b)) and ( 1.76(d))
647	 d2	 h
+ ____H 1 (x,y, z) = —j€1 -i---- (x,y, z)
	ôyôz
(1.78(f))
The simultaneous TN to Z and TE to Z condition results in 	 = 0,
E 1 = 0, therefore
(V2ik) 4
=O	 (1.79(a))
	
from	 1.78(a), (b)
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('72 +k 2 )4=O
	 (1.79(b))
Equation (1.79) is Helmholtz's equation.
Assuming
€1 = E 0 Ez1 =
	
(1.80(a))
€2 = E0E12
	 (1.80(b))
€ 3
 = E0€r3
	 (1.80(c))
and letting the fourier transforms of the potential functions be
e,h (a,y) fLeh (x,y) exp (jczx) dx
-L
(1.81)
where a 1, is the transform variable and
a = 
( 2n—l)ic
2L (1.82(a))
when e is even in x,	 is odd in x
a = 2nir	 (1.82(b))2L
when 1e is odd in x and •h is even in x. For the present case
since only the even mode should be considered we use equation
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(1.82(a)). For two coupled lines where both odd and even mode
exists we would use both (1.82(a)) and (1.82(b)).
Then taking the fourier transforms of equation (1.78) and taking
into account the Z dependence we get
(a,y) = (k -. 2)	 (,y)	 (1.83(a))
(c,y) = (k_p 2 )	 ( a,y)	 (1.83(b))
( c 1 y) =-oI3
	
(c' ,y) _j
.__	 (,y)	 (1.83(c))
(1.83(d))
( c 1 y) =iI3 -4 (c,y) -o& 0 a	 (,y)	 (1.83(e))
(a,,y	 +j4 (a,y)
	 (1.83(f)
and
(d2	 2
-j;	 (,y) =0 (1.84)
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from (1.79), where
(1.85)
Equations (1.84), (1.83(c)), (1.83(d)), (1.83(e)), (1.83(f)) are
proven by taking the inverse transforms.
We then establish solutions for (1.84) in the different regions i.
Taking into account the boundary conditions at y = 0, y = c the
general solutions of (1.84) are.
IN REGION 1
f(c,y) =A e asinhy 1
 (c-y)	 (1.86(a))
(c,y) =A h (a n ) coshy 1
 (c-y)
	 (1.86(b))
IN REGION 2
y) = e (a r ) sinh Y2 (y-d) + C e (a n ) cosh Y2 (y-d)	 (1.87(a))
(,v) = B"(a) coshy 2 (y-d) +ch (a fl ) sinhy 2 (y-d)	 (1.87(b))
IN REGION 3'
4 (a,y) =D (c) sinhy 3 y 	(1.88(a))
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4(a,y) =Dh(cc)coshy3y	 (1.88(b))
where Ae/h , Be/h , C e/I , De/h are unknown constants which are to be
determined.
Using (1.86), (1.87) and (1.88) in (1.83) results in the following
set of equations.
= _3A e S j flhy 1
 (c-y) +jy 1osinh 1 (c-y)	 (1.89 (a))
E 2 = - cP[B 9 sinhy 2 (y-d) + C 9 coshy 2 (y-d)]	
(1.89(b))
_j i0y 2 [B h S ±nhy 2
 (y-d) + C l2 coshy 2 (y-d)]
= aPD sinhyy- jcüp. 0y 3
 D 1 sinhy3y	 (1.89(c))
E1=_j3y1AeCOShy1 (c-y) _caA h coshy (c-y)	 (1.89(d))
v2 iP Y2 [B e cosh Y2 (y-d) + C'sinhy 2 (y-d)]	 (1.89(f))
_t1ii 0 a[B h coshy 2
 (y-d) + C h sinhy 2 (y-d)]
Ey3 =jy3 D e coshy_ ALOcCDhCOShY3Y	 (1.89(g))
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Ezi= (k_p 2 ) A e sinhy 1 (c-y)	 (1.89 (h)
E32 =(k_p 2 ) [esinhy2 (y-d) ^C e coshy 2 (y-d)]
E 3 = (k_p 2 )D e S jflhy 3 y	 (1.89(i))
= _jo E1 A e y 1 cosh (c-y) - a I3A h coshy i (c-y)	 (1.89(j))
= j(a)E 2 y 2[B 8 coshy 2
 (y-d) + c e sinh (y-d)]	
(1.89(k))
-aP{B"coshy 2
 (y-d) +Chsinhy2 (y-d)]
'x3 =	 coshy3yj - a D'cOShy3y	 (1.89(1))
sinhy 1 (c-y) - jy 1 sinh y 1 (c-y)	 (1.89(m))
=	 2 a[B e sinhy 2 (y-d) + C 9 coshy 2 (y-d)]	 (1.89(n))
+jf3y2[Bhsinhy2 (y-d) +C'coshy 2 (y-d)]
H,,3 = E 3 aD siflhy 3 V+ jl3y3Dhsjflhy3y	 (1.89(0))
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if= (k_p 2 ) A h coshy 1
 (c—y)	 (1.89(p))
'z2 (k_p 2 ) [B h COShy 2 (y— d) +C h sinhy2 (y— d)}	 (1.89(q))
''z3 (k_ 2 ) DhCOShY3Y	 (1.89(r))
In order to solve for the unknowns A', Be/h , Ce/I', De/h the following
boundary conditions are applied at y = d + t.
EX1 Ex2	 for all x
E 1 = E2.	 for all x
on the strip
-	 2
w
= 0,	 x>_2
H22 H21 - J -- ' ^x^- on the strip2	 2
= 0	 Ixt>-'
2
where J(x) and J(x) are the unknown Z-directed and transverse
current densities respectively on the strip.
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(Note: J ( x ) = J( x ) in section 1.3).
at y = d
E2-Ex3 for all x
Ez2 - Ez3 for all x
H 2 =H 3 for all x(no current on the dielectric interface)
H 2 =H 3 for all x(no current on the dielectric interface)
After the Ae/h , Be/h , Ce/h , De/h are found, finally the general coupled
equations
(ad^t) =2 (a)J(a) +2(a,) J(cc)	 (1.90(a))
E(cd + t) =2(a)J(a) + ( a ,P)J	 (1.90(b))
are obtained [1.9]
where
2zz' 2zx' 2xz' 2xx
are transforms of Green's functions which are found from the
boundary conditions and (1.89). The proof is not repeated here as
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it is done in section (4.2) for the quasi-TEM case, instead we
repeat the analysis in [1.9] for completeness.
In (1.90) the
J	 are unknowns
can be eliminated by applying Gellerkin's method in the spectral
domain in conjunction with Parseval's theorem.
To solve we start by defining the inner product [1.4]
<	 (an) , j (an) > =>
	
(an) 4(an)	 (1.91)
and Parseval's Theorem which states for figure (1.5)
f 1 (x) 2 (x) dx=--	 (an)	 (an)
then expand
I J(a)
in terms of unknown basis functions zm' xm which ideally describes
the physical current density conditions on the strip as closely as
possible (as stated earlier in discussion of the method of moments
technique)
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= L a, J1
	
m=1. . . N
	(1.92(a))
!fl 1
rn=l. . . M
	(1.92(b))
where am, bm are unknowns.
The inner product is then taken with another set of testing
function zk'	 for different values of k and Q where, k =
= 1,---M. [1.9]
Applying Parseval's theorem and the condition
E (x,d+t) = 0, Ex(x,d+t) =0
on the strip and the fact that zk'	 are zero outside the strip,
then the following equations are obtained
I	 N	 M	 1
+J Z	 bmJ,ijda=O,k=1,---Nm zm	 zk zx
[	 m=1
(1.93(a))
	
N	 M
52Ea j +j z	 bmJJda=Oi1=1i___M
	
m= 1	 m1m zm	 x xx
(1.93(b))
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Equation (1.93) can be expressed in matrix form
	
N	 M
	
'ç-'	 ,.(1,l)
, "icm	 am +	 k=l,2---N	 (1.94(a))
	
m1	 m=1
11,---M	 (1.94(b))
In order for (1.94) to have a non-trivial solution in am, bm the
determinant of the matrix must be zero.
and since in (1.94) [1.9]
K' 
=f_: 2k	 (P) zm (x) dc
(1,2)	 rK	 =j-,J	 2(a,P) )cm	 da
K"	 f	 xi (a)	 (c,) zm (a) da
(2,2)	 rKim	
=_:
	
(a)	 (a, 1)	 (a) da
when M = 1, N = 1, for example, (1.94) becomes
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fa Z1 2zz JZ1 da f zi 2zx 1 d1 ía1
I	 2	 1 d f J 1 	da [b1] =[a	 a	 J
the propagation constant p is found at a given frequency w by
setting the determinant of (1.94) to zero to achieve a non-trivial
solution. Once f3 is found, am, bm are found by solving (1.94).
The can now be found from 1.92 .. the fields can then be
calculated.
Characteristic impedance variation with frequency is found by
taking the power/current definition as outlined in section 1.2
= 2P 
,whereP=f ExH
° 11*
	 is
in the Z-direction and I =
Vf Jdx
and J is found from (1.92) since am, bm are now known. In chapter
4 the technique is used to solve some complex coupled microstrip
structures, however, in those cases, the approximation is made that
quasi-TEM conditions apply and the scalar potentials satisfy
Poisson's or Laplace's equation rather than the more general
Helmholtz equation dealt within this section.
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CHAPTER 2
APPLICATIONS OF COUPLED HICROSTRIP LINES
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
Coupled microstrip lines in anisotropic substrate configurations
are used extensively in microwave/millimetre wave circuits. The
more popular functions are as directional couplers, filters, delay
lines and interdigital capacitor [2.1]. Less exploited functions,
so far are as high impedance low loss transmission lines [2.2] and
as impedance transformers in matching circuits or as phase
shifters. In the above applications coupling between the
microstrip lines is a desired attribute, in other applications such
high density multilayer thin film interconnects used in VLSIC,
VHSIC and megabit memories [2.3] interconductor coupling is a
nuisance whose importance cannot be ignored as frequency increases
and therefore must be understood. In this chapter the coupler,
phase shifter and impedance transformation functions will be
considered.
2.1	 MICROSTRIP COUPLER WITH EQUAL WIDTH LINES (SYMMETRICAL)
Consider the coupled lines indicated in figure (2.1(a)), consisting
of conducting strips of equal width on an isotropic dielectric of
permittivity r• If the quasi-static assumption is made the
structure supports two modes, the even mode (unbalanced) and the
odd mode (balanced). The field patterns of these modes are shown
in
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Substrate
H
Microstr p1 i ne
w-_- S -_- W -
(2.1(a))
Electric field lines
- --------- Magnetic field lines
-- -----
,_	 - N
Even mode
(2.1(b))
- -- - - -	 - - - - -
Th(i
(2.1(c))
Fiqure (2.1) Field Patterns of Coupled Lines
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figure 2.1(b), and 2.1(c); which indicate that in the even
(unbalanced) mode the voltages on the strip are in phase ie. V 1 =
V2 whereas in the odd (balanced) mode they are 1800 out of phase ie.
V2 = -V1 . Superposition of odd and even modes describe propagation
in the structure. To examine the coupling behaviour of such strips
consider figure 2.2 in which all four ports are of the structure
are terminated by impedances Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z4.
0 is the electrical length of the coupled section and voltages and
currents are as shown. Z 00 ,
 Zoe are odd and even mode impedances.
V:V3
oe' 00
Figure 2.2 Coupled Microstrip
Considering I, 121 I 3 14 to arise from current generators ie.
infinite internal impedance it can be shown [2.3] that the
impedance matrix of the coupled line four port is as follows:
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ZctnO ZctnO ZcscO ZcscO
ZctnO ZctnO ZcscO ZcscO
[z) =—j
	 ZO	 (2.1)
ZcscO ZcscO ZctnO ZctnO
where
Z+= (Zoe+Z ' /200 /
Z .. = ( Z0 Z00 ) /2
for the special case Z 1 =	 =	 =	 = Z 0 , it is shown that by
superposition of odd and even mode voltage and currents the in put
impedance of the coupled line section at port 1 is
= V1 + Vie
ifl	 T +T
10	 ie
(2.2)
where o, e refer to odd and even modes
then
z10
z
- _____
1
zo + zio
z
+	
le
z +za	 1e	 (2.3)
+	 1
Zo ^ Zie
where Z 10 ,
 Zie are input impedances of the system in the odd and
even modes considered separately.
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Using the transmission line equation
- 
zoo{ Z
o
 + j Z00 tan 01
-	 Zoo+jZ0tanOj (2.4)
	
Zie -	 Zo + j Zoe tan 01
	
-	 Z0+jZ0tan0] (2.5)
and substituting 2.4, 2.5 into 2.3 it is found that if
i
Z0 = (z 0 . Z0) 2	 (2.6)
then Z i ri = Z 0 ie. the coupler is matched. When condition (2.6) holds
then the scattering matrix of the coupler is
Io S12 o S141
S12 0 S14 0
[SH 0	 (2.7)
[514 0 S12 0]
where
S =	 jksinO	 (2.8)
'l-k2cos0+jsin0
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Il-k2	 (2.9)S14 = _______________________
/1 -k 2 cosO + j sinO
k= Zoe/Zool	 (2.10)
Zoe/Zo + 1
where k is the voltage coupling coefficient. From (2.7), (2.8) and
(2.9) the following coupler characteristics can be deduced (for the
unique case of
zo = /-2;-z00
1. The device is a quadrature coupler.
2. Coupling is in the backward direction (S12)
3. The directivity is infinite
4. voltage coupling constant is dependent on the ratio Z061Z00.
There are three important additional constraints on the structure
which leads to conditions 2 and 3.
They are as follows:
(a) The lines are symmetrical
(b) The coupler is matched
(C) The phase velocities of the odd and even modes are assumed to
be equal.
We now examine what happens when the assumptions are invalidated.
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2.2	 MICROSTRIP COUPLER WITH ASYNMETRIC LINES
When the lines in figure (2.2) are asymmetrical (ie. of different
widths) Crystal [2.5] shows that infinite directivity is achieved
if
GaGb = AB -D 2	(2.11(a))
There are two conditions for impedance matching
Ga Gb =ABD2	 (2.11(a))
and
Ga/Gb=A/B	 (2.11(b))
where Ga Gb are the terminating admittances of the two lines, which
need not be real,
ya + ya
00	 oe	 (2.12(a))
2
E= 
Yobo+Yobe	
(2.12(b))
2
Va Va vb
D = 00 - - oe = 00 - (2.12(c))
2	 2
where ya ya are admittances measured at port 1 for an infinite
section of coupled line excited in the even and odd modes
respectively, with voltage sources at ports 1 and 2. yb yb are
corresponding even and odd mode admittances measured at port 2 with
sources at ports 1 and 2. [2.5]
It can also be shown that the asymmetric coupled line acts as an
impedance transformer in which the coupled signal may be
transformed to a higher or lower impedance than the input signal.
The coupling coefficient k, and the terminating admittances of the
asymmetric coupled line are connected by the following equations:
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k=D'I',/A"B'	 (2.13(a))
(A'\Ga = , )(fA /B I_ D 2 )	 (2.13(b))
Gb=()(A/BI_D2)	 (2.13(c))
and the theoretical limit of the impedance transformation ratio
(between incident and coupled ports) for a given coupling value is
given by
(2.13(d))
k 2 Gb	 Ga
The asymmetric coupler can be designed from a knowledge of the
symmetric coupler of equal coupling by applying the fact that an
asymmetrical coupler is mathematically equivalent to a symmetric
coupler where the coupled line of the symmetric coupler has
impedance transformers of turns ratio
1:7A
connected at both ends, (ie. ports 2 and 3). And Crystal [2.5]
shows that the following equivalence is valid
A=A'
	
(2.13(e))
N = B' / A1
	
(2.13 (f)
D = Dl'/N	 (2.13 (g)
where the primed quantities refer to the asymmetric coupler and the
unprimed to the symmetric equivalent. Therefore knowing k and A
for the symmetric coupler the parameters for the unsymmetric
coupler can be calculated.
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A frequently encountered problem of microwave system design is the
requirement for a transition from 50 to 75 ohms at the IF band.
The requirement for a compact transition is presently met by using
a resistive divider. The resistive divider approach reduces
dynamic range of the system. It is proposed here to achieve a low
loss compact transition from 50 to 75 ohms at NHz frequencies by
using an asymmetric spiral coupler similar to the type shown in
figure (2.11), with ground plane septum, to achieve the required
value of k.
From equation (2.13(d)),
= 1.5
k2
ie. k = 0.81
and	 = 9 . 5
00
This ratio can be met by the ground plane septum method analyzed in
chapter 4. The transformer design will be as follows: (1) for the
selected substrate determine the line spacing and septum lengths
which result in the required even to odd mode impedance ratio for
symmetric lines (2) use equation (2.13) to determine the width of
the coupled line in the asymmetric configuration.
2.3	 MISMATCHED COUPLER
To address the case where the coupler is mismatched let the input
impedance at port 1 be Z 1 ,<
 where x = '0' or 'e' and let Z 0 be the
source/load characteristic impedance.
Then
z1x	 Il+jatanO1
ain==an[_an+jtanO]
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and if
ak =	 = coupler impedance
k= a e - a0 = voltage coupling coefficient
+
k1 =/L— k2
then from [2.5]
(a-1) +k(c+1)
Slm = J sinO {
2 a k kl co50+js0[ k +1) +k(a-1)]
±	 (cc-1) -k(c+1)
2ak kl cosO+jsinO[(a.+l) -k(a.-l)]
(2.14(a))
where m = 1, 2 and the positive sign and negative signs in
(2.14(a)) refers to S 11 and S 12 respectively.
Similarly
Slfl-o:kkl{	 1
2akklcosO+jsinO{(a+1)+k(a_1)]
1
±	 }
2a kkl co sO +jsinO[(c4^i) —k(c4^1)]
(2.14(b))
where n = 3,4 and the plus sign refers to S 14 and the minus to S13.
when ak-i
(2.14) reduces to (2.7) the matched coupler case.
2.4	 UNEVEN PHASE VELOCITY
So far equal even/odd mode phase velocities h
However, due to the dielectric inhomogeneity
structure even and odd mode phase velocities Vpei
unequal
re been assumed.
the microstrip
are generally
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Z2(0)
Z1(0)
z2(t)
z1(t)
z=o	 z=t
Figure 2.3(a) Coupled Microstrip
L2	 C2	 L 2	 C2
$T	
Lm 'Cm --
Im 
$ ___
C l	 l --
_ 1
	 _
Z=Z 1	Z=Z1 +dz
Figure 2.3(b) Equivalent Circuit
Krage and Haddad [2.7] using the notation in figure 2.3(b)), where
L, C, (j = 1, 2) are equivalent self inductance and capacitance
respectively per unit length of each strip j in the presence of the
other line k (k = 1, 2) where j k and Lm Cm are mutual
inductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively, indicates
that the behaviour of the system can be described by the following
equations
l+L ---+L -=o	 (2.15(a))o	 't	 tmôt
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6i +C 	
-- =0
1 ôt	 m
ôe	
—1+L -02
ôz	 öt
ôi
=0
ot	 ôt
(2.15(b))
(2.15(c))
(2.15(d))
L = L — L L = L — L C = C -I-C C = C +1	 10	 in'	 2	 20	 in'	 1	 10	 m'	 2	 20	 m
Assuming that the lines are lossless and that the impedances of
each line is not a function of distance, Z, along the line then the
propagation constant
y = ±j 0 1±ö	 (2.16)
ie. four possible phase velocities if the medium is homogenous only
one phase velocity is allowed and 6 o
and
where	 = _____
N	 2	 -I3lIG2kLkC
o	
1 
1 2 2\
=	
'2l 
( 1 — kr) (1—k)
(2.17)
(2.18)
I3 I = /LJ C1	 ( 1 = 1,2)	 (2.19)
kL =Lm/ L1 L2 	 (2.20)
and k=C/yC1C2	 (2.21)
and the exp jwt time dependence is assumed.
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	Z 2 (0)	 I 
LINE 2	
z2(t)
I	 +1
LINE 1 -
a
	
z1(o)	
-	 z1(t)
Z=0	 z=t
Figure 2.4 Schematic for Coupled Wave Analysis
Considering figure 2.4 in which the modes on the line are
represented by a+, a, b+, b with directions as shown.
For a homogenous medium ie. 8 = o and setting P = 2EMconditions) (ie.
the symmetrical condition referred to in section 2.1) and matched
terminations, then kL =	 = k or kL =	 ( 2.18)
and Krage and Haddad have shown that the reflected wave
a(o) 
=	 (2.22)
a(o)
the transmitted wave
	
____ =	 (i-k2)	 (2.23)
a(o)	 [(f-k 2 ) cosO+jsinO
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the coupled wave
b(o) =	 jksinO	 (2.24)
a(o)	 /(l-k2) cosO+jsinO
the directivity related wave
= 0 	 (2.25)
a+(o)
where
o =	 and C= l/v1jI
C
t and E are permeability and permittivity of the homogenous medium
respectively.
It is worthwhile to note that equation 2.24 is identical to (2.8).
Defining coupling
Eb(o) P (1-Ip2(o)12)	 (2.26)
Ia (0)12
Directivity
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	Ib (Q) P (1 ....1p2()12 )
	 ( 2.27)D=	
N	 (o) P (1 -lp 2 (o) 2)
where p 1 (Z) is voltage reflection coefficient of line i at a
position Z. Then using equations (2.20), (2.21), (2.22), (2.23),
(2.24) and (2.25),
/ksinO	 (2.28)
- - k 2 cos 2 0
D=o	 (2.29)
For the non-homogenous dielectric case kL k. If in this case
= P2 and the ports are matched
then
PO=131V1-kLkC	 (2.30)
	
from	 (2.15)
and
8 = (kL
 - k) / ( 1 - kL k)	 (2.31)
and following [2.6] defining
41 = v/ ( 1+kL) ( l-k)
	 (2.32)
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and
4 2 = [(1- kL) (1 + k)	 (2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
A =kL - kc	 (2.36)
then
and
c=lb(0)I	 (2.37)
a (°)
b(o) = (kL + kc) {[2cos(6 1 -'-0 2 ) -2cos (01-02)]
a4(o)
^j[(1^42)sin(81+O2)+(2-41)Sifl(O1O2)]}
--[4 (i+44) - A 2 ] cos (01+02)
- [4 (1 4142) - A 2 ] cos (0 -02)
^iC [4 (4-) +2	 (42-41)] sin (0+6..,)
-[4 (44) -2A (412)] sin (0-O))
b (Q)D=I b (0)
(2.38)
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and
b () 
= (2 (4'142) (cosO2 -CoSO 1 ) + j [2 ( 4 1 sin02 42 sin01)
b (o)
-A ( 1 s1fl02 +42sin01)])
	
(2.39)
{(kL+kc){2 [cos(0 1 +02 ) -COS (0-0)]
+j [(41 +4:2) sin ( °1°2 ) + (4142) sin ( 0 1 - 02 ) ]}}
As	 is increased [2.61 power coupled to the b mode is decreased
and power coupled to the b mode is increased which results in
degraded directivity as well as co-directional behaviour if 	 is
increased sufficiently.
For optimum contra-directional microstrip coupler performance it is
therefore necessary to find means of making A o ie. equalising V0
and Vpe Chapter 3 deals with techniques of achieving this
condition.
2.5	 COUPLER BANDWIDTH SENSITIVITY TO ZoelZoo
Ratio of power at port 2 of the coupler to input power at port 1 is
given by [2.11]
k2sin20	 (2.40(a))
i-k 2 cos20
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Where 0 is the electrical length of the coupler
C2 = k forO = -
The value of 0 for which
R2
- =m
k2
is given by
om_sin-1[(mm'	
(2.40(b))
-	 1_mk2)
If fractional bandwidth BW is defined as
then since O =	 and 
-f- = --IC
Then fractional bandwidth for a given m is
pw=l_ sin i (mmk	 (2.40(c))
ICL2	 l_mk2)
Where fc is frequency at which m = 1.
Therefore fractional bandwidth increases as k increases and reaches
a maximum of 2 when k = 1.
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Since
k=
1 + Z00/Z
bandwidth is maximised by minimising the ratio Zoo/Zoe•
Chapter 3 examines ways of achieving this.
2.6	 COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINE PHASE SHIFTER
Referring to figure 2.2 if ports 2 and 4 are short circuited then
the ABCD matrix of the structure becomes [2.5].
A=	
Yo&COtOe+YooCOtOo	 (2.41(a))
'oecosec 0 & -	 cosec 00
	
2j	 (2.41(b))8=
	
oe cosec 0e -	 cosec 60
c	
'0 + 'oc 2 Y00 Y00 (cot O e cot 0 0 ^ cosec Oecosec 0)
= 2	 cosec -	 cosec
D=A	 (2.4:(d))
and the equivalent circuit is as sho..-n in figure 2.5.
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23
1	 4
1:—i
Figure 2.5 Terminated Coupled Line Equivalent Circuit
From equation (2.41) when Z >> Z ie. Y << Y the ABCD matrixoe	 00oe	 00,
elements are approximately
A = D = -cos
B = -2jZ00sinO0
C = -
ie. the equivalent transmission matrix becomes
I cos6 0 j2Z0sinO0l
° U sinO0
L 0 _1][J 2Z00	 cosO0
(2.42)
which represent a 180° phase shifter in series with a transmission
line of length 00 and characteristic impedance 2Z00. This result
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offers a simple technique for achieving in planar form the 1800
phase shift required for broadband push-pull amplifiers and
balanced mixers. As part of this exercise a 90 degree section of
coupled line terminated as mentioned above was used to replace the
270 degree section of a microstrip rat race. The circuit layout is
shown in figure (2.5(a)). The circuit was realised on 0.025 inch
thick Epsilon 10 (r = 10) with line spacing of 0.0017 inch and
line width 0.016 inches in the coupled section, resulting in Zoe/Zoo
ratio of 2.7. Predicted data is shown in table (2.1). Figure
(2.5(b)) shows measured phase response of the path D to B versus D
to C.
Measured data was as follows:
Frequency Band	 7.5	 to	 10 GHz	 (28%
bandwidth)
Coupling	 DtoB	 3 ± 0.2 dB
COUPLING
	
D to C
	
3 ± 0.2 dB
COUPLING
	
D to A
	 10 dB minimum
PHASE DIFFERENCE	 D to B vs. D to C
	 180° ± 10°
The phase response matches Aikawa's [2.9] result for Z/Z, = N =
2.7, however measured insertion loss ripple was greater than
Aikawa's, this is mainly due to source/load mismatch in our test
setup as well as a poor termination at port A. In addition
isolation is worse than would be expected due to the fact that (1).
the quasi-static assumption is breaking down (2). phase velocities
of even and odd modes are unequal.
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The bandwidth over which (2.42) holds is dependent on the ratio
Z oe/ Z oo = M as shown in section . (2.5). In section (2.8) we propose
a broadband 1800 phase splitter in which very high Zc/Zoo ratio is
achieved by the use of the tuning septum approach which is analyzed
in chapter 4.
Touchstone(TN)-Configuration (100 1600 100 17405 0651 1000 1 3294)
FREQ-GHZ
6.00
6.50
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.500
10.00
10.50
11.00
11.50
12 .00
ANG{S12]
HYBRID
D-B
147.835
135.834
123.863
111.971
100. 181
88.490
76.870
65.269
53. 619
41. 838
29.837
17 .528
4.829
ANG [ S 14 1
HYBRID
D-C
-45.950
-56.373
-66 .735
-77 . 007
-87 . 172
-97 .233
-107.211
-117.142
-127.076
-137.070
-147 . 186
-157.477
-167.987
DB [ S12]
HYBRID
D-B
-5.333
-4 . 803
-4 . 388
-4.073
-3.844
-3.690
-3.598
-3.561
-3.576
-3.643
-3.771
-3.972
-4 .266
tB[S14J
HYBRID
D-C
-4.672
-4.321
-4.042
-3.825
-3.660
-3.538
-3.449
-3.387
-3.347
-3.330
-3.336
-3.375
-3.457
Table (3.1) Calculated Response of Optimised Rat Race
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2.7	 SELECTIVELY TERMINATED COUPLED MICROSTRIP
2.7.1	 PORT 2 SHORT CIRCUITED PORT 3 OPEN CIRCUITED
Consider figure 2.2. If port 2 is short circuited and port 3 open
circuited the equivalent circuit is shown in figure 2.7 [2.1O, in
a non-homogenous configuration.
ZshuflU
Zseries\
Figure 2.6 Equivalent Circuit
Where
2 Z0eZ00
Zseries	 (Z +Z )
	
(2.43(a))
oe	 00
I	 —z \2
	
09	 00'
	
ZShuflt 2'Z +Z )
	
(2.43(b))
	
oe	 00
when Zoe >> Z00 (2.43) becomes
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= 2 Z00
Ze
shunt -
Examination of the data for most low noise MESFET up to X-band,
indicates that the optimum complex noise match impedance is in the
upper half of the Smith chart but with an angle which is greater at
the low end of the frequency band than at the high end.
	 To
approach optimum noise match over a broadband, frequently requires
the use of a shunt inductor as well as a lossy series inductor. If
Zoe >> z 00 and much greater than the terminating impedances, the
coupled line could perform the same function with lower loss. To
the author's knowledge this low noise match has not been used.
Another application of the equivalent circuit in figure 2.6 is its
use in broadening the bandwidth of a conventional branchline
coupler in a compact arrangement. The technique is based on that
described by Mayer and Knochel [2.13] in which a high impedance Al2
line is added to each port of the coupler and at the end of the )/2
line away from the coupler a A/2 open circuited line is attached as
shown in figure (2.7(a))
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In Mayer and Knochel's circuit Z 3
 = 92.7 ohms. This creates two
problems, the first is radiation loss and the second is that the
circuit would be of limited usefulness above 18 GHz where a thin
substrate would be required. The approach suggested in this thesis
circumvents both problems and results in a more compact structure.
To prove the concept a branchline coupler was designed to cover the
5.9 - 6.4 GHz civil earth station transmit band using the standard
technique as well as the coupled line technique shown in figure
(2.7(b)).
Figures (2.7(c)) through (2.7(f)) shows predicted performance of
the conventional branchline coupler. Figures (2.7(g)) through
(2.7(i) shows the predicted performance of the proposed branchline
coupler with a coupled section as the tuning element as shown in
figure (2.7(b)).
Bandwidth, particularly of the coupled and isolated path, as well
as input return loss, is improved from approximately 10% to 49%.
The coupled line structure which is similar to that shown in figure
4.1 has line spacing of 0.001 inch and line width 0.012 inch
realised on a substrate of = 2.4 and thickness 0.010 inch; with
tuning septums.
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2.7.2	 PORTS 2 AID 4 OPENED CIRCUITED
If in figure 2.2 ports 2 and 4 are both open circuited the
equivalent circuit of the coupled line section becomes as shown in
figure 2.7.
Z5hflt
p
Figure 2.7 Equivalent Circuit
where
Zseries - 
Zoe - Z00
-
	
	 (2.47)
2
Zsht =ZOQ	 (2.48)
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2Z001
1:-i
whenZ >>Zoe	 00
	
=i2	 (2.49)series	 2
and the equivalent series transmission line becomes an inductor
when the terminating impedances are much lower than Zoe• This is
a technique of achieving impedance of greater than 250 ohms with
easily manufacturable dimensions and without the excessive
radiation	 and metal losses that would occur with a single
microstrip. (The maximum manufacturable limit for single
microstrip is approximately 150 ohms when E r = 10.) This structure
can additionally be used as a two stub tuner. When the structure
in figure (2.5(a)) was cascaded with coupled lines as defined in
this section the coupling band width exceeded an octave.
2.7.3	 PORT 3 SHORT CIRCUITED/PORT 4 SHORT CIRCUITED
If ports 3 and 4 are both short circuited the equivalent circuit is
as shown in figure 2.8
2	 3 =
14 -
Figure 2.8 Equivalent Circuit Ports 3 and 4 Short Circuited
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ABCD matrix elements are
A=Y0OCOtOOYOeCOtOe=D	 (2.50)YOo COt 0 0 
- 'oe cot °e
B=j1
	
	
2	
]	
(2.51)Y00 cot0 0 - YooCOtOe
= -j { 2 1'00 oe cot0 0 cot 091Y00cot00-Y0cotO]	 (2.52)
when Z > > Zoe	 00
A = D = 1
B = j2Z00tanO0
C =
	 2YoeCOtOe
if Y - a then the configuration becomes a controllable low loss
series inductor.
2.7.4	 PORT 2 SHORT CIRCUITED/PORT 3 SHORT CIRCUITED
When ports 2 and 3 are short circuited the equivalent circuit is as
shown in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10	 Equivalent Circuit Ports 2 and 3 Short Circuited.
ABCD matrix is
A	
YoeCOtOp+Y cotO00	 0	
= D	 (2.53)
cosec +	 cosec
B=j
	
	
2	
]	
(2.54)
H'oe cosec ° e + ___ cosec
[y+ ___ + 2Y0 )!00 (cosec0, cosec 00- cot0 cot00)
2 [Y09 cosec 0 +	 cosec 0]
whenY >>Y00	 oe
A = cose = D
B = j2Z00sinO0
C = I sinO0
2Z00
(2.55)
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Using this circuit concept and multiple coupled lines such as the
six strip coupled section described in chapter 4, where Z 00 of 12
ohms is achievable with Er 9.8 and even lower Z 00 could be
achieved with E r = 38 or higher, low impedance compact microwave
sections can be realised.	 This fact should prove useful
particularly in MI4ICs.
In addition as increases the physical single-strip line width
below which transverse resonances occur decreases. This imposes a
limit on the lowest impedance single strip line which can be
realised. This limit frequently precludes the use of low enough
impedance transmission lines in matching large gate periphery power
GaAs FETs. In addition low impedance single lines are generally
not used in GaAs MMICs due to the high substrate cost.
	 Denhinger
[1.4] has also shown that transverse current is proportional to
w/).o and that the quasi-TEM approximation 	
> > 
J) holds for
= ^ 0.1
0
where w is the width of the microstrip line and is wavelength in
free space, J, J are longitudinal and transverse current densities
respectively. This sets a quasi-TEM limit for microstrip width.
The coupled line in figure (2.10) may be used to achieve low
impedances without the disadvantages of wide single microstrip
lines.
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2.8	 PROPOSED BROADBAND LOW FREQUENCY
180 DEGREE PHASE SPLITTER
There are several microwave applications such as push pull
amplifiers and image reject mixers in which octave bandwidth 180
degree phase splitters are required at low frequencies ie. up to 6
GHz.
To date these devices have not been done in the planar distributed
form which is compatible with other microwave integrated circuit
components due to the prohibitively large circuit areas which would
be required when conventional microstrip is used. The structure
shown in figure (2.11) is proposed to fill this gap.
The structure consists of an inherently broadband input T - network
feeding a pair of identical coupled spirals. Each spiral consists
of two edge coupled microstrip lines. In the spiral fed by PATH
'A' the coupled lines are terminated as indicated in section 2.7.4,
whereas the spiral fed by PATH 'B' is terminated as described in
section 2.6
In order to achieve a very high (> 20) ratio of ZIz 00 the ground
plane under the spirals is removed as shown in chapter (4).
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Each spiral coupler is analyzed in the following way, assuming that
quasi-static conditions hold; which is reasonable, considering the
intended frequency of operation.
1. Treat the spiral as a cascade of 4 line couplers and impose
the condition of current and voltage continuity between the
couplers.
2. Calculate the even and odd mode capacitances of the four line
structure by using the technique outlined in section (4.3).
3. Calculate the even and odd mode impedance of the four coupled
lines Z 00 ,
 Zoe as done in section (4.3).
4. Calculate the even and odd mode admittance
'oe =
	 = _.___
Zoe	 Z00
5. Calculate the chain matrix of each 4 strip section from the
expression [2.8]
Ia 11 a12 h11 b12][v11 a21 a22 b21 b22 [V4 1M	 d Hv31
11:1 
c11 C12 d11	
121 I-	 I	 (2.56)
I	 I	 41
LI2] C
21 c12 d11 d1 21 {_13j
[c21 c22 d21 d22]
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Where
a11 = a22 = d11 = d22 = - COS 0e + cos 0)
	 (2.57 (a))
a12 = a21 = d12 = d, 1 = - (cos °e - cos 0)	 (2.57(b))
b =b =Z (ZoeS fl0 e +ZooSfl0 o )11	 22	 2 (2.57 (c))
b	 b =2 (ZoeS±fl0eZooS1fl0o)12	 21	 2 (2.57(d))
C11 = C22 
= - ('oe	 + Y00 sin 0)
	 (2.57(e))
C12 =C2i=2(YoeS1fl0eYooS1fl0o)	 (2.57 (f)
and (2.56) is derived by considering two coupled lines as shown in
figure (2.12), °e' 0 0 are even and odd mode electrical lengths of
the couplers.
6.	 The overall spiral performance is then calculated from the
cascade matrix with the ports terminated as shown in figure
(2.11)
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To achieve quadrature phase shift the PATH 'B' spiral could be used
alone, letting the length of the complete coupled section be
2
This structure should find an application in NMIC5 as well as in
miniature hybrid microwave integrated circuits (MHMICs) in which
the unit could be made very small by using high dielectric constant
substrates such as (ZrSn) T104 r = 38 or BaO - Pbo - Nd203 - Ti 02,
= 88.
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CHAPTER 3
}IETHODS OF EVEN/ODD MODE PHASE VELOCITY EQIJALISATION AND OF
MAXIMISING EVEN TO ODD MODE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE RATIO
3.0	 INTRODUCTION
As shown in chapter 2 equation (2.39) directivity is maximised when
= - = 0
for any two coupled lines.
A clearer relationship than (2.39) is obtained if we follow the
approach of Napoli and Hughes [3.1] in which symmetric coupled
lines are considered as this is the most commonly occurring
situation.
Considering a coupling section length in which the spacing of the
two lines do not vary with , then if the ports of the coupler are
defined as in figure 2.2 and the further assumption is made that
all ports are terminated in their characteristic impedance Zo then
due to the symmetry assumption L 1 = L2 = L, C 1 = C2=C. We can then
write the even and odd mode wave numbers and a characteristic
impedances poe' J3	 Z, Z00 as follows:
(3.1)
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z08 = rLj
	
(3.2)
p00=/(L-2M)(C+2C,7,)
	
(3.3)
Z,=/(L-2/(C+2C,7)
	
(3.4)
Then assuming space variation exp ± j T Z, where T = ± Pool ± Poe
indicating incident and reflected even and odd mode signals; as
well as time dependence exp j ?i t, then the scattering parameters
of the system are given by [3.1]
Si1 =j!(1 -
2
2
i-8
exp(2Jp 08 ) -
2
2
exp(2jp) - 0)
(3.5(a))
2(1 -p,)expVp)
2{ exp (2j 08 Q) - p}
(3.5(b))
(i -p)exp(jI3Q)
+
2{exp (2j3) - p}
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2')lPePe(.	
2)
	
S31 =	
- exp(2J 00 Q) -
	
(3.5()
2
i_P0
- exp(2jp) - p0
2)
- (1 -p)exp(jj309Q)
	
SI	 2
	2{exp (2jI3 Q) - p0	
(3.5(o))
(1 -p)exp(jp00Q)
2
- 2{exp(2jp) - p0}
Where
P6_(1	 +.
z)	 2)
p 0 = _( i -	 +
z )(	 z)
When
00Q = 13 00 Q =
and the coupler is matched le.
S11 =O,2 9Z,=Zandp 9 = -p0 p
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then equation (3.5) reduces to
= P8 
2 
+	
2 
=	 (3.6(a))
i -P8 l+po
21	
2	 2
+
H - P8 1 - 
P0J	
(i -
= I	 2	 .	 2 
= - 1 + p2)	
(3.6(b))
	
1\ i +p8	 I
s3, = P9 
2 -
	
2 
=	 (3.6(c)
l+pe 1+p 0 1+p2
2	 ..	 2'\
= j(1 - Pe - I 
-_p0 =0
	 (3.6(g)41	 2	 2	 21l+p 6 l+p0)
Therefore for these conditions, directivity of the coupler
= I	 I	 from (3.6(c) and (3.6(o))
S41
When the phase velocities of the two modes are uneven
ie.
po8^ 100
then
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S41 ^ 0
Since
p8 = - p 0 = p
continues to hold, and
(p08 + I3 ) 1? = it
then
S41... (i 
_p2'(Pfl
-- 1 +2)1	
)	
(3.7)
and directivity is
I	 I ____	
'2	
(3.8)
S41	 [it (1 -IS31 )	 13, -1
P00
Therefore as the ratio J3oe'oo increases, directivity degrades. It
is also noted that when 13oo Poe directivity is dependent on
coupling and degrades as coupling decreases (or as the dielectric
constant of the substrate is increased). Alexopoulous et al [3.5]
has indicated that a 10 percent difference between	 and Poe
results in a directivity degradation of a 10 dB coupler to 13 dB
from its theoretical directivity of infinity. 	 13 is usually
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greater than Poe for edge coupled lines.
Since many practical coupler applications require loose coupling,
it is therefore important to examine ways of equalising oe and Poc
3.2	 TECHNIQUES OF EQUALIZING 	 and Poe
Among the techniques used to equalise 00 and	 are the following:
1. Edge coupled lines with dielectric overlay. [3.2]
2. Edge coupled lines on more than one substrate but with no
overlay. [3.2]
3. Broadside coupled lines with overlay. [3.2]
4. Broadside coupled lines on more than one substrate but with no
overlay.	 [3.2]
5. The serpentine or wiggling approach. [3.3]
6. Overlay with floating strip. [3.4]
7. Broadside coupled strips in rectangular waveguide with air
gap. [3.2]
8. The use of substrate anisotropy in conjunction with the
variation of the distance of the box lid to the coupled
microstrip.	 [3.5], [3.6]
9. Edge coupled microstrip line with tuning septum.
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Methods (1) through (6) have been covered in several papers and
will not be addressed further here. Methods (6), (7) and (8) have
been less used and will be considered in more detail.
3.2.1	 Broadside Coupled Strips in Rectangular Waveguide
H
a __
-	 c	 -
Figure (3.1) Broadside Coupled Lines in Rectangular Waveguide
As in figure (3.1) two strips on high dielectric constant
substrates are mounted parallel to the E-field of the rectangular
waveguide. The performance of this coupler is dependent on the
degree of dielectric anisotropy of the substrate as-well-as the
dimensions s and (a-s)/2; as will be shown later.
Horno and Medina [3.2] has shown by the variational technique in
the spectral domain and assuming quasi-static conditions that for
WR-28 waveguide (a = 7.11 mm, b = 3.56 mm) using Epsilon 10 	 =
13.0, € = 10.2) then 	 =	 at S= = 0.2 mm. For
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Sapphire = 9.4, €,, = 11.6), then f3 = Poe at S 0.42 mm. This
technique of equalising p 00 and Poe is easier to implement than other
broadside techniques since the air dielectric allows easy
adjustment of S.
3.2.2	 Use of Substrate Anisotro py in Coniunction with Lid
Height
Alexopoulous and Maas [3.5] have shown that if an anisotropic
substrate supports coupled lines, then the degree of inequality
between J3 and Poe is controllable by the substrate anisotropy and,
(spar) the permittivity in the direction of the ground plane is
greater than (Eperp) the perpendicular component, the odd mode phase
velocity is reduced relative to the even mode. The two mode
velocities are equal when Epar	2 Eperp (3.9).
The condition expressed in equation (3.9) is generally not
naturally occurring, however, and phase velocity equalisation is in
practice realised through the use of composite anisotropic
dielectrics [3.6], [3.7].
An outline of the analysis technique based on [3.6] is given below
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I•l	 1 HTii
Figure (3.2) Coupled Microstrip on Double Anisotropic Substrate
Considering figure (3.2) in which the permittivity of the two
regions are tensors represented by
F ii	 121
-	 1E, E,
E1€01 12
	
221
[Ej
	E,j
where i = 1,2.
Then assuming infinitely thin strips and imposing the quasi-TEM
condition the scalar potential is the solution of Laplace's
equation which in this case is
V. (€,V4 1 (xM) 	(3.11)
(3.10)
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The general solution of which, in the spectral domain, is [3.6]
4,(PM =((A 1 sInh pR,4 + B1 cosh(fR1y}exp(-JS,$	 (3.12)
where 13 is the transform variable and
11 22	 / 12, 222
= 
E, /E 1
 - !j , € ) }112	 (3.13(a))
12 22
S1 =€, /E 1 	(3.13(b))
A, B are constants which are determined by applying the boundary
conditions applicable to the system.
Horno and Nedina have shown that the fourier transformed Green's
function is
Im	 in
mI 2 + E 1 coth (ph1 t7') coth(h2m) 1) _i	 (314)g(p)=fp(1 +E21
[€'coth ( h'7') + €coth (ph/")]
where
m	 11 22	 12
El = (€, 
€, - € 
)112
h,m=R1 h1 1=1,2
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Knowing the Green's function; the characteristic impedance and
effective dielectric constant (leading to J3, Poe) can be found by
the variational method or by the spectral domain technique covered
in chapters 1 and 4.
The analysis was done [3.6] for Boron Nitride in region 1 and
Sapphire in region 2; where the permittivity tensor components are:
for Boron Nitride
€r =5.12, €r=3.4, €2=O
for Sapphire
11	 22	 12
€
2 =9.40, €2 =11.6, €2
	
0
The superscripts '11' refer to the x-axis and '22' to the y-axis.
It was found that there were two values of the ratio h 2/h for which
= P00 and this proves that the composite anisotropic dielectric
configuration can be used for even and odd mode phase velocity
compensation in edge coupled microstrip lines by using the
appropriate thickness of each dielectric layer. Alexopoulous [3.5]
has also shown that it is possible with a single anisotropic
substrate to equalise j3 and Poe by appropriate choice of lid
position.
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3.2.3	 Edge Coupled Lines with Tuning Septums
As shown in section (4.2) it is possible to equalise and 13oe for
coupled lines on an isotropic substrate by optimising the dimension
G in figure (4.1). This is a simple method of achieving phase
velocity equalisation, the even mode impedance is however
simultaneously increased by the presence of the gap in the ground
plane leading to tighter coupling for a given spacing s. As stated
earlier in this chapter, the need for 13oc 13c equalisation
techniques decreases as coupling factor increases; therefore this
technique would be of limited usefulness unless either wide strip
spacing or wide strip widths are used. If wide strip widths are
used careful attention must then be given to the possible onset of
higher order modes.
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3.3	 Method of Increasing ZOe/ZOO Ratio
Referring to equation (1.29) it is clear that to maximise Zoel Z oo its
necessary to minimise C e , maximise C° or do both simultaneously.
3.3.1	 Minimising C
One important technique of minimising C e is the use of the
configuration in figure (4.1) where Z0eIZ00 ratio greater than 5 is
seen to be practical.
3.3.2	 Maximising C9°
Techniques for maximising C° include:
1. The use of multistrip structures such as the lange coupler
[3.8].
2. The use of a second metallised substrate mounted perpendicular
to the plane of the coupled strips as shown in figure (3.3)
[3.9].
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Figure (3.3) Vertically Integrated Coupler
In this configuration 
€11 determines Z oe and €12 determines Z 00 . The
two impedances can be changed almost independently. Zoe/Zoo ratios
greater than 5.7 have been achieved with this technique. This
structure offers the added characteristic of equalised 	 and J3
for correctly chosen €, 
€12 and height of the metallisation on the
vertical section.
3.3.3	 Decreasing C e and Increasing C° Simultaneously
Techniques of simultaneously decreasing C e and increasing C°
include:
(1) The use of broadside coupled suspended microstrip. Whereas
very low odd mode impedance is possible a large ratio of
to J30e can be produced unless specific precautions are taken.
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(2) The use of multiple strips with tuning septums. As shown in
chapter 4; Zoe/Zoo ratio of greater than 20 is possible with
this technique.
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CHAPTER 4
COUPLED MICROSTRIP WITH GROUND PLANE SEPTUM
4.0	 INTRODUCTION
One technique of achieving high even to mode impedance ratios in
planar coupled microstrip structures is shown in figure (4.1)
below. The analysis technique is based on the spectral domain
method by Itoh [5.1]. The major contribution of this section is to
fill in the blanks left by Itoh, to express the fourier transforms
of the charge distribution functions in a form, which can be
processed easily on a personal computer. In addition, it is shown,
by comparison with the Bryant-weiss results that, whereas
impedances using this method with two basis functions of the type
described by Itoh and others, is adequate for practical coupler
designs, they do not completely agree with Bryant-weiss. The
disagreement is such that the spectral domain method is likely to
be the one in error, as shown later in this chapter. The method is
then applied to the analysis of a six strip 0.9 dB broadband
coupler. In addition it is shown that the analysis of figure (4.1)
can be used to simplify the analysis of broadside coupled lines
with tuning septums. So far as the author is aware these have not
been done before.
-r
t$
Er2 ,/.Lr	 2	 h
b
2L	
-I
Figure 4.1 Cross-section of two coupled microstrip lines with
tuning septum
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4.1	 THE TWO STRIP CASE
In figure 4.1	 En	 Er3_1l Er2 = € r>1,	 =•	 is, in addition
isotropic and purely real.
	 The conductor strips are of
infinitesimal thickness and are perfect conductors.
Due to the symmetry of the structure it can be analyzed in terms of
even and odd modes with symmetry axis at x=O. The quasi-TEN
approximation is assumed and Poisson's equation is solved subject
to the boundary conditions applicable to the structure.
The regions of the structure are designated 1, 2, and 3 as shown
bounded by a conducting enclosure. Using the designations in [5.1]
the following boundary conditions are applicable:
(x, b) 
= k2 (x, b) , 0 <x K L	 (4.1 (a) )
4 (x,b) = 0, L-a<x<L (on the septum)	 (4.1(b))
4 1 (x,h) = v(x) ,O<x<L-a(on the dielectric/air interface) (4.1(c))
And considering the normal component of displacement to the
dielectric boundary
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L-a <x < L (on the septum)
r	 42 'y=bj 4) 1 'y=b 
= -p (x)
co
= 0	 ,0<x<L-a(onthedielectriC)
I)2 (x,b-4-h) =4) 3 (x,b+h) , 0 <x< L (at the region ^ interface)
(4.1(d))
(4.2(a)
4)2 (x,b+h) = 4, (x) = V1 S<x< S+W(on the microstrip)
	 (4.2(b))
=4)0 (x) ,0<x<s ands-'-w<x<L
'.y=b+h - r	
= _rD (x)	 (s <x < s+w)2 yb+h
€0
=0,o<x<s ands-'-w<x<L
(4.2(c))
$ (0,y) =0	 1=1,2,3
	 (4.3(a))
on the conducting walls of the enclosure. At x = o
4 = 0 on the magnetic wall (Newmann Condition)
	 (4.3(b))
4) (o, y) =0
	 (4.3(c))
on the electric wall (Derichiet Condition) 	 (x,y), 2 (x,y),
(x,y) are scalar electric potential functions in the regions 1, 2
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and 3. V is the known potential on the strip, e, permittivity of
free space, p(x), p(x) are charge density distributions on the
strip and the septum respectively and are unknowns, v(x) and 0(x)
are unknown potential distributions at the dielectric interfaces
between regions (1) and (2) and (2) and (3).
To determine the capacitance per unit length and therefore even and
odd mode impedances and effective dielectric constants the two
dimensional Poisson's equation is solved in the Fourier transform
domain using the sine and cosine transform expressions listed
below:
(n,y) =fL4(x,y) coskxdx	 (4.4(a))
n--:
wherek= 
L
n = 1,2, --0O
(n,y)=fL4(x,ySinkxdx	 (4.4b))
wherek =.
L
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n = 1,2,
Equations (4.4(a)) and (4.4(b)) refer to the even and odd modes
respectively and are chosen to satisfy the enclosure boundary
conditions of equations (4.3(a)), (4.3(b)), (4.3(c)). Considering
the general charge distribution p(x,y) we can write
p (x,y) =f(x)ô (y-b-h)	 (4.5)
where 8(y-b-h) is the Dirac delta. The Poisson's equation for the
potential distribution	 is
	
V2 4
 (x,y) =P	 (4.6(a))
€
When y b + h and y b, Laplaces equation is obtained.
	
V/24 (x,y) =0	 (4.6(b))
Taking the Fourier transform of
	 (x,y) we get
i {n, y1 =
	
(x, y) exp[jkx]dx
Applying this to (4.6(b)) we get
dy 2
	 (n,y) -k 1 (n,y) = 0	 (4.7)
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The solutions of equation (5.7) are:
(n,y) =Al2 sinh[kY]
	 (4.8)
2 (n,y) =Bsinh[k (y-b)]+Bcosh[k (y-b)]	 (4.9)
(n,y) =csinh[k(d-y)]	 (4.10)
Taking transforms of the boundary conditions (4.1) and (4.2) gives
(n,b)	 2 (n,b)
	 (4.11(a))
(n,b) = f7•(n)
	 (4.11(b))
r2b1b	
€0
	
(4.11(c))
2 (n,b+h)	 (n,b+h)
	 (4.12(a))
2 (n,b^h)	 (n)	 (n)
	
(4.12(b))
'y=b+h -	 2 'y=b+h 
= _1 p (n) 1
[	 ]
(4.12(c))
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(L-a)(n) 
=f	 V(x) coskxdx0 (4.13 (a) ) even mode
(4.13 (b) ) odd mode
i (s+w)
p0(12) 
=L	 p(x) sinkf]xdx (4.16 (b))odd mode
and taking transforms of the functions
(L-a)(n) 
=f	 V(x) sin kxdx0
L(n) 
= f(L-a) p 9 (x) cos kxdx (4.14 (a) ) even mode
? (n) = 
fL 
p (x) sin kxdx	 (4 . 14 (b) ) odd mode
e	 =f:
	
. cos kiixdx+fL4, (x) coskxdx (4.15(a))even mode
0 (n) = f 5 (x) sinkxcIx+ fLo(x) sinkxdx (4.15 (b))odd mode
(s+w)
e(11) 
=f	 p(x) coskxdx	 (4.16 (a))even mode
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(s+w)
FV (fl) 
=f	 Vcoskxdx (4.17 (a) ) even mode
=L
(si-w) Vsinkxdx	 (4.17 (b))odd mode
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) or (4.10) into (4.11(a)), (4.11(c)),
(4.12(a)) and (4.12(c)) results in the following:
A sinh kb = B
	 (4.18(a))
+kBsinhk (y-b)
	
(4.18(b))
=kAcoshky	 (4.18(c))
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.11(c)) we get
(n)
r k B s -k A cosh kh = _____
€0
(4.19)
Substituting (4.9) and (4.10) into (4.12(a)) we get
B: sinh kh + B1 cosh kh = c sinh k1 (d-b-h)
	 (4.20)
Or
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B sinh kh + Bf cosh kJ)h = c s inh k ( t) 	(4 . 20)
From (4.10)
=-k Ccoshk (d-y) = -kCcosh (k, t)Lb+h
	
(4.21)
From (4.9)
2 =kBcoshk (y-b) + kB sinhk (y-b) b^h
=kBcoshkh +kBsinhkh	 (4.22)
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.12(c)) we arrive at
C coshkt + Er B: COShknh + €r B: Siflhknh =
	
	
(4.23)
E k
therefore we have 4 equations for 4 unknowns
A sinh kb - B = 0
(n)
A k cosh kb - r k B: = ____
€0
B cosh kh + B: sinh kh - C sinh kt = 0
134
(4.24)
0
€0
0
(n)
€0
ErBSjflhkn(h)+ErBCOShkn(h)+CnC0S1kn(t)=)
€ k
if we let
al = sinhkb	 ct2 = sinh kh	 3 =sinhkt
131 =coshkb
	 132 =coshkh	 133 =coshkt
we now can write:
al	 -1	 0	 0
.8;
	
k13l	 0	 [kn€r]	 0	 -
0	 132	 a2	 -a3 -
cn.
	
0 E r kn a2 Er knP 2 k133
letting the second matrix in the equation (4.24) be [A]
then:
IAI=Cdk N€1 [132133 +€a2 a3] + 13i [a2 133 € 132 a3]
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And
o	 -1	 0	 0
0	 [knEr]	 0
o	 -a3
(12) Er kn a2 ErknI32 k3
Or
k [c2 3 +€ 2c3] +€k	 (n)
€0
€0	 (4.25)
LJ
al	 0	 0	 0
k	 -[k€1]
	
0n
0	 0	 cc2	 -a3
0	 Erkn2 k3
€0
c_I
	
ii)	 _____
B	
L Eo 
k [a2 3 +€ 2a3] +€k	 (4.26)
B=
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c1
k I 1
0
0
BJ 9 = -
—1	 0	 0
o	 0
€0
0	 —a3
Erkn 2 	k33
€0
-(n)	 _____kc1 [2 t33 +ec2 c3] -i-kr	f31 3
€0
L41
(4.27)
c1
k 3 1
0
0
cn=
—1	 0	 0
o	 —e1k
c2	 0
Erkna2 ErknP2
€rk1[p2	
(') +	 P1P2j	 1a2
€ 0	 €0	
n
cn=	 17t1
(4.28)
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Substituting (4.8) into (4.11(b))
A sinh [kb] =	 (4.29)
and substituting (4.9) into (4.12(b)), we arrive at
Bsinh[ky-b] +BCO5h[k 1] (y-b)] = p(n) +0(n)
or
Bsinh[kh] ^Bcosh[kh] =4,(n) +40(n)	 (4.30)
and using the expressions for A, B c , B s in expressions (4.25),
(4.26), (4.27) and (4.28) the following expressions are obtained:
11 (n)	 (n) +Ô12 (n)	 (n) =() +(n)	 (4.13(a))
21 (n)	 (n) ± G22 (n)	 (fl)	 ()
	
(4.31(b))
Where
G11 
=[dtJ{c0th	 h +[ilcoth[kbI]11	 [Er] (4.32(a))
G12 [ 
det] [ sinh[kn h] ] 
-G21	 (4.32(b))
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G22 _[det][c0th[(nh
	
c0th[k t]]	 (4.32(c))
L ']
[Er + coth[kb] coth[kh] +
det = €0k
^ coth[kt][coth[kh] + [i]coth[kb]]j
To solve equation (4.32)
(n)	 (n)
are expressed in terms of expansion basis functions as follows:
(4.33(a))
n) 
=	
bm p sm (fl) ,m=1, 2, ---in	 (4.33(b))
where a k ,
 bm are unknown coefficients to be evaluated. The k(n),
sm(') being chosen such that the inverse transforms P k ( X ), Psm(X)
satisfy the non-zero charge conditions on the strip and the septum
only as well as the edge singularity conditions.
substituting (4.33) into (4.31) gives:
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Ô11 (n)	 akpk(n) + Ô12 (n)	 bmsm(fl) = ,(n) ^4(n)	 (4.34(a))
a J p J (n) + G22 (n)	 bmPsm(fl) = (fl)	 (4.34(b))
taking the inner products of terms in both (4.34(a)) and (4.34(b))
with p1, p 1 seperately where, p,	 are the same set of known
(testing) basis functions (Gelerkin)
i = 1,2, . . . K	 j = 1,2, . . . M	 n= 1,2, ...
we get
k	 ..	 H
all	 akpk(n) +
	
ã12(n) >: bmsm (fl) =
>[(n)4(n) +(n)(n)] (4.35(a))
k	 M
E pSJGllakpk(n) Esji2(Ebmsm(1
n1	 k=l	 n=l	 m1
+ 0 (n)P]	 (4.35(b))
n=l
k	 H
I P G2i	 âkPk (fl ) +	 Psj G22 (n)	 hmsm(fl) =
n1	 k=l	 n=l	 m=l
(4.35(c))
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ap(n) +	 G22 (n)	 hmsm(fl) =
p 1 (n)t(n)	 (4.35(d))
Taking (4.35(a)), (4.35(c)) and using the following substitutes
Kll jk	 (n) ö11 (n) Pk(fl)	 - (4.36 (a))
n = J-
Ki2j=>
	
(n) Ô12 (n) sm(12)
	 (4.36(b))
n1
K21jk=E
	
(n) 2 1 (n) Pk(fl)	 (4.36(c))
n:1
K22jmE
	
ã22(n) sm(12)
	 (4.36(d))
n-i
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Setting
P=E[p(n)	 (n) ^(n) 0 (n)]	 (4.36(e))
Then
k	 M
Kll1k ak -- E Ki2im bm =Pi	 - (4.37(a))
k=1	 in=1
K2lJk ak +	 K22jmbm=	 p1(n)	 =O	 (4.37(b))
= E[(n )	 (n) ^ 1 (n)	 (•)] 
= ri tL
n=1	
p(x)vdx
= ILX1	 p(x) dx	 (4.38)[ 2]Js
as	 p(n) 40(n)=O
See section 1 of this thesis for an explanation of (4.37(b)),
(4.38).
The ak bm are then found by substituting the computed values of P1
in (4.37) and solving the simultaneous equations. Using the
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variational principle (or minimum energy principle) f or line
capacitance C (lower bound)
[-] = [-b] fp(xi y) (x,y) dl	 (4.39)
Where
Q = fpx,y dl
and p(x,y) is the charge distribution on the strip (x,y) is the
potential distribution; and the integral are taken on all the
surfaces over which the p(x,y) exists, then by setting (x,y) =
v(x) = 1 the line capacitance of the structure in figure 1 is
' (S-i-h')
C = I	 p(x)dx	 (4.40)Js
k	 (Si-W)
=	
akpk(x)dx=1-L]>akPk
from (4.33) and (4.38).	 Since (4.39) has a stationery nature
[4.10] an approximate trial function p(x) results in only a second
order error in (4.40). And as pointed out in chapter 1 the best
choice of the p(x), p(x) basis functions are those which maximise
C. Itoh [4.1] has indicated that an accurate solution of C can be
found by setting K = N = 2 in (4.37) resulting in the following
equations:
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K1111 a1 +K1112 a2 +K1211 b1+K1212 b2 = P1	 (4.37(a))	 i=l
K1121 a1 + K1122 
'2 + K1221 hi + K1222 b2 = P2	 (4 . 37 (a) )	 i=2
K2111 a1 + K2112 a2 
= 211 bi + 2212 b2 = 0
	 (4.37(b))	 j=i
K2121 a1 + K2122 a2 + K2221 bi + K2222 b2 = 0
	 (4.37(b))	 j =2
resulting in the 4 X 4 matrix equation,
K1111 K1112 K1211 K1212	 a1
K1121 K1122 K1221 K1222	 a2 =	 1
K2111 K2112	 211 K2212	 b1	0
K2121 K2122 K2221 K2222 b2	
0
(4.41)
using the following charge distribution functions
=[-_] [i 
+[[?][x_s_]]3]	 at
	 (4.42)
= O,otherwise.
p2(x) = ____________ at s<x<s+w
I w 2	 w2
- -
N2	 2
= 0, otherwise
(4.43)
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(4.45)L-a <x<L
k = 2n-l7en	 2L even mode (4.46)
-[1(L-X)	 L-a<x<L	 (4.44)P. 1 (x)	
L a4]
1 L 1	 L-xp22(x) 
Hal a 2 - (L-x)2
= O,otherwise
In the above, the charge distribution expressions (4.43) and (4.45)
reflect charge singularities at the edges of the strip and the
septum respectively. Taking the Fourier transforms we arrive at,
by setting
k
	
	
odd mode	 (4.47)L
(n) 
= [--- J	 Ii	
131 COS[kenXldX
1 4 ]r(sw)I
w	 [wL
	
21]j even mode	 (4.48 (a))
	
p 10 - - I	 Ii +	 x-s--'ll3l Sfl[konXjdX
-[ 4 ] 
P(s+w)1	 2
	
5w J	 [	 2]]]
odd mode	 (4.48(b))
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(4.51(a))even mode
P2e (fl) =	
COS[kenX1
[it]	
Wi2	 w 2
&I 1- i - {x-s-1_11
N[2j	 I	 [2JJ
evenmode	 (4.49 (a))
() 
[1Jf(s+w)	 sin{k0x] 
—thc	 odd mode	 (4.49(b))
I w12 I	 r W112it S
_	
1 L
sie(12)	 jf(L) (L_X) 3 COS[kenX] dX 	 even mode	 (4.50(a))
1 4 1 L
SlQ() 
=[jfl-a (L-x) 3 sin[k0X]dX odd mode	 (4.50(b))
1 1 1 f L	 (L-x) C0SJenJ
s2e(12)	 [2ajJ(L-a)
p2(12) 
Ii1f L 	 (L-x) sinJIk0X]	 odd mode
2a (L-a)	
- ( L-x) 2
(4.51(b))
The expressions in equations (4.48) through (4.51) can be expressed
in a form which considerably reduces computing time by the
following technique.
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Consider equation (4.48(a)) and setting Pe() = I., we then have
4 f(S+w)[	 121	 wll3l11=	
I	
l+I—Ix-s--Il Icos[kxJdx	 (4.52)
LWL
	
2Jjj
let (x-s-w/2) = z;	 (4.53)
thenx=z+s+w/2=z+s/where,Su'=s+j	 (4.54(a))
anddx = dz	 (4.54(b))
and the limits s and s + w for the x variable are
	
-w/2 and w/2 respectively for the z -variable	 (4.54(c))
therefore substituting equation (4.54) into (4.52) we arrive at
Ii
 =[ __1 r11 
^[--13]cos[k (z+s")]dz
5wjJ-j	 [ wJ]
(4.55)
	
= F±1r1	
1C0S[kenZ]CO5[ken
	
.1
I dz
	
5wjJ-[	 L w] I + Sfl[kenZ]S1fl[kenSj
(4.56)
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But
i.n [kenZ]S±fl[kenS dz = 0
Therefore
Ii = [-_]fIi ^ [1 3 1 cos [kenZ] COS [ken S'] dzwjj
nil	 Wi	
1	 (4.57)
18 1	 _______
=[_jCOS[kenS[	 k9
Si k_j 
^1 8 lriz3cos[kz]dzj
let kn z = 0
Then
1
—Icos (0) dO=F(0)I	 cos [kenZl dz = f[k.,flJo [ken]
= 1 -J_ 1 [sin8 (0-60) +cosO (30 2 _6)]	 (4.58)
[ enj
= 11[F[ken](0)]
Len]
and by settingk - 
=
148
'2[] s	 L	 [w[	 2
4 f(s+W){[21w]]3].[k]d (4.61)
Il={_]COS[kenSf][_]Sifl[ct;n]+iJi[F[On]_F(0)1
en	 Ini
(4.59)
Similarly it can be shown that if
12 =	 (n)
	
13 =	 14 = P 2 0 (n)
15 = Psi e (12)
	
16 
=10(
	
17 = P52e(1M
and I8=20(n)
	 (4.60)
substituting equation (4.53) into (4.61) we arrive at
12 
[4=
_]JS1fl[kon(Z')]
	wIJ-i	 I	 wJ	 2 L 	 I.
=F---lfFi 
+ 12 131[Slfl[konzICOS[1(onSl 
1dz = 0 (4.62)
5w] --[
	 [ W] + COS [konZ]S±fl{konSl]
but
w
f.z sin [k0 z] Co s [k0 s dz = 0
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Therefore
12 
= 
[ _!_]f [1 + [2 ]] cos [k0 z} sin [k0 s']dz	 (4.63)
wand setting cc = k0 -2
and by settingk0 - 
=
11 sin[ks1{ J ]sin[a]^[ .2 1[F{c]_F(Q)]	 (4.64)[swj	 on	 [uj
Similarly
COS [ken (z+s')l
_______ 
1 dz	 (4.65)
I w2
_z2
and since
COS[kenZ]COS[kenS1S1fl{kenZ]S1fl[kenS'] 	 (4 . 66)
--
w
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Si fl[kenZ] S lI4kenS I dz =0
-	 k -?.Y_z2
N2
I3=[]
COS [kenS I COS [kenZ]d 	 (4.67)f4	
I W22
using the standard result
f
[a 2 _x2]	 cos (xy) dx=2 t1 F[ +	 (ay)
(4.67) can be written with i=0
13 =2COS [ken S"1 iffV[]YOJo[ken]2 [2]
=COS [ken S '] Jo[ken_]	 (4.68)
Wi1 I	 wi
= cos [ken[S+_ jjJo [ken_j
similarly it can be shown that
14 = sin [k0	 0 [k0 2]	 (4.69)
= sin[k012 [s+ ' ]] J0 [k0 -']
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=	
fL
a 4 J(L-a)
(L-x)3 COS [kenX] dX	 (4.70)
now letting L - x = z
1 4 1 a
15 
=[-jf (Z) 3 COS [ken	 z)]
1 4 1 a
(z) [COS[ken L]COS[kenZ] +Sifl[kL]S].fl[kZ]] (4.71)
But
COS[ken L] =COS [ ( 2fl_ i) . ] = 0 for aim; seeequation
	 (4.46)
Therefore
141	 a
15 
=[-jf (z) S fl[ken L] Slfl [ken z] dx (4.73)
= 4 sin [kenL]	 4 [ken a]
[kena4
Where
4 [ka] = Sifl[ken a] [3[ken a] 2 -6] - cos [ken a ][[ken ] 3 - 6ka]
	
(4.75)
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Similarly
4cos[kQflL1[k]	 (4.76)16=
a4
17 ={]f(a) a2 -(L-x)2
	
[en]
	
(4.77)
letting L - x = z
17
 []
a	 z
f /a2_z2CO5_
[ i	 a
rcos [kenL]COS[kenZl 
1 dz	 (4.78)
L] ° Va2_z2t+51fl[kenL]S14kenZ]j
Since
COS[kenL]=COS	 L7L = 0, for all n see	 (4.4(a))
_______ sin [ken L sin [kenZldZI7=[]f
	
a2-z2	
(4.79)
[kenL] 
f 
a	 Z	 Sfl[kenZ]dZ2a C Va2_z2
using the standard result
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fa[a2 _x2 ] t1 sin (xy) dx=	 ^	 rrn (ay)
wheretp1r1 +1	 (4.80)
for r = 0 equation (4.80) becomes
=-aJ1 (ay)	 (4.81)
using (4.81) in (4.79) yields
17 
= []	
L] J1 [ken a]	 (4 . 82)
18 
= [-]f:a, a2 _(L_X)2	
(4.83)
letting L - x = z
	
a	 z	 sin[k0(L-z)]dz18=[-_]f	
a2_z2
(4.84)
	
i ,' a	 z	 Isin [k0L]cos[k0z]... 1dz
a 2 _ z 2 [_C0S [k0 L] sin[k0z]j
since
sin[k0L]=sinFn-L1	 0, for all integer n[Lj
18 
= [l]f 
[a2_z2 [-cos [k0 L]] sin [k0 z] dz
	
- -cos(nt) (
	
Z	
sin[k0 z]dz	 (4.85)
2a	 -'0
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	18 = -cos (nit) JlIak 1	 (4.86)
[	 onJ
Using this analysis technique, even and odd mode characteristic
impedances Zoe Z 00 with corresponding effective dielectric constants
were calculated for, different values of Er and 'a' for the following
fixed conditions h= 0.010 inch, w = 1.2 h, L=
 10 h, t = 10 h, s =
0.1 h, b = 10 h. using commercially available software MATHCAD run
on a personal computer. A detailed program listing for the case
= 38 is given in Appendix 1.
Convergence was confirmed by comparing results for n = 50 to 1000.
A comparison of results was made with those from the commercially
available software Touchstone for the case a = L with E r = 15.4.
As shown in table (4.1(a)) the discrepancy does not exceed 1.5
percent for even mode impedance and 2.2 percent for odd mode
impedance when n = 1000. Figure (4.1(a)) displays the data
graphically. As shown on page 279 of REF [1.12] equation (4.39)
should result in an upper bound of characteristic impedance.
Since, as figure (4.1(a)) shows, the calculated impedances are
lower than the Bryant-Weiss results, this indicates that the basis
functions chosen were not optimum for the order of the matrix
considered. It is therefore necessary to (1) increase the number
of basis functions used or (2) choose basis functions which more
closely represent the physical charge conditions on the
strip/septum (ie. modify 4.42 and 4.44 to reflect the singularity)
to ensure complete equivalence between the two calculations. Since
Z 00 shows the greater discrepancy the greater error is in p(x).
More accurate results may be achieved if (4.42) were changed to
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Summation
Number
n
Percent
Variation
z 0e	 zoo
54.35	 38.76 1.5	 2.2
50
150
300
450
600
800
1000
4.6
41.60
46.34
51.38
52.63
52 .97
53.51
2.21
15. 07
32 .33
36.70
36.84
37.63
37.90
1
____	 _______ -2 I,
w	 Iip 1 (x) =
	
+ a iI_ :L :
 _2]+a2{	
I
wH w
s<x, s+w
and (4.44) were changed to
p 51 (x) =	 1	 —11,
La	 L—a—x
L—a
L-a <x<L
In addition functions of the type (cos x)tll could be used
where i = ½ and where x is appropriately chosen as x-S, s+w-x etc.
and a.1 , a2 are variational constants [3.2].
The results of the calculation are however quite adequate for
practical applications.
Calculated
Using this
Thesis
oe	 00
ohm	 ohm
Calculated
From EEsof
(Bryant-Weiss)
Z oe	 Z00
ohm ohm
Table (4.1(a)) Variation of calculated Z, Z oo with summation number
'n' for microstrip without septum using analysis technique outlined
in thesis and comparison to commercially available program results.
h = 0.005; w = 0.7 h; L = 0.650; t = 0.646; s = 0.42 h; b = 0 (ie.
no septum)
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"f-I
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40.000
30.000
-'	 20.000
0)
o	 10.000
0.000
0.000	 200.000	 400.000	 600.000	 800.000	 1000.000
I-i
Figure (4.1(a)) Variation of Calculated Zoe, Zoo, with
Summation Number 'n' Microstrip without Septum
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4.1.1	 CALCULATED DATA
Table (4.1(b)) through (f) display calculated data for different
parameter variations in the structure shown in figure (4.1).
Figures (4.2) through (4.4) display the data graphically. The data
in table (4.1(c)) shows that for all other parameters fixed there
is a value of 'a' at which Eeffo Eeflel ie. is phase velocities of
the two modes are egualised as can be seen in figure (4.2).
It is noted that the crossover points occur at decreasing values of
'a' for decreasing values of E.. This is expected since as 
€12
approaches En the effects of changing 'a' are reduced.
Table (4.1(d)) shows that for all other parameters fixed the ratio
Z oeIZoo increases with increasing e. As expected figure (4.4) shows
that the value of Zoe/Zoo should coincide at a = L for all ie.
the case of standard coupled microstrip with no septum gap. It is
also observed from figure (4.4(a)) that variation of Zoe/Zoo is
approximately linear with variation in 'a' over the range a = 0.095
to a = 0.078 for E = 2.2 and over the range a = 0.095 to a = .075
for € = 9.8. For	 = 38 approximate linearity is displayed over
most of the curve. For practical tuning applications where a
predictable ratio is desirable a high € is therefore to be
preferred.
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Table (4.1(e)) shows variation of Z Z 00 , E effel Eeffo with 's' and
'a'. It is observed from this table that Eeffe and Eeffo is close to
being equalised for a = 0.640 and that this does not appear to be
heavily dependent on ,S, the strip spacing. This is an important
result since it implies that high directivity couplers of different
coupling values can be made for a fixed value of 'a'. This result
simplifies considerably the processing of cascaded couplers using
tuning septums since only a single septum width is required,
reducing coupler discontinuities. Figure (4.4(a)) shows that the
values at which E effe = E effo are closely spaced for different values
of S. It is also observed from figure (4.4(a)) that can be
equalised for different values of S using the same value of a; this
also reduces the number of masks and substrate carriers required
for couplers using septums. In addition this characteristic could
be used to equal oe and	 for tapered edge coupled microstrip
line ultrabroadband directional couplers.
Table (4.1(f)) displays data for the important case S = 0 which is
the microstrip-slot coupler [4.6].
The ratio	 oe/'2_—_Z0
Z 0	indicates the percentage variation of
the characteristic impedance of the line when a < L (ie. with
septum) and when a = L (ie. standard microstrip). At a = 0.640
(ie. G/h = 0.8) the results of this analysis agrees with that of
Hoffmann et al [4.6] to within 2 percent. Hoffmann's analysis was
159
based on the method of lines. To the author's knowledge data has
not been published for lower values of 'a' ie. higher values of G,
as has been done in this thesis.
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'a'inch	 Zoe	 Zoo	 Zoe	 Zoo	 Zoe	 Zoo
ohm	 ohm	 ohm	 ohm	 ohm	 ohm
0.095	 122.1	 56.4	 69.4	 32.0	 36.8	 16.8
0.090	 139.3	 57.2	 81.7	 32.6	 43.7	 17.0
0.085	 162.2	 58.8	 98.5	 33.7	 53.4	 17.7
0.080	 185.7	 60.7	 116.5	 35.7	 63.9	 18.6
0.075	 206.8	 62.2	 133.3	 36.3	 74.1	 19.2
0.070	 224.8	 63.2	 148.4	 37.2	 83.5	 19.7
0.065	 240.01	 63.9	 161.7	 37.8	 92.1	 20.1
0.060	 253.0	 64.4	 173.6	 38.2	 100.0	 20.4
0.055	 264.0	 64.8	 184.1	 38.5	 107.3	 20.6
0.050	 273.4	 65.0	 193.5	 38.8	 114.0	 20.7
Table (4.1(b)) Even and odd mode characteristic impedance (ohms)
Zoe, Zoo, versus 'a'
(h = 0.010 inch, b = 10 h, w = 1.2 h, L = 10 h, t = 10 h, s0.1 h)
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!r=24	 .r98
a' inch	 Eeffe	 Eeffo	 Eeffe	 Eeffo	 Eefle	
€effo
	0.095	 1.84	 1.73	 5.7	 5.4	 20.3	 19.6
	
0.090	 1.73	 1.72	 5.0	 5.3	 17.5	 19.2
	
0.085	 1.62	 1.69	 4.4	 5.1	 14.9	 18.6
	
0.080	 1.53	 1.66	 3.9	 4.9	 12.9	 17.7
	
0.075	 1.47	 1.64	 3.5	 4.8	 11.4	 17.1
	
0.070	 1.42	 1.63	 3.3	 4.7	 10.2	 16.7
	
0.065	 1.39	 1.62	 3.0	 4.6	 9.4	 16.4
	
0.060	 1.36	 1.61	 2.9	 4.5	 8.6	 16.0
	
0.055	 1.33	 1.60	 2.7	 4.5	 8.0	 15.8
	
0.050	 1.31	 1.60	 2.6	 4.5	 7.6	 15.7
Table (4.1(c)) Even and odd mode effective dielectric constant
E eflel E effo Versus 'a'.
(h = 0.010 inch, w = 1.2 h, L = 10 h, t = 10 h, S = 0.1 h, b10 h)
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r 24	 E9.8
'a' inch	 Zoe/Zoo	 Zoe/Zoo	 Zoe/Zoo
0.095	 2.16	 2.16	 2.19
0.090	 2.44	 2.50	 2.57
0.085	 2.76	 2.92	 3.02
0.080	 3.05	 3.26	 3.43
0.075	 3.32	 3.67	 3.85
0.070	 3.56	 3.98	 4.23
0.065	 3.76	 4.28	 4.51
0.060	 3.93	 4.54	 4.90
0.055	 4.07	 4.78	 5.2
0.050	 4.20	 4.98	 5.5
Table (4.1(d)) Ratio to Zoe/Zoo versus 'a'.
(h = 0.010 inch, w = 1.2 h, L = 10 h, t = 10 h, S = 0.1 h, b10 h)
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S
inch
0.001
0.005
a	 Zoe	 €effe
inch	 ohm
0.640	 87.80	 5.06
0.615	 116.32	 4.19
0.590	 149.88	 3.49
0.640	 80.92	 5.01
0.615	 105.71	 4.21
0.590	 138.96	 3.47
00
ohm
40.39
40.32
42.69
€ eff 0
5.02
5.09
4.87
0.010
0.015
4.87
5.04
4.76
	
0.640	 76.19	 4.94
	
0.615	 95.88	 4.28
	
0.590	 128.46	 3.49
	
0.640	 73.60	 4.86
	
0.615	 88.06	 4.39
	
0.590	 119.36	 3.55
42 .69
46.36
49.91
51.62
50.26
54.87
4.78
4.99
4.68
Table (4.1(e)) Variation of characteristic impedance and effective
dielectric constant for structure in Figure (4.1) with 's' and 'a'
varied.
(h = 0.025; L = 0.650; w = 0.025; b = 0.100; t = 0.646; Er = 9.8)
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G=2(L-a)	 G	 a	 Zoe	 €effe	 Z00/2-Z0 %
inch
	
h	 ohm	 zo
0.020
0.070
0.120
0.170
0.220
0.270
0.320
0.370
0.420
0.470
0.520
0.570
0.620
0.670
0.720
0.770
0.820
0.870
0.8
2.8
4.8
6.8
8.8
10. 8
12.8
14.8
16.8
18.8
20.8
22.8
24.8
26.8
28.8
30.8
32.8
34.8
0.640
0.615
0.590
0.565
0.540
0.515
0.490
0.465
0.440
0.415
0.390
0.365
0.340
0.315
0.290
0.265
0.240
0.215
90.5
120 . 0
153 . 7
179 .2
198 . 1
212.1
222.5
230.4
236.3
240.8
244.3
246.9
248.9
250.4
251.6
252 .6
253.3
253.8
5.08
4.19
3.50
3.08
2.80
2.61
2.47
2.37
2.29
2.23
2 . 19
2.16
2.13
2.11
2.09
2.09
2.08
2.06
6.2
25
59.4
86.5
106.0
120.0
131.0
139 .6
145.8
150. 8
154 .4
157 . 1
158.3
160.4
161.4
161.4
163 .8
164.4
Table (4.1(f)) Structure in figure (4.1) with S = 0 and with ground
plane septum length 'a' varied.
(h = 0.025; w = 0.025; L 	 0.650; t = 0.646; b = 0.100; €r = 9.8)
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0.05 0.08	 0.07	 0.08	 0.09	 0.10
a - inches
(4.2(a))
00 = Poe
1.8
o 16
U)
1.4
1.2
=
(h = 0.010 inch, w = 1.2 h, L = 10 h, t = 10 h, s = 0.1 h, b = 10 h)
6
5
0
U)
0)3 effe
Ito
2 1-
0.05	 0.06	 0.07	 0.08	 0.09	 0.10
a - inches
(4.2(b))
005	 006	 007	 008	 000	 010
a - inches
('4.2(c))
Figure 4.2 Effective Dielectric Constant versus Septum Length 'a'.
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Figure (4.3(a)) Zoe, Zoo versus 'a'.
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Figure (4.3(b)) Zoe, Zoo versus 'a'.
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Figure (4.3(c)) Zoe, Zoo versus 'a'.
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Figure 4.1 Impedance Ratio versus Sal.
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4.2	 THE SIX STRIP CASE
Figure (4.5) SIX STRIP CONFIGURATION
Refer to figure (4.5) in which are six strips of equal width.
Taking advantage of the symmetry axis at x = O only three strips in
one half space needs to be considered. The odd and even mode
concept is applied to the system by assuming equal potential on
the three strip for the even case and opposite potentials on
adjacent strips for the odd case.
The assumptions are identical to those for the two strip case with
the additional constraint that any coupling between non-adjacent
strips can be ignored.
Before proceeding to the method of calculation of the
characteristic impedances and effective dielectric constants of the
system, the method of expressing even and odd mode capacitances for
a general six strip configuration will be examined.
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w 2sw 2sw2sw 2s w2s w(6)c$4
y
x=O
	 x
Figure 4.6 Capacitance model f or 6 strip coupler.
In figure (4.6) we assume [4.3] that the coupling capacitance C12,
C23 , C are the same as that for a two strip system with the same
spacing s and width w. The even and odd mode capacitance of each
two strip cell are Cq6 and Cqo The self capacitances of the two
outer strips are C 11 and includes any fringing capacitance, the
self-capacitance of the inner strips are C22 = C33.
We can then write the following equations for the even mode
calculation of the system.
C11 = Cie	 (4.87(a))
C22	 C2e	 (4.87(b))
C33 = C3e	 (4.87(c))
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(4.89 (b)
The even mode capacitance of the system is then
Ce = (Cie + C2e + C3e)	 (4.88)
which is half the total capacitance to ground of all the strips.
The odd mode capacitance of the system is calculated similarly but
with electric walls between the two strips of each two strip cell.
We can then write
C10 = 2C 2 + C1 = 2C1 + Cle ie C14= 
CioCie
-	 2
(4.89 (a))
C2 = C22 -f-2C12 + 2C23 le. C23 = ( C o C2e)	 (CioCie)
2	 2
C30 = C33 + 223 + 2C34
= C3 e + 2C23 + 2C34
= ( C30 
- C3 e) - (C2oC2e) + CioCieie. C34
2	 2	 2 (4.89(c))
The odd mode capacitance of the system C 0
 is then
C=C +
	 +C +4C+4C. +2C0	 le	 e	 3e	 12	 23	 34
= Ce + 4C12 +4C23 -i-2C34	(4.90)
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Substituting(4.89(a), (4.89(b)),(4.89(c))intoequation(4.90)we
arrive at
Co =Ce + [( CioCi e) + (C2aC2 p) + (C3oC3e)]	 (4.91)
Returning to figure 4.5
The boundary conditions are
'1 (x,b) = 4 (x,b) , 0 <x<L	 (4.92(a))
I (x, b) = V(x) , 0 <x < L - a
	 (4.92(b))
1 (x,b) = 0 ,L-a<x<L
	
(4.92(c))
ô4 11	 p(x)Eryby.b	 ,L-a<x<L
=0 o<x<L-a (4.93(a))
42 (x,b^h) = 4 (x,b+h) o<x<L
	
(4.94(a))
42 (x1 b+h) = 4(x) =M
	
(4.94(b))
for s<x<s+w,3s-'-w<x<3s+2w,5s+2s<x<5s+3w
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4'2 ( x1 b+h) = 0 (x)	 (4.94(c))
for o<x<s,s-'-w<x<3s+w,3s+2w<x<5s+2w,5s+3w<x<L
2(x)	 (4.95(a))y =b+h - Er -g-
	 E0
for s<x<s+w,3s-'-w<x<3s+2w,5s+2w<x<5s+3w
-
y=b+h	 r	 = 0
for o<x<s,s+w<x<3s--w,3s+2w<x<5s+2w,5s+3w<x<L
Pq(X) is the charge distribution on strips 1, 2 and 3 and q = 1, 2,
3.
Equations (4.33(a)), (4.33(b)) can be rewritten
q(fl) =1::: >i:; akpqk	 (4.96)kJ. g=i
where k = 1, 2 - - - N
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3 (n) =	 bml5sm(fl)
	
(4.97)
where m = 1,	 ---H
Equations (4.34(a)), (4.34(b)) can be rewritten
ö11 (n)	 agkpqk(n)	 12(1	 I bmsm( fl )	 (12)	 (4.98)
k=1 q= i	 in=1
21(n)	 E aqkPqk(n) + 22 (n)	 bmsm(fl)	 = vn	 (4.99)
k=1 gi	 m=1
Taking the inner product with
p91(n) and
where p = 1, 2, 3, i = 1, 2, ---N,	 j = 1, 2, -- H
we arrive at
>	 11(i2) aqkPqk (n ) ^	 .(n) Ôi2bmsm(fl)
k=1 q=i n=1	 n=1. in
=>[1(n)	 ^1(n) 0(n)]=E	 1(n)	 (n)	 (4.100)11 = 1	 n=J_.
since
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1 (n) 0 (n) =0
and
	
57.(n) 21 (n) âqkPqk( fl ) +	 . ( n) ö22 (n) bmsin(fl)
k= 1 q=i. n = 1	 n=1 m=1
=E() i	 ( 4.101)
N, H are the number of basis functions chosen per strip and septum
respectively.	 As indicated earlier in this the thesis and
references [4.1], [4.5] N = H = 2 results in accurate results.
Equation (4.99) becomes
2	 2E (n)	 (n) alk P1k (n) +	 . (n)	 &2k P2k (n)
n=1 k=1	 n1 k=l
2	 '	 2
	
E (n) 11(n) a3k p 3k + >	 pji2(fl)bmsm
n=1 k=].	 =1 in
(n)	 (n)	 (4.102(a))
with further expansion we get
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(n) 11 (n) a11 p 11 (n) +>	 (n) 11 a1212 (n) +>	 1(n) Ô11 a21 p21
fl1.	 12=1	 fl1
+	 (n) 11 (n) a22 p 22 (n) +E	 111 (n) a31 p31(n)
12=1	 n1
+	 (n) Ô11a3232(n)	 >	 1(n) ö12b11(n)
n = 1	 12=1
+	 (n) ã 2 (n) b22 (n) =	 (n)	 (n)	 (4.102(b))
n = 1	 n=1
5 (n) 21 (n) a11 p11(n) E 5 (n) Ô21 (n) a12 2(n)
n=1	 n=1
^ E 5j (n) 21 (n) a21 P21 (n) +	 (n) G (n) a22 (n) p 22 (n)
n=1	 n=1
+ E	 (n) G21 (n) a31 31 (n) +	 (n) Ô21 (n) a32 P 32 (n)
n = 1	 n=1
^E	 (n) 22 (n) b151 (n) +	 (n) 22 (n) b2 p 82 (n) = 0	 (4.103)
n1	 12=1
Again
n=1
	 (n) &,(n)	
LJL() Vdx
=ppi	 (4.104)
Now the charge expansion basis functions are taken as
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1
p 11 =
7t	 2	 2
(W)2(xssSw)2
13
[+2 (x-5S-- . w) I
P12 - 5w {l	
2
- __________________ I }
w
(4.105(a))
(4 . 105 (b)
(4.105) holds for 5S + 2w < x < 5S + 3w and is zero elsewhere
1
P21 =
7i)2_ (x_3S_4w)2
(4.106(a))
3	 1[2(x-3S--w) I4	 __________________2
(4.106) holds for 3S + w < x < 3S + 2w and is 0 elsewhere
P31 =
	 1	 (4.107 (a))
w 
2 -(x-S-2
I 2(x-S- w) 14	 I	 2
w	 j (4.107(b))
(4.107) holds for S < x < s + w and is zero elsewhere
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4 (L-x)	 (4.108(a))
forL - a < x<L
= 0 elsewhere
Ps2-	 L-x	 (4.108(b))
2a a2-(L-x)2
(4.108) holds for L - a < x < L and is zero elsewhere
Substituting (4.105), (4.106), (4.107) into (4.104) we get for the
even mode when V = 1 on all strips
5s+3w
11e 
= - f+2 " (x) dx
I	 p12(x)dx12e	
' "cs+3w
J 5s+2w
3s+2w
21e = 2 I35+k p 21 
(x) dx
L f3S+2W
1 22e = - j35	 p 22 (x) dx
31e = .. 
f$+W 
p 3. (x) dx
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L r'
P32e=J	 p32(x)dx
For the odd mode
P110 = - Piie
P120 
= - Pine
P210 
= P21e
P220 =
P310 =
P320 = P32?
We can now rewrite (4.102), (4.103) as follows (equation 4.109)
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Using the following expressions
wk = n-0.5en	 L	 , k0 =	 , c = ken
W	 (s+-)	 = 3 (s+-) , s3 = (s +)s=5	 2
and
f(e)=sino[o3-60]^coso[302-6]
and following the approach in section 4.1 the	 can be expressed
in the following way:
11jO (on) cosks1	 (4.110(a))
110 =J0 (3n) sink0s1	 (4.110(b))
= J0 (a r ) cos ken S2	 (4.110(c))
21o =Jo (Ps) sink0s2	 (4.110 (d))
= J0 (a r ) COS ken S3	 (4.110(e))
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10 = J0 () sink0 s3 	 (4.110(f))
1 )[sina+-i- (f(a n ) + 6)P12e () (COSkenSi)	
a	 ]
(4.111(a))
(-_) (sinkon si ) ( -J--){sinp+ _- (f (13 ) +6)]kon	 1n
(4.111 (b)
(--) cos (kenS2) (--)Isina+ i_ (f ( a n ) + 6)]5w	 ken (4.111(c))
1
=--sin ( k0 s2 ) (_){sinPn+_. (f (Pa) +6)]5w (4.111(d))
(—p-) COS (kenS3)	 1 )[Sinan + - (f(Zn) +6)]5w	 ken	 an
(4.111(e))
P 32o =;. Sfl (konS3) -k--I'1 1	 r n -f-- (1 (f3) +6)]
on [
(4 . 111 (f))
Numerical evaluation proves that (see Appendix 3)
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Piie P12
	 (4.112(a))
P218 P22e
	 (4.112(b))
P31e	 P32e
	 (4.112(c))
Pu0	 P120	 (4.112(d))
P 210	 P220	 (4.112(e))
P 310	 P320	 (4 . 112 (f))
Therefore only three even and three odd terms need to be taken into
account in equation (4.109).
A MATHCAD program for calculating the even and odd mode impedance
of each strip was prepared using equation (4.88) and (4.91) the
even and odd mode impedance Zei Z 0 of the system of six strip was
calculated. The program is given in Appendix 2. The evaluation
was done with n = 1 --- 500 and checked for convergence with n = 1
1000.
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The method of solution is as follows:
1. Calculate the	 terms
2. Calculate the aqkr bm terms
3. Use the aqk, qk to calculate Cqe, where Cqe is the even mode
capacitance of the qth strip.
4. Use the Cqe to calculate Ce with and without dielectric ie. the
even mode capacitance of the system of lines using equation
(4.88).
5. Follow steps (1) through (4) above to calculate Cq0 the odd
mode capacitance off each strip.
6. Use the Cqe and Cqo along with equation (4.90) to calculate CO3
odd mode capacitance of the system.
7. Use Cei C 0 to calculate Zei Z 0gv E effef Eeffo
8. Calculate Zoe/Zoo	 m
9. Calculate coupling factor = (M - l)/(M + 1)
Where Zei Z 0 , E effei Eeflo are even mode impedance, odd mode impedance,
even mode effective dielectric constant and odd mode effective
dielectric constant respectively.
Table 4.2 shows variation of calculated Zci Z00 E effet Eeffo and
coupling factor for different values of 'a' with Er 9.8 and all
other parameters in figure (4.5) fixed.
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a	 Z	 Zoo	 Z0eIZ00	 Coupling	 effe	 effo
Inch	 ohm	 ohm	 dB
0.600	 217.14	 12.07	 17.97	 0.966	 3.48	 4.33
0.550	 243.22	 12.07	 20.15	 0.863	 2.94	 4.00
0.500	 249.44	 12.07	 20.66	 0.841	 2.82	 3.90
0.450	 251.09	 12.07	 20.80	 0.836	 2.79	 3.88
0.400	 251.59	 12.07	 20.84	 0.834	 2.78	 3.87
0.350	 251.75	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
0.300	 251.82	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
0.250	 251.84	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
0.200	 251.86	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
0.150	 251.86	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
0.100	 251.86	 12.07	 20.86	 0.833	 2.78	 3.87
Table (4.2) Variation of Zoe, Zoo, efle' Eeffo with 'a' for the structure in figure (4.5). (Six Strip Coupler)
(h = 0.015; w = 0.001; s = 0.00035; L = 0.65; t = 0.65; b = 0.025; Er = 9.8)
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Figure (4.7) displays the data in table (4.2) graphically. It is
observed that for the values of '.a' examined Z 00 is only weakly
dependent on 'a'.
	 This is as expected by examining equation
(4.90). As Ce 0, C0 becomes the dependent on the interstrip
capacitances only thus the effect of the septum becomes less
pronounced. It therefore follows that Zoe could be made to vary
almost independently of Z OO if enough strips are used in the
coupler.
It is observed that Z oei E eflel E efto are slowly varying functions of
'a' for the six strip case for the given cavity dimensions when a
< . 500 (ie. 0.77 L). When a > 0.500 inch rate of change of the
above mentioned functions with 'a' is much greater. Therefore for
practical applications it would be desirable to keep the
	
	 axatio
L
below a given value in order to minimize the effects of manufactur-
ing tolerances.	 It is also observed that, for the ranges of
dimensions used, ZOO is fixed with respect to
	
	 a and by
L
comparison with the two strip data it is seen that Z 00 for the six
strip is much less a function of 'a' than it is for the two strip
case. This is due to the fact that in the six strip case more of
the odd mode electric field is in region 3, (air). This is an
important observation which implies that for properly chosen
enclosure dimensions the performance of the broadband hybrid
proposed in section (2.8) would be dependent only line spacing,
line width and substrate thickness. This would also be true for
other structures whose performance is mainly dependent on Z00.
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4.3 BROADSIDE COUPLED MICROSTRIP WITH NON-UNIFORM SEPTUM SPACING
Yamamoto et al [4.7] has shown that for asymmetrical coupled lines,
where the asymmetry indicates an exponential variation in the even
and odd mode impedance of the coupler along its length, then
referring to figure (4.8), the coupled response approaches an
asymptotic value as frequency increases. That is, the coupler is
theoretically a high pass network that does not suffer from the
spurious response associated with uniform coupled lines. The above
mentioned high pass characteristic is dependent on three
conditions:
1. The coupler being terminated as shown in figure (4.8) with the
characteristic impedance of the system.
2. The coupling k(o) = 0 at z = 0 where
k(z)	 Z(z) -Z00(z)	 (4.113)
Zoe(Z) -'-Z00(z)
where Zoe(Z)i Z 00 (z) are even and odd mode characteristic
impedances at a point Z along the coupler.
3. The condition Z(z) Z 00(z) = Z 02 has to be maintained along
the length of the coupler where Z 0 is the terminating impe-
dance at ports 1 through 4.
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Conditions (1) and (3) can be met with edge coupled asymmetric
lines as shown in figure (4.8) [4.7], however, condition (2) would
require lines with infinite separation at z = 0.
Structures which could meet condition (2) have been reported [4.8]
[4.9], however these realisations used either coupled rods or
coupled striplines neither of which is compatible with miniature
microwave integrated circuitry.
50 0
	 F	
•1
	
50 0
03
- - T'
T-	
o 4•
1Q
500	 o
FIGURE: 4 8. Coupled nonuniform transmission—line
directional coupler
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y=b+h+t
yb+h
- y=b
y0P-
y
2L
FIGURE: 4.9. Broadside Coupled Microst.rip
with Tuning Septum
In figure (4.9) broadside coupled microstrips with printed tuning
septums are proposed to meet condition 2. The broadside coupled
lines are of uniform width and the spacing of the septum is varied
exponentially along the length t of the coupler in the Z direction.
As indicated in [4.7] the steps required to design the couple are,
in order,
1. From the coupling value (C dB) required, calculate the product
ji(', where i is taper rate of G along Z and is coupler length
as shown in figure (4.8), using equation (54) of reference
[4.7].
2. Determine C from the lower band edge of the frequency range
required as well as coupling ripple allowable.
3. Determine p..
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The problem is therefore to determine the even and odd mode
characteristic impedance for the structure shown in cross section
in figure (4.9). The spectral domain technique is used. Due to
the symmetry of the structure it can be divided into two parts by
a line at y = 0; and its performance can be analyzed as a
superposition of even and odd modes by considering only the top
half of the structure in which three regions 1, 2, 3 are defined,
as shown, with relative dielectric constants of unity in regions 1
and 3 and Er fl region 2.
For the odd mode an electric wall can be drawn along P -
therefore the calculation of odd mode impedance in figure (4.9) is
reduced to the calculation of even mode characteristic impedance of
the coupled microstrip structure in figure (4.1), with s = 0. The
actual odd capacitance is then twice that calculated ie. the odd
mode impedance of figure (4.9) is a half of the even mode impedance
in figure (4.1) with s = o, when other corresponding physical
conditions in the structures are made equal.
	 Low odd mode
impedance can be achieved by letting b tend to zero and reducing h.
When the even mode field conditions in figure (4.9) are examined it
is clear that a magnetic wall can be placed along the line P - P1
ie. at (x,o). In addition a magnetic wall can be placed along the
line (o,y).
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To calculate the even mode impedance we divide the strip at x = o
into two strips with equal voltages, V 1
 and carrying equal currents
with spacing 2S between them. The structure is then analyzed
identically to the even mode calculation for figure (4.1) by
letting s 0; and placing magnetic walls at (o,y) and at (x,o).
The actual even mode impedance is then one half of the calculated
value.
The boundary conditions to be satisfied in the space domain in the
regions i = 1, 2, 3 of the upper half section of figure (4.9) are
then
(o,y) =0
	
magnetic wall
	 (4.114(a))
Aty=b
(x,o) =0	 magnetic wall	 (4.114(b))
4 (x,b) 
-42 (x,b)	 (4.114(c))
4 (x,b) = v(x) , 0 <x < L-a	 (4.114 (d)
4 (x,b) =0, <L-a<x<L on the septum	 (4.114(e))
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d 2 (x,y)	
d41 (x,y) y=b
	
L-a<x<L
rdy	 =bj	
€0 (4.114(1))
=0 0<x<L-a
At y = b+h
2 (x, b+h) =4 3 (x, b+h)	 (4.114(g))
42 (x, b+h) 4(x) = V, s<x<s+w (s-o)	 (4.114(h))
42 (x, b-i-h) = 4)( x) , o<x<s, s+w<x<L	 (4.114(i))
- -p(x) 
s<x<s+w (s-o)
_3 (x, y) bhr2 (X,Y)b+h	
€0 '
	 ( 4.114(j))dy
=0,o<x<s,s--w<x<L (s-o)
where p(x), p(x) are charge density functions on the strip and on
the septum respectively.
The fourier transforms of the boundary conditions are then taken.
The balance of the analysis is the same as that in section (4.1)
with the following exceptions:
1.	 Only the even mode is considered, therefore the fourier
transform used is
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41(n,y) =1L41 (x,y) coskxdx	 (4.114(k))
where k= (n--) - , n = 1, 2---
2.	 The general solution of Laplace's equation in the fourier
transform domain considering region 1 is
(n,y) =Acoshk12 y	 ( 4.114 (1))
Apart from the ability to realise a high pass coupler in microstrip
form, the structure in figure (4.9) can be used to overcome the
large variation between even and odd mode phase velocities which is
a characteristic of broadside coupled microstrip lines; by using
varying septum length 'a'. When a = o we have the broadside
coupled suspended strips of Homo and Medina. [3.2]
In addition, because of the septums are printed, the characteristic
parameters of the structure can be well controlled and is easily
mounted in a mechanically stable fashion.
Alternatively the structure in figure (4.9) can be analyzed without
considering its structural symmetry. The structure is divided into
regions i, starting at the lower air dielectric region. ie . i =
1,2--,M, where M=6 and dielectric (interfaces, j, where
	 = 1,2--,
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N, where N4. The discussion will be restricted to the TEM assump-
tion, and only the Poisson equation needs to be solved. Dispersion
analysis could also be done by using the wave equation.
Considering figure (4.9) (ie. a cross section of the actual
coupler) assume the fourier transform of the potential function
anywhere in the structure is
(n,y) 
=f:x,y e'dx	 (4.115)
flit
where	 n=1,2---co
Poisson's equation in the transform domain is then
(	
_2	 (n,y) = 0	 (4.116)dy2	 )
The general solution of (4.116) in the th layer is
1 (n,y) = C1 (n) SinhI3y^D1 (n) coshf3y	 (4.117)
The transform of the potential function at boundaries between the
regions satisfies the following equations:
1 (n,y)	 (n,y1)	 (4.118(a))
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(n,y)	 fVjdj	 (4.118(b))
at the th interface where there are strips, where is the
transform of the known potential on the conductors at the th
interface and dj is the transform of the unknown potential on the
th interface outside the conductors and
	
d.	 d11	 -(n)
€	
1+11
	
dy	 (4.118(c))
where (n) is the transform of the unknown charge distributions at
the 1th interface.
To solve for C, D (4.117) is substituted into (4.118)
and coupled equations of the form
i=1,--N	 (4.119)
where	 is the transform of the Greens function associated with
unit charge at the fli interface and determines the potential at the
th region.
is then expanded as discussed earlier to get
M1
 Q
j> Cfj J q (4.120)	 m=1,2,--M),q=1,2---QJ
m=1 q=1
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where M is the number of conductors at the th interface and Qj is
the number of known basis function chosen for • use at the th
interface.	 jgm is transform of the charge basis function and Cjqm
are constants.
(4.119) then becomes
	
N	 Mj Qj
Cq?q	 vid1)	 i1,2N	 (4.121)
	
j1	 m=1 q=1
Taking the inner product with another set of different known basis
functions
P
R	 R-12	 Mir'	 -	 ,
r =
i = 1,2---N
we arrive at the matrix
N Mj Qj
E 4r(12 ) Ô1(n) CfflqJq(n)	 .1r(12) [ &p(12) 4dlt1
n =1 j =1 m=1 q= i 	 n1 (4.122)
r(12)	 vi(12)
[4.10] after applying Parsevals theorem. (4.122) is then solved
for Cjqm. After Cjqm is found, p(x) the total charge at the th
interface is found from the expression
Mj Qj
,-m mp(x) =	 Ljqpqj(X)
in1 q=1
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The capacitance is then found from P j (X) and from the capacitance
characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant is
calculated. In the ease of figure (4.9) N = 4.
The charge basis functions would be the same as those used in
section (4.1) and (4.2).
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CHAPTER 5.0
5.1	 APPLICATION OF THE SIX-STRIP COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINE TO
A 2-18 GHz 3 dB COUPLER DESIGN AND 2 - 18 GHZ MEDIUM
POWER GaAs FET AMPLIFIER REALIZATION
In order to check the validity of the analysis of the six strip
coupler discussed in chapter 4, the technique was used to design a
three section cascaded broadband 3 dB coupler using the six-strip
structure as the tightly coupled centre section. Couplers were
realised on both 0.015 inch and 0.025 inch thick alumina substrate
with the following thin film metallization scheme: Titanium -
Tungsten, tantalum nitride, gold. The thickness of the Titanium -
Tungsten, tantalum nitride layers were approximately 2000
angstroms. The gold layer was 4 microns; dielectric constant of
the substrate was 9.8.
The dimensions of the two six strip configurations were, referring
to figure 4.5,
coupler #(1):
	 h	 0.015, w= 0.001, s = 0.00035, L = 0.65, t =
0.65, b = 0.025, a = 0.575,
	 r = 9.8
coupler #(2): h = 0.025, w = 0.001, b = 0.025, a = 0.575,
L = 0.65, t = 0. 65, s = 0.00035,
	 r = 9.8
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From appendix 2 the following parameters were calculated for the
six strip section
1. Six-Strip Section #1
Z oe = 234.8, z oo = 12.1 Eeffe	 = 311,	 effo	 = 4.1
	
Zoe/Zoo = 19.40
2. Six-Strip Section #2
Z oe = 228.0 ohms, Z 00 = 11.3 ohm, Eeffe = 30 ' Eeffo	 = 5.40,
Z oe/ Z oo	 = 20.18
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5.2	 CASCADED COUPLER DESIGN
The cascaded coupler concept is well documented [5.1], [5.2],
[5.3], [5.4]
LI 
e	 e	 e
2°	 o3
Zoet	 Zoe2/Zo02	 Zoet
zoo t	z 1
1°
C1	 C2	 C1
Figure 5.1 3 - Section Coupler Schematic
Figure 5.1 shows a three section cascaded coupler schematic in
which all ports are assumed terminated in the characteristic
impedance Z 0 . Following the approach in [5.4] e is the electric
length of each section and
0
4,
C 1 , C2
 are the coupling factor in each section. The coupler can be
specified by its mid-band coupled response C 0 and another parameter
V1
 [5.4 page 783] which determines the shape of the coupling
response versus frequency. An equal ripple response was chosen,
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the design procedure was as follows:
1. C0 was calculated from
20 log C0	 = -3.3	 (5.1)
Co	 = 0.684
2. Fractional bandwidth
wi21 =22 11) =
10	 (f2-f1)
where	 = 2.0 GHz,	 = 18 GHz; and f , f2 are the 0.3 dB equal
ripple band edges.
3.
1 +C0
1—co
= 5.32
	 (5.2)
4.
v2=v1v[i	 (5.3)
V1
 is found from V1MF using figure 13.03 - 2 and using the upper
extrapolated curve of figure 13.03 - 3 in reference [5.4].
We arrive at
1.6
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(5.5)
(5.6)
-1 3.8
	
(5.4)
From figure 13.03 - 2 [6.4] 	 V1 MF = 1.1
V1
 = 1.38
t'= 1.38 /5.32
= 3.18
and Z 1
 = V1	 Z2 = V1 V2 = ( 1.38) (3.18) = 4.39
z2i
C1 = 	 = 0.31
2
z2+1
and 20 log C 1 = - 10.2 dB
72 1C= '	 =0.904+1
and 20 log C2 = - 0.91 dB
Thus using this design approach, the two outer sections of the
three section coupler should have a coupling factor 10.2 dB and the
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central section 0.9 dB.
	 0.9 dB coupling is not achievable by
standard microstrip techniques, assuming one coupling section is
used.
The even and odd mode impedance of coupled line sections are found
by using the following expression
Coupling Factor c = Z06 - Z00 = Z00	 (57)
z06+zoo
zoo
And the condition
(5.8)
which ensures that the coupler is perfectly matched to its
terminating impedance.
	 Setting
Z0 =50 and C2 =0.9
Zoo2 = 11.5 ohms and Z002 = 220 ohms
Zool = 36.3 ohms and Zooi = 68.9 ohms
The structure was then inputted to Eesoff's Touchstone program with
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the dimensions of the centre section fixed to the dimensions given
earlier in this chapter ie. for h 0.015 with Z oe = 234.8 ohms, Z00
= 12.1 ohms and for h = 0.025 inch Zoe	 228 ohlflS, Z 00 = 11.3 ohmS.
As will be shown later in this chapter these impedances values are
achievable with line spacings and line widths which are well within
the capability of most thin film facilities. The design was then
optimised for bandwidth by varying the parameters of the outer
sections of the coupler. Tables 5.l(a)(b) and 5.2(a)(b) are
program listings and output data for both couplers.
The couplers were realised at the Lucas Aerospace Quasi-MMIC
facility in Nississauga, Canada. Features included plated via
holes, thin film resistive terminations and airbridge connections
between alternate fingers. Figure (5.2(a)), (b) shows the coupler
circuit layout for the 0.015 and 0.025 thick substrates
respectively. Figure (5.3) shows the substrate carrier details.
As shown in figures (5.2(a)), (5.2(b)) the etched substrate line
width and spacing for the h = .015 inch case were 0.001 and 0.0007
inch respectively. In the h= 0.025 inch case line spacing and
width were 0.001 and 0.0006 inch. Figure 5.3 shows the carrier to
which the substrates were mounted for testing. The substrate were
brazed to the carrier with a gold Germanium eutectic perform so
that the dimension 'a' in figure 4.1 would be well defined.	 The
carrier material was chosen for close match in thermal coefficient
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of expansion with the substrate to prevent cracking in the heat-up
cool-down cycle of the eutectic reflow process. This is
particularly critical for the = 0.015 inch thick case.
Figure (5.4(a)) shows plots of calculated and measured coupling
factor and figure (5.4(b)) shows calculated and measured return
loss for h = 0.015 inch. Figure (5.5(a)) and (5.5(b)) show the
same data for h = 0.025 inch.
It is observed that in both the 0.015 and 0.025 case the measured
direct port response shows excellent agreement with the calculated
result; up to 20 GHz in the 0.015 inch case and up to 14 GHz in the
0.025 inch case. One primary reason for the poorer performance of
the 0.025 inch coupler is the greater radiation loss for thicker
substrate, a condition which worsens as frequency increases. In
both the 0.015 and 0.025 inch cases there is a considerable
variation between measured and predicted coupling response over the
11 to 17 GHz frequency band as well as a lower than predicted
coupling value over most of the measured frequency band. One
contributor to this is the quality of the termination on the
'isolated' port.
The second is the fact that the design was based an quasi-static
analysis, ie. only the longitudinal current component was
considered. However, as shown in chapter (1), the characteristic
impedances, on which coupling calculations were based, is very
dependent on the transverse current component at higher
frequencies. Therefore some coupling deviation from calculated
values should not unexpected as frequency is increased. Also
characteristic impedance becomes more frequency dependent as strip
with decreases ie. H
A increases for fixed A ie. related to the Z22
term in section 1.2.
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The third reason is finite directivity due to unequal even and odd
mode phase velocities, particularly in sections 1 of the cascaded
coupler where coupling is lowest (ie. 10.2 dB). Alexopoulous et al
[3.5] has shown that for a 10 dB coupler which is uncompensated for
even and odd mode phase velocity the directivity can be as low as
13 dB, this would partially account for the generally lower value
of coupled power measured relative to calculated value. In this
regard the performance of the coupler could be improved by using
technique number 9 listed in section 3.2 for the 10.2 dB coupled
section.
The fourth is the effect of the air-bridges which was not taken
into account in the calculation and which should be properly
modelled. It is also observed that it is the coupled power which
would be most affected by the presence of the airbridges.
The fifth, Wei-Xu Huang [5.11] has reported the existence of
complex modes (ie. modes where y = a ± j f3) in the 11.6 to 17.75
GHz range for dielectric constant E r = 8.875 to Er = 20. These
evanescent modes may be contributing to the coupled response over
the 11 to 17 GHz band.
The sixth possible contribution is higher order modes particularly
in sections 1 of the coupler in which modes other than the
fundamental (quasi-TEM) mode are expected to propagate above 11 GHz
for = 9.8 [5.11]. It is reasonable to conclude from the data,
however, that the six strip analysis is adequate for most practical
applications. It is the author's intent to, as a separate
exercise, (1) measure the response of the 6-strip section only (2)
to attempt a full wave analysis of the structure.
The seventh reason is that the effect of losses (dielectric, ohmic
and radiation) were not taken into account in the analysis. As
shown in chapter 6 these losses are frequency dependent and become
more pronounced as frequency increases.
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VAR
W1=12
S1=5
L188
CKT
MSUB
NCLIN
CLI N
MCLIN
RES
DEF3P
net
net
def2p
DIM
FREQ GHZ
RES OH
IND NH
CAP PF
LNG MIL
TIMES PS
COND/OH
ANG DEG
ER-9 .8
	 H15 T=0.15	 RHO=1	 RGH=0.0
2	 4	 6	 8	 WW1	 SS1	 LL1
8	 6	 10	 12	 ZE=234.93 Z0 = 12.07 E90 F=12.5
12	 10	 14	 16	 W Wi S Si L Li
4	 0	 R=50
16	 2	 14	 NET
1	 2	 3
4	 3	 2
1	 4	 back
FREQ
SWEEP	 2	 22
OUT
NET DB[S12)	 GR1
NET DC[S13)	 GR1
NET DE[S11]	 GR2
back	 db[s12]	 gr 1
GRID
RANGE	 2	 22
	
1
GR1	 -6	 0
	
1
OPT
Table (5.1(a)) Touchstone Program for Cascaded Coupler (h = 0.015
inch)
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FREQ-GHZ	 DB[S12J .DB{S13]	 DB[S11]
NET	 NET	 NET
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5.00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000
10.0000
11.0000
12. 0000
13.0000
14 .0000
15. 0000
16.0000
17.0000
18. 0000
19.0000
20.0000
21.0000
22.0000
-1.538
-2.660
-3.567
-4. 176
-4 .489
-4.543
-4 . 395
-4 . 118
-3.795
-3.509
-3.329
-3.290
-3.394
-3.611
-3.883
-4.145
-4 .325
-4 . 357
-4. 180
-3. 749
-3.049
-5.363
-3.474
-2.591
-2.168
-1.994
-1.985
-2.102
-2 .326
-2.631
-2.967
-3.259
-3.434
-3.454
-3.339
-3.147
-2 . 945
-2 . 792
-2 . 736
-2 . 834
-3.179
-3.972
-28.515
-27.277
-26.560
-25.711
-24.556
-23. 124
-21. 534
-19.931
-18.443
-17.148
-16.045
-15.083
-14.233
-13.538
-13. 060
-12.824
-12.802
-12.939
-13. 178
-13. 488
-13.923
Table (5.1(b)) Touchstone Program Data for Cascaded Coupler (h =
0.015 inch)
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VAR
W1=21
S1=8
L1=88
CKT
MSUB
MCL IN
CLIN
MCLIN
RE S
DEF3P
net
net
def2p
DIM
FREQ GHZ
RES OH
IND NH
CAP PF
LNG NIL
TIME PS
COND/OH
ANG DEG
ER-9.8	 11=25 T= 0.15	 RHO=1	 RGH=0.0
2	 4	 6	 8	 WW1	 SS1	 LL1
8	 6	 10	 12	 ZE=228	 Z0=11.27 E=90 F=12.5
12	 10	 14	 16	 w Wi S Si L Li
4	 0	 R=50
16	 2	 14	 NET
1	 2	 3
4	 3	 2
1	 4	 back
FREQ
SWEEP	 2	 22
OUT
NET DB[S12]	 GR1
NET DB[S13]	 GR1
back	 db[s12]	 GR1
GRID
RANGE	 2	 22
	
1
GR1	 -6	 0
	
1
OPT
Table (5.2(a)) Touchstone Program for Cascaded Coupler (h = 0.025
inch)
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FREQ-GHZ	 DB[S12]	 DB[S13]	 DB[S11]
NET	 NET	 NET
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5. 00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000
10. 0000
11.0000
12 .0000
13.0000
14 .0000
15. 0000
16 .0000
17.0000
18.0000
19 .0000
20.0000
21.0000
22.0000
-1.568
-2.719
-3. 647
-4.268
-4 . 587
-4.644
-4.498
-4.226
-3.911
-3.638
-3.473
-3.451
-3.571
-3.803
-4.090
-4 . 365
-4.553
-4 . 583
-4.389
-3 .922
-3. 178
-5.234
-3 . 366
-2 .502
-2.093
1.993
-1 . 935
-2 . 064
-2 .298
-2. 609
-2 . 945
-3 .229
-3 . 387
-3 . 386
-3.248
-3 . 036
-2.821
-2 . 664
-2.617
-2.737
-3. 128
-4.018
-35.254
-30.959
-27.896
-25.402
-23.216
-21. 245
-19.469
-17 .909
-16.593
-15.523
-14. 647
-13.893
-13.234
-12.711
-12. 374
-12.232
-12.242
-12.342
-12.473
-12.620
-12.868
DB[S12]
BACK
-0.777
-0.060
-0 . 135
-0. 354
-0.499
-0.518
-0.455
-0.416
-0.474
-0.581
-0.705
-0.892
-1.084
-1.200
-1. 172
-0.953
-0.722
-0.756
-0.993
-1. 150
-1.088
Table (5.2(b)) Touchstone Program Data for Cascaded Coupler (h =
0.025 inches)
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C-,
D)
(r)
C.)
0
CD
0.
C-,
0
-c
CD
-S
C],
C-
(I,
C-,-
-S
cC)
(-'-
CD
0
GD
U -	 -0
Zr- P1 I
r-
Cm nc) ni
t:itj v—i
D-4j Zn 0
-C -4XiZ D>o
D mC,,
r-r-, IC')C
-<	 o
m	 Z
i r
-o
-1
-<
-	 ri
p
CDp	 5
CD	 -
CD	 0
CD	
§
0
CD CD CD CD C
CD CD c
CD CD C
CD CD C
CD CD C
—
CD CD C
CD C
CD CD C
CD CD C
CD CD CD CD C
CD CD CD CD C
CD CD
CDCD
16
CD
b
p
CD
	
p	 1\)
	
___________ r_)
	
CD
p
_____ It) _____
cn	 I
ccDH
1
-I.
(0
-,
CD
c)
--
p
CDPco
CD CD
CD =
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5.3	 APPLICATION OF CASCADED COUPLER TO 2 - 18 GHz REACTIVELY
MATCHED POWER AMPLIFIER
A number of techniques have been implemented to achieve multi-
octave bandwidth in microwave amplifiers in which the important
design parameters are gain, gain flatness, noise figure, output
power (linearity) input and output VSWR and DC power consumption
(ie. power added efficiency). Among the most used multi-octave
designs are:
-	 negative feedback
	 [5.5]
-	 distributed	 [5.6]
-	 lossy matched	 [5.7]
-	 balanced reactive matched	 [5.8]
5.3.1	 Negative Feedback Amplifier
L	 CF
Figure 5.6 Feedback GaAs FET Amplifier Schematic
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The feedback amplifier layout is shown in figure (5.6). Whereas
this design approach has the advantage of reducing intermodulation
distortion, as frequency increases it becomes difficult to achieve
flat broadband response since uniform negative feedback with
frequency cannot be achieved due to dispersion in the feedback
circuit. In addition the thermal noise associated RF considerably
degrades the noise figure of the feedback amplifier with respect to
the optimum noise figure of the active device used. Over a
broadband the feedback amplifier generally exhibits input VSWR of
the order of 4:1 which limits its application in a multistage
high gain application. It is also the author's experience that
this configuration results in output power which is 4 to 6 dE below
output power capability of the active device for a given load
match.
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5.3.2	 Distributed Amplifier
Figure 5.7 Distributed Amplifier Schematic
In figure (5.7) Z and 8 represent characteristic impedance and
electrical lengths of transmission line respectively. Z 1 Z2 are
typically high impedance in this configuration. The distributed
amplifier is capable of very broadband performance to 20 GHz in
hybrid form and above 20 GHz in monolithic form. In addition, this
design approach offers a high stability factor, low gain ripple and
low input/output VSWR. The disadvantages are high noise figure,
relative to other single ended designs, low power added efficiency
due to the number of active devices used as well as gate/drain line
attenuation. The power handling capability of the distributed
amplifier can be enhanced by capacitively coupling the individual
devices to the gate line [5.6] so that the equivalent gate
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capacitance
cclgs
q C1+Cg5
where C 1 , Cg are the coupling capacitance and gate source
capacitance of the intrinsic device respectively.
The voltage drop across the gate junction is then
v=	 Vq C1+Cg in
where V1 = input voltage. It is also possible to improve output
power characteristics by proportional loading of the drains of the
devices. However, the distributed amplifier is still not optimum
for ultra broadband wide dynamic range applications due to the
noise figure limitation. Another obvious disadvantage of the
distributed amplifier is increased cost and reduced reliability due
to the number of active devices required.
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5.3.3	 LOSSY MATCH AMPLIFIER
.7 ,	 Z4/4	 z5/e5
Figure 5.8 Lossy Match Amplifier Schematic
Figure 5.8 shows a loss matched amplifier schematic.
To achieve usable high frequency gain the iossy match amplifier
requires a high transconductance transistor. To meet this
requirement it is frequently necessary to operate two devices in
parallel resulting in a low effective gate-source resistance R9.
Due to the large ratio of Rgs to the system source impedance
(typically 50 ohms) input VSWR of the amplifier will typically
exceed 3:1 for multi-octave operation to 18 GHz.
In addition the noise figure and maximum output power are adversely
affected by R1 , R2.
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5.3.4
	
BROADBAND REACTIVE MATCHED AMPLIFIER
z1/e 1
 z3/e3	 Z4/e4 z5/e5
/e6
OUT
COUPLER
	
COUPLER
Figure 5.9 Balanced Reactive Match Amplifier Schematic
Figure 5.9 shows a balanced reactive matched amplifier schematic.
Since the input and output matching circuits of the configuration
is (theoretically) lossless and input output VSWR of each side of
the balanced amplifier arrangement is not a critical consideration,
it is possible to match the devices simultaneously for optimized
noise and output power performance.
However, when two signals are combined the resultant amplitude
depends on the phase and amplitude balance between the inputs,
therefore it is necessary to consider the effect of phase and
amplitude imbalance between the two halves of circuit considered
relative to the line XX'.
	
This imbalance may be due to a
combination of effects involving the couplers, the active devices
and the matching circuit. Niclas [5.10] has shown that if we
consider the top half of the circuit to be section 1 and the bottom
half section 2 and assume a deviation from complete phase match of
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andA4 andif IA4 I - Ii 2 I < 20°degrees
then gain of the amplifier varies by 0.7 dB from optimum when
A1, 42
are introduced at the input of the active devices. The effect
increases slightly when
A41,	 2
occur at the output of each device.
If the parameters of the two halves of the circuit can be
equalised, by selecting devices, bias optimisation and careful
splitter/combiner design, the balanced amplifier offers the best
overall choice for multi-octave wide dynamic range amplification.
The greatest limitation to date in designing such an amplifier has
been the quadrature couplers.
Several techniques have been used to configure quadrature broadband
couplers including tandem microstrip configurations [5.11] and
asymmetrically coupled strip line [5.12]. The tandem coupler is
large and lossy and the asymmetrical stripline cannot be
conveniently integrated with planar amplifier modules.
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Thus there has been a real demand for compact multi-octave
bandwidth microstrip coupler along with a reliable design
procedure. The coupler described in section 5.2 satisfies this
need.
To demonstrate the utility of the coupler described in section 5.2,
a four-way balanced medium power amplifier jodule was designed,
fabricated and tested over the 2 - 18 GHz frequency band using the
coupler design.
The schematic of the module which was realised on 0.015 thick
alumina substrate, Er = 9.8, is shown in figure 5.10. Figure 5.11
shows the realised circuit of one half of the structure including
matching and bias circuitry. The size is 0.422 X 0.790 inches.
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
LJ-J)
A	 CD C B
Figure 5.10 2 - 18 GFIz Medium Power Amplifier Module Schematic
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The components in 5.10 are as follows:
-	
'A' Broadband in phase symmetrical divider
-	 'B' Broadband in phase symmetrical combiner
-	
'C' Cascaded coupler described in section 6.1 with h = 0.015
inch
-	 'D' Reactively matched medium power GaAs FET.
The in-phase combiner/divider were Wilkinson Type realised on 0.009
inch thick duroid 5880, 	 = 2.2.
The MESFET device chosen was the Fujitsu FLRO56XV manufacturer's
specifications of which are given in table (5.3). Gate length of
the device was 0.3 micron. In order to minimise the junction
temperature of the device (ie. maximise output power and
reliability) the chip was mounted to the carrier with a gold-tin
eutectic perform. The FLRO56XV was chosen both for its high
transconductance as well as the fact that the sources were ground
through via holes, thus eliminating the need for source bond wires
whose inductance would degrade high frequency gain and output
power. 0.001 inch diameter gold bond wires were used for all
thermo-compress ion bonded connections.
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Limit	 Item
Mi	 Typ.	 Max.	 Unit
-	 240	 0	 mA
-	 100	 -	 mS
-1.0	 -2.0	 -3,5	 V
-3	 -	 -	 V
25	 26	 -	 dBm
7.0	 8.0	 -	 dB
29	 0
	 %
-	 40
	 deg.C/W
Item	 Symbol	 Test Condition
Drain Current	 1DSS	 VDS 5V, VGS
Transconductance	 gm	 VDS = " 1DS lOmA
Pinch-off Voltage	 VP	 VDS = 5V, DS lOmA
Gate-Source
Breakdown Voltage	 VGSO	 IGS = -lOpA
Output Power at	 -
1dB G.C.P.	 P1dB	 VDS = 8V
Power Gal n at
1dB G.C.P.	 G1dB	 IDS = 0.61 DSS (Typ)
Power-added
Efficiency	 Nadd	 f = 18 GHz
Thermal Resistance	 Rth	 Channel to Case
Table 5.3: Electrical Characteristics FLRO56XV at 25°C Ambient Temperature.
Although biased for large signal conditions, the device was
reactively matched using small signal S-parameters, since large
signal parameters were not available from the manufacturer and
accurate load pull measurements over the 2 - 18 GHz band was
considered prohibitively tedious. The module was therefore
empirically tuned at the outputs of the devices after fabrication
to optimise output power. Figure 5.12 shows output power at 1 dB
gain compression and at saturation measured at a base plate
temperature of +60 degrees centigrade.
The theoretical output power at 18 GHz is +32 dBrn (typical) at 1 dB
gain compression and at 25°C ambient temperature assuming no
circuit losses. The measured value was 29 dBm.
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The discrepancy between theoretical and measured values is
accounted for •as follows:
1. TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
The differences in temperature between that at which the
theoretical data would be valid and the actual
measurement temperature is 25°C. Assumjng a 15° degree
positive differential between ambient and base plate
temperature, this accounts for an approximate reduction
in output power of (35 X 0.01) = 0.35 dBm
2. INSERTION LOSS OF THE IN PHASE COMBINER AND OUTPUT CONNECTOR
This was measured at 1.25 dB
3. INSERTION LOSS OF THE CASCADED QUADRATURE COUPLER
From figure (5.4(a)) this is approximately 1.4 dE. By
adding these losses to the measured data it is obvious
from the above data that the device is operative close to
manufacturer's specification and is proof of the utility
of the broadband multistrip coupler design.
To the author's knowledge a reactively matched balanced amplifier
module with this level of output power and bandwidth has not been
reported before.
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECTS OF LOSS ON MICROSTRIP EDGE COUPLED STRUCTURES
The analysis in the preceding chapters have not taken into account losses. In this
chapter practical aspects of loss in edge coupled structures are addressed [6.1].
Referring to figure (2.1 (a)), the odd and even mode attenuation constants due to ohmic
(metallic) losses for two coupled lines aom and aem are given by
R
a om =	 . -- (€ <,Z,) nepers/unit length	 (6.1(a))
0011
where
o(E0z21oç
	 1+Ji00z00
on	 I-I	 2H o(S/I-	 2H 0(77/-f)
2H o(VWH)
(6.1(b))
A5
ccem 
= 2Z08	
___- (nepers/unit length)
	
(6.2(a))
where
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(eZO9)1 T o(€Z)
on	 H	 2H O(S/h	 2H 0(771-I)
I	 Wi o(€06Z06)
-Il ^—I----
21-I] 0[wl
L-j
(6.2(b))
where T = thickness of the strip, t- = 377 ohms, impedance of free space, S = strip
spacing, W = strip width, H is thickness of the dielectric, 
€00' ee are odd and even mode
effective dielectric constants; Z 00 , Z0 are odd and even mode characteristic impedances.
o,,	 i-3I'.,	 (6.2(c))
where f is frequency in gigahertz. The partial derivatives of Z00 ,
 Zoe with respect to
H H and	 H are calculated as stated in [6.11.
It can be shown that com is always higher than aem and that aom is more sensitive to S/H
than aem. This is to be expected if the odd and even mode field patterns are considered.
The odd and even mode dielectric attenuation constants are give by
Er (€,'1 )ftanO	 (6.3(a))
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Er (Eoe1
= 91.0	 - ) I tanô	 (6.3(b))
where Er is the isotropic relative permittivity of the substrate, tan S is the loss tangent of
the substrate material and the totalattenuation expressions are then
a =a +a +aee	 em	 eD	 eR	 (6.4(a))
a 00 = a om + a D + av	 (6.4(b))
where aeR, aOR are related to radiation effects. Coupler odd and even mode characteristic
impedances ZLO , ZLE can then be defined for coupled lossy lines
(6.5(a))ZLQZ00[1 
_ Jj--	 13]
	
xem + j 2l	 (6.5(b))ZL6=Z00[1 
-i-i-;-	 13e]
where P Pe are odd and even mode propagation constants and Z 00 , Z are odd and
even mode characteristic impedances for the lossless case.
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RAO [6.1] has shown that for loosely coupled lines the preceding expressions are
accurate to within 5 percent when compared to measured results. The effect of loss on
coupling factor, isolation and directivity has been shown to be most pronounced at the
centre of the design band. For a 10 dB coupler designed at 8 GHz centre frequency
using Bryant and Weiss's M-strip program, which does not take into account loss (or
dispersion), compared to predicted results taking into account metallic and dielectric
losses the following results are reported at 8 GHz.
Parameter Calculated	 ParameterCalculated
Bryant Weiss	 with Losses
(M-Strip Program)	 Considered
(Without Losses)
Coupling	 10.2dB
	
10.3 dB
Directivity	 22.5
	 21.4
Isolation	 22.2 dB
	 21.4
Similar consideration may be applied to microstrip filters.
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CONCLUSION
In-depth methods of coupled microstrip line analysis, including the importance of such
considerations as transverse current distribution, dielectric anisotropy and losses, are
presented in a form which should be usable by most practising microwave engineers.
Detailed analysis, including computer program listings and extensive tabular and
graphical design data, is presented for multiconductor suspended coupled lines; using
the spectral domain technique.
Coupled microstrip offers several degrees of freedom above single microstrip lines.
However, in the past, coupled lines have been used primarily for power sampling, filtering
and to a lesser extent phase shifting. This thesis presents and analyses other novel
applications of both symmetric and asymmetric coupled microstrip. Examples being
broadband low loss matching for low noise amplifiers and broadbanding of previously
narrowband structures such as the branchline coupler which has previously been limited
to 15 percent usable bandwidth. 45 percent band width for a branchline coupler is
demonstrated by analysis. Previously this band width would require the use of interdigital
structures, which in turn would necessitate access to expensive thermocompression or
ultrasonic bonding equipment. The proposed quadrature coupler requires no bond wires
or cross-avers.
Detailed analysis of tunable multiconductor couplers or couplers with metallisation at
several dielectric interfaces previously required access to powerful computing facilities.
By considerable algebraic preprocessing, it is demonstrated that such complex structures
can be analyzed using a personal computer only. A six finger coupler in suspended
microstrip, with tuning septum, in which even to acid mode impedance ratio of 20:1 was
achieved with low loss, was analyzed and measured as part of a compact 2 - 18 GHz
three section coupler. In the analysis, based on the spectral domain technique it is
shown that, where as the use of a single charge basis function which reflects singularity
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at the edges of the septum is adequate for practical coupler design, this is inadequate
for more accurate analysis and additional basis functions are proposed.
Two numerical methods of analysis are presented for a novel high pass structure with
multioctave performance capability realised with broadside coupled microstrips and a
variable ground plane gap between the strips. One method depends on the symmetry
of the structure, the other is completely general.
A compact spiral 180 degree planar coupler which is manufacturable both in MMIC and
MHMIC, is proposed based on the cascade matrix analysis of multiple coupled lines. The
structure is applicable down to L-band where planar structures have not been used
tradition ally.
As a demonstration of the accuracy of the theoretical prediction, two low loss 2- 18 GHz
quadrature cascaded couplers were designed and tested on 0.015 and .025 thick
alumina. The 0.9 dB coupling factor of the centre section was realised with a six finger
structure in which the ground plane was partially removed. Discrepancy between the
quasi-static theoretical analysis and measurement above 11 GHz were examined and
explained. The importance of dispersion, higher order mode propagation and the
inequality of even and odd mode phase velocity in the design of such broadband
structures is demonstrated.
Multioctave bandwidth medium power microwave amplifiers are required for military
applications. To date these devices have achieved satisfactory performance over the 2-
18 GHz band only by using a distributed approach in MMIC technology. The more
economical HMLC approach has not been successfully used due to the difficulty
associated with acquiring identical active discrete devices, as well as maintaining phase
relationship of the gate and drain lines. By using coupled multiconductor suspended line
techniques, a balanced reactively matched medium power amplifier module was realised
over the 2- 18 GHz frequency band. Output power of +29 dBm minimum was achieved
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across the band, as predicted.
Fabrication cost is approximately 10 percent of that of the equivalent MMIC design.
To the author's knowledge this performance has not been approached before in HMIC
technology.
The inequality between even and odd mode phase velocities of edge coupled and
broadside coupled microstrip lines, which is a result of the inherent dielectric discontinuity
of the configurations, causes degraded directivity in couplers. In filters the effects are
frequency response asymmetry, ie. lower rejection at the high frequency, as well as a
parasitic pass band at twice the centre frequency. The thesis presents methods of
equalising odd and even mode velocities. The design technique and extensive data
presented for the suspended coupled microstrip case can be used to improve both
coupler and filter performance up to millimeter waves.
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APPENDIX 1
Mathcad Program for Zoe Z 00 for E r = 38
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_____	
2
K	 :=\'G	 -p
2211	 -"	 e22	 sic
M,J	 N	 N,J	 M,N
K	 p
2212	 ' e22	 sic	 s2C
N,J	 N	 N,J	 M..N	 M,N K	 :=K
2221	 2212
M,J	 M,J
249
2
K	 G
2222	 e22	 s2c
M,J	 N	 N,J	 M, N
aix := 1
	
a2x := 1	 hix	 0.5	 b2x : 0.5
Given
Klalx + K2a2x + K3b1x + K4b2x P
1
K2a1x + K5a2x + K6b1x + K7b2x P
2
K3a1x + K6a2x + K8b1x + K9b2x 0
K4a1x + K7-a2x + K9b1x + KiOb2x
	
0
func(Ki,K2,K3,K4 ,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9,Ki0) := find(alx,a2X,blX,b2X)
1<1 :=K	 1<2 :=K	 K5 :=K
1111	 J	 1112	 J	 1122
J	 J	 J
K6
N,J	 1221
N,J
1<10	 :=K
I1,J	 2222
M,J
1<3	 :=K
N,J	 1211
N,J
1<9	 :=K
N,J	 2212
M, J
1<4	 :=K
1212
N,J
1<7	 :=K
1222
N,J
1<8
M,J	 2211
M,J
250
aki
N,J
ak2
N,J
bkl	 : = func [Ki , K2 / K3
	
/ K4	 , K5 , K6	 , K7	 , KS	 , K9	 , K10
M,J	 L J	 J	 M,J	 N,J J N,J	 N,J	 M,J	 N,J	 MIJJ
I bk2
L	 N,J
P = 0.05	 P	 =0.05
1	 2
0
0.095
0.09
0.085
0.08
a = 0.075
0.07
0.065
0.06
0.055
0.05
0 0
0.378 8.078
0.365 7.302
0.352 6.895
12	 0.324 5.867
akllO = 0.295 4.858
0.273 4.098
0.257 3.542
0.244 3.124
0.235 2.801
0.228 2.543
	
0	 0
	
0.125	 2.111
	
0.09	 0.673
0.052 -0.866
	
12	 0.039	 -1.188
ak210 = 0.037 -1.06
0.038 -0.898
0.038 -0.768
0.038 -0.669
0.038 -0.593
0.038 -O.533
cap. in ico farads
[21
C	 := I-I • rakl	 .p
oe
	
	 [14 L : N,J 1
M,J
12
+ ak2	 •P 1•io
M,J 2]
12
10
Z
oe
N	 c.Ic
oe	 oe
M,0	 N,1
C
oe
N, 1
C
eeff	 C
N	 oe
N, 0
0
0.503
0.454
0.404
0.363
C	 = 0.333
oe 0.311
0.295
0.283
0.273
0.266
0
10. 189
7.975
6.029
4.679
3.798
3.201
2.774
2.455
2.208
2.011
251
a=
M
Ii
L
L
EI
EI
L211
LII
['o
z	 =
oe
0
36.822
43.774
53.422
63.986
74.144
83.525
92. 125
100. 024
107. 295
114 . 007
	
0	 0
	
0.095	 20.268
	
0.09	 17.549
	
0.085	 14.939
	
0.08	 12.907
	
0.075	 = 11.417
	
0.07	 eeff	 10.291
	
0.065	 9.404
	
0.06	 8.682
	
0.055	 8.079
	
0.05	 7.566
EVEN MODE
	 1PPENDi>
300
z
oe
N
0
	 1
1	 M	 10
252
1 dx
r2- [ - - 2
UUU IIUI)L
:= 0.01
:	 1.2 h
L : 10h
t : 10h
S	 0.1-h
b	 lOh
8.842	 -12
10
0	 40
8
c := 3- 40 10
€	
:=1
r
0
:= 38
r
1
J := 0 . .1
M := 0 . .MM
h
a :=L--M
N	 2
C ±
L
P
1	 2
S
p	 =0.05
1
10
N := 1 . .150	 NK	 :=-7T
a
	
	
L
N
253
[Wi	 [
p	 :=JOK	 sinK	 • I^-
is	 o	 [2]	 °	 2
N	 N	 N
S	 :=K	 a	 T :=K	 L
M,N	 o	 N	 0
N	 N
[7r1
p	 (-1)- l-I cs [r 1'[
sis
	
	
[4]	 L N]	 L N,N
M,N
P	 :=
2
S
3
L-4	 [	 x - S - 0.5W 1
dx
25W	 L	 w	 ]
P	 =0.05
2
W
ss := S + -
2
W
c	 :=K
N	 0 2
N
[3	 1	 [	 2
f(0) := sin(0 ) • [e - 6-0] + cos(0) [3 . 0 - 6
8	 1	 1
p	 := -. siniK	 ssl - ___ - sin[a 1 + - 11 1 - f(0)
2 s	 5 W	 J 0	 K	 [ Nj	 3 [ [ NJ
N	 L	 N	 j	 0
N	 N
r	 -	 1	 r--I	 I	 -J
4(0) := sin(G)- [3 . 0 - 6j - cos ( 0)- Le - 6•G
254
4
p	 : =	 [-cos [r 1	 [6
s2s	 4	 L	 [NJ	 [M,.N
M,N	 S
1
coth(x)
tanh (x)
uvw	 =	 + coth [K - hi coth [K
N,J	 r	 f 0	 I 0
L	 J	 [NJ	 [	 N
1
	
xyz	 : = coth [K	 t coth [K	 hi +	 coth [K	 biN,J	 Jo	 Jo	 J	 6	 0
L	 NJ	 [NJ	 r	 L	 N
J
	
det	 c	 K	 - [uvw	 + xyz
	
0	 0	 0	 [	 N,J	 N,J
N,J	 N
1	 1
G	 :=	 coth[K	 •hi ±	 coth[K	 bi
oil	 det	 Jo	 f	 JoN,J	 0	 [ N J
	
r	 [	 NN,J	 J
1
G
012	 det	 •sinh[K	 hiN,J	 0	 Jo
N,J	 [	 N
G	 :=G
021	 012
N,J	 N,J
1	 1
G	 coth[}(	 hl +	 .coth[K	 •ti022	 det	 Jo	 I	 e	 JoN,J	 o	 L	 NJ	 r	 [	 NN,J	 J
255
APPENDIX	 ' I'ODD MODE
2
K	 G	 p
liii	 oil	 is
J	 N	 N,J	 N
K	 := >7 G	 p
____ oil	 is	 2s1112
J	 N	 N,J	 N	 N
2
K	 G
1122	 oil	 2s
J	 N	 N,J	 N
K	 G	 p
1211	 oi2	 is	 sis
M,J	 N	 N,J	 N	 M,N
K	 G
1212	 / J 012	 is	 s2s
M,J	 N	 N,J	 N	 M,N
K	 •p
1221	 /- o12	 2s	 sls
M,J	 N	 N,J	 N
K	 :=K
1121	 1112
J	 J
1<
2111	 1211
M,J	 M,J
K
2121	 1212
M,J	 M,J
K	 :K
2112	 1221
N,J	 M,J
K	 :=K
2122	 1222
M,J	 M,J
K	 •p
1222	 o12	 2s	 s2s
N	 N,J	 N	 N,N
_____	
2
G	 pK	
>	 o22	 sis2211
N	 N.J	 M,N
K	 :=	 G	 p
2212	 o22	 sis	 s2s
M,J	 N	 N,J	 M,N	 M.N K	 :=K
2221	 2212
M,J	 N,J
256
ULJLJ uILI4)L
2
K	 G
2222	 -' 022	 s2s
M,J	 N	 N,J	 1i,N
aix := 1	 a2x := 1	 bix	 0.5	 b2x	 0.5
Given
Klalx + K2a2x ± K3blx ± K4b2x P
1
K2a1x + K5a2x ± K6b1x + K7b2x P
2
K3a1x + K6-a2x + K8b1x ± K9b2x 0
K4a1x + K7-a2x + K9b1x ± K10b2x 	 0
func(K1 , 1<2, K3 ,K4 ,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9,1<10) 	 fjnci(alx, a2x,blX,b2X)
N := 0 . .MM	 Ki : K	 K2	 K	 K5	 K
J	 1111	 j	 1112	 j	 1122
3-	 J	 3.
1<6	 :=K
M,J	 1221
N, J
1<3	 :=K
M,J	 1211
N,J
1<4	 :=K
M,J	 1212
M,J
1<10	 :=K
N,J	 2222
11,3-
1<9
N,J	 2212
11,3-
K7	 :=K
M,J	 1222
ri, 3-
K8	 :=K
11,3-	 2211
11 ,J
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12
10
c
-I c	 -C
00	 00
M 1 0	 N,1
z
00
N
UUU rIUUL
aki
M1J
a k2
M,J
bkl
M,J
bk2
N, 3
:= func[K1 ,K2 ,K3
	
,K4	 ,K5 ,K6	 K7	 ,K8	 ,K9	 ,K10
L J	 J M,J M,J	 J N,J	 M,J	 M,J	 M,J	 M,J
P	 =0.05	 p	 =0.05
1	 2
0.1
0.095
0.09
0.085
0.08
a = 0.075
0.07
0.065
0.06
0. 055
0. 05
1.786 36.618	 1.786 36.618
1.782	 35.71	 1.782	 35.71
1.781	 35.25	 1.781	 35.25
1.771 34.806	 1.771 34.806
12	 1.742 33.266	 12	 1.742 33.266
akllO	 = 1.712 31.676 akllO	 = 1.712 31.676
1.691 30.476	 1.691 30.476
1.677 29.604	 1.677 29.604
1.667 28.956	 1.667 28.956
1.66 28.459	 1.66 28.459
1.655 28.068	 1.655 28.068
cap. in pica farads
[21
C
	
11[akl 	 .p
00
	
	 [U [
	
N.J
M,J
12
+ ak2	 •p i-b
N,J 2j
1.128 22.767
1.123 22.005
1.112 21.399
1.09	 20.24
1.065 18.947
C	 = 1.046 17.957
00	 1.034 17.265
1.026 16.771
1.02 16.405
1.016 16.125
1.013 15.905
C
00
N, 1
C
ooff	 C
N	 00
N, 0
258
z
00
N
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
100
	
0.1	 20.179
	
0.095	 19.592
	
0.09	 19.236
	
0.085	 18.57
	
0.08	 17.788
	
a = 0.075	 = 17.159
	
0.07	 ooff	 16.697
	
0.065	 16.352
	
0.06	 16.086
	
0.055	 15.874
	
0.05	 115.703
16.443
16. 763
17. 08
17.743
18.55
Z	 = 19.223
00 19.723
20.093
20.373
20.59
20.763W
0 inI -
1	 N	 10
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APPENDIX 2
Even mode analysis for 6 finger microstrip coupler with septum,
h = 0.015 w = 0.001 s = 0.00035
= 0.65 t= 0.65 b= 0.025 a 0 = 0.575	 nn= 500 mm= 0
1
c=3.40.10 8 Eo= 8.842l012 pO1	 p198 coth(x) = tanh(x)40
j = 0..1 m = O..mm am+ i = am - 0.010
_L	 L
p1 --. p2 -
	 2
n=l..nn ken = (fl0 • 5 )•	 s"=s^-
= 
JO{ke1_W]] cos	 5 . s']	 p2 = JO[ken [_Wii cos [ken .	 s'j2 jj
3xn = JO[k[-]]	 [ken.	 PcTlXm - = [1. sin[k. L]. Ji [ken am]"	 4j
260
(0) = sin (0) . [3 . 0 2 -6] - cos (0) . [O -6. 0]
P02xm,n_[[ka]4]smn[ken 
L][ken am]
UVWnj [Epj Oth[ken h] . COth[ken . b]]
XyZ , COth[ken t][coth[ken h] +	 COth[ken b]]
det en,j = ken	 + xYzn,j]
Geiin,j detenj .[C0th[ken h]^	 . coth[k8.b]]€pi
1
Gel2nj = deten j . Slflh[ken h L]
1	 [coth [k	 h] +	 . coth [ken . t]]Ge22n,j 
= deten,j
k1 =	 Geiinj . [P]2	 k2 =	 G11	 . P JXn P2Xn
261
=	 G811	
. P lxn • 3Xn	 k4 m j =	 Pixn Poim,n
k5m j =	 Gel2nj Pixn Pa2Xm.n	 k6 =	 Geiin j [PnJ2
k7 =	 Geiin,j P 2xn	 3xn	 ksm,j =	 Gel2n,j Pn Pqixm,n
k9 m, j	 Gei2n,j Pn Pa2Xm,n
	
FO	 Geiin j [P]2
12	 1]
Fim j =	 Ge1212 j
	 3Xn • P olXnLn	 F2mj =	 Gel2fl,j	 3Xfl •
F3mj =	 Ge22n,j [Pa ixm.n] 2	 F4m,j = : i: Ge22fl, j Paixm,n • PC2Xm,n
F5mj	Ge2212	 [Pa2Xm,n12
A = 300 B = -320 C = 280 D = -290 E = 400 F = -420 bi = 30 b2 = 25
Given
262
L. A + L. B + N . C + M . D + N . E + N . F + P . bl + Q . b2 = P1
L. A+L . B+M . C+N . D+N . E+N . F+P . bl+Q ..b2 =P1
N. A + M . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bi + U . b2 = P2
M. A + N . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bi + U . b2 = P2
N. A+N . B+S . C+S . D+V . E+V . F+W . bl+X . b2=P3
N. A+ N . B + S . C + S . P +V . E +V . F +W . bl + X . b2 = P3
P. A+P	 B+T . C+T . D+W . E+W . F+Y . bl+Z . b2=0
Q. A + Q . B + U . C + U . P + X . E + X . F + Z .bl + f5 . b2 = 0
f(L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,f5) = find (A, B, C, D, E, F, bi, b2)
m = 0. .Inm	 Lj = klj Nj = K2j Qm,j = k5m,j Rj = k6j Nj = k3j
Pm,j = k4m,j Sj = k7j Xm,j = F2m,j Vj = FOj Um,j = K9m,j
Tm,j = k8m,j Wm,j = Flm,j Ym,j = F3m,j Zm,j = F4m,j f5m,j =
F5m, j
Lj	 Mj	 Qm,i	 Rj	 Nj	 Pm,j	 vi
0.4025	 0.3268
	
0.00873
	
0.42695
	
0.30801
	
0. 00533
	
0.48534
0.13754	 0.12371
	 0.01304
	 0.14246
	
0. 12033
	
0.00769
	
0.15348
Um,j
0.00871
0.01302
f5m,j
0. 02525
0. 0217
Si
0.3664
0.13135
Tm,i
0.00532
0.00768
Wm,j
0.00531
0.00768
Xm,j
0.0087
0.01301
Ym,j
0.00635
0.005
Zni, i
0.01171
0.01003
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Am, j
Bm, j
Cm ,
 j
Dmj
Em j
Fm, j
i'm, j
=f[Lj,Mj,Nj,Pm j' Qm j Rj' 5j i Tm	 V, Wm j i Xm	 m j Zm j'5m,j]
0.575
0.565
A=(-161.46192 3528.24334)
Em, j	 Cm,j	 Dm,j
	
-161. 46192	 161. 93339	 -2323.14893	 2323.39018
	
3528.24334	 -3526.75336 -30925.90307	 30926.6463
Em, j	 Fm, j
-64014.07375	 64014.271
38005.09262	 -38004.493
a1m,j =Am , j +Bm i].	 10'22mj=[cmj+Dm,j] . €. 10' 2 a 3 j=[Em,j+Fm,j].Eo .1012
a1=(0.104220.32936) a2=(0.053330.16429) a3=(0.04360.13255)
capacitance in pico farads
	Clem,j = a1	 C2emj = a2m, j	 C3 em j = o:3mj
	
Ci e = (0.10422 0.32936)	 C2 e = (0.05333 0.16429)	 C3 e = (0.0436 0.13255)
264
Cl em 1	 C2 em i	C3 emi
E€4$1€Ifl 
= Cl	
E€4y42€m	
C2 em,o	 Ee3€m = C3 em,o
= 3.16026	 = 3.08084	 €44i3E = 3.03984
10 12 	 012	 1012
Zoiem=
	 _______________ Zo2em =	 ________________ Zo3em =
C. VCiemo • Ci em,i	C.VC2emo C2 em, 1	C•/C3em,o C30m,l
b = 0.025	 h = 0.015 a0 = 0.575	 nfl = 500 2.s = 0.0007
w = 0.001
Zo i9m = 449•7 9049	Zo2em 890.30406	 Zo3em=1096•17553
system capacitance caic.
Cej = Ci eo , j + C2 e0 ,j + C3 e0, j Cej , 0.020115
0.6262
1012	 ---Zoe=	 _________	 E€e4,4, = Ceo
Cei
Zoe =234 • 80382	 €€€=3.1131
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Odd mode analysis for 6 finger microstrip coupler pgm. with septum
h = 0.015 w = 0.001 s = 0.00035
=O.65 t=O.650b=0.025a0 =0.575	 nn=500	 mm=0
8 .842c=3.40.10s
40 Ep1=9.B	 Ep01
1=0. .1 rn=0. .mm	 am+l=am0.0l0 -coth (x)
- tanh(x)
p1=-i	
2
n=l..nn	 k =n. -	 s"=s^-
	
°n	 2
	
P10J0[k0 . [_]]. sin[k0 . 5 . S I 	 P2anJ0[1(on . [.-J]. S±rii 0 . 3 . SI
p3 0 = JO[k0 .
	
. sin [k0 . s'j	
= -[i] . 
cos (n. it) . J1 [k0
 . am]
266
c1(6) =sin(0) .[3 .0 2 -6]-cos (0) .[0-6 .0]
1	 4	 1
Pa2um,n 
= {[k0. a4j COS (n . it) • ([k0. 'am]
= [e + coth[k0 . h] . coth{k0 . b]]
xyz = co th [k0 . t] . [co th [k0 . h] ^	 . Co th [k0 . b]
det0, =	 . [uvw + xyz}
pj	
.b]]=	 1	
[Coth[kon . 
h] ^ -L . coth[k0G011,	 det0,	 €
1
= det0	 sinh[k0. h]
-	 1
- det0,	 [Coth [k0 . h] +	 . coth[k0 . ti]
€ pj
ki =	 G011	 . [ 1 ] 2	k2 =	 G011	 . p 1 . p2
n	 12
267
k3 =	 G011	 .	 k4mj =	 Piqn
	
-	
-	 r
	
rn,j -	 'o12n,j Pian Po2om,n	 1Lj -	 'o11n,j L2nJ
1]	 n
k7	 G011	 p,2 ; p 3 	 k8m,j = I	 oi2n,j P20n Poicm,n
k9m,j =	 G012	 P20	 Pa2am,n	 FO =	 G011, • [P3]2
Flm, j =	 G012	 p30	 Paiam,n	 F2mj =	 G012, .	 Pa2cmn
F3	 =	 G022	 [Poiamn]2
	
F4mj =	 Paiam,n Pa2am,n
F5m,j =:i: G022	 [Po2om,n]2
A = 300 B = -320 C = 280 D = -290 E = 400 F = —420 bi = 30 b2 = 25
Given
268
L. A + L. B ^ N . C + N . D + N . E + N . F + P . bi ^ Q. b2 = -P1
L.A+L . B+M. C+M . D+N ..E+N . F+P . bl+Q. b2=-P1
N. A + M B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bl + U . b2 = P2
N. A + N . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bi + U . b2 = P2
N. A + N . B + S . C + S . D + V . E + V . F + W. bi + X. b2 = -P3
N.A+N . B+S . C+S .D+V. E+V. F+W. bl+X. b2=-P3
P. A + P . B + T . C + T . D +W . E +W . F + Y . bi + Z . b2 = 0
Q. A + Q . B + U . C + U . D + X . E + X . F + Z .bl + f5 . b2 = 0
f(L,N,N,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,f5) = find (A, B, C, D, E, F, bi, b2)
= 0. .mm	 Lj = klj Nj = k2j Qm,j = k5m,j Rj = k6j Nj = k3j
Pm,j = k4m,j Sj = k7j Xm,j = F2m,j Vj = FOj Um,j = K9m,j
Tm,j = k8m,j Wm,j = Flm,j Ym,j = F3m,j Zm,j = F4m,j f5m,j =
F5m, j
Li	 Mj
0.1682	 0.0732
0.0318	 0.0139
Si
0.0336
0.0063
Uxn,j
0
0
f5m,j
0.0001
0.0001
Qin,j
0
0
Tm,j
0.0002
0.0003
Rj
0. 1437
0. 0268
Wm,i
0.0001
0.0001
Nj
0.0248
0.0047
Xm,j
0
0
Pm,j
0.0004	 0.0854
0.0004	 0.0158
Ym,j	 Zm,j
0.006	 0.0005
0.0043	 0.0004
a= 0.575
0.565 A=(-8898.5445 10104.9471)
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Amj
B
Cm ,
 j
Dm j
Em j
Fm, j
Tm, j
=f[Lj,Mj,Nj,Pm,j,Qm,j,Rj,Sj,Tm,j,L1m,jiVji7m,jIXm,jh1'm,j1Zm,jhf5m,j]
Am,j
-8898.5445
10104.9471
Bm, j
8895.0799
-10123.5414
Cm,j	 Dm,j
12336.2159	 -12331.0612
-41652.6024	 41680.4697
Em, j	 Fm, j
-75446. 6 108
	
75441.7804
-48908.6543
	
48882.5761
ccl m , j = Am, j + Em, j] . E. 1012	 2mj=[c'mj+Dm,j] . €. 10'
a3 m.j [Em,j +E'm,j ]. E0 .1012
c1=(-0.7659--4.1103)	 a2 = (1.1394 6 .1601)	 a3=(-1.0678 -5.7646)
capacitance in pica farads
ClOm,j = m,j	 C2Omj =
	 C3Omj = 3m,j
270
C10 =(—O.7659-4.1103)	 C20 =(1.13946.1601)	 C30=(-1.0678-5.7646)
	
ClOm i	 C20m,i	 C3
	EE41om 
ClOmo	
EE,2om=	 E€3om= C3o10
C20m0
= 5.3669	 E20 = 5.4063	 E30 = 5.3988
10 12 	 012	 1012
Zoiom = 	 _______________ Zo2om =	 ________________ Zo3 om =
C.tJCiom,o .C10fl),1	 C.JC2om,o C20	 C.1Com,o . C30,1
b = 0.025	 h = 0.015 a0 = 0.575	 nn = 500 2.s = 0.0007
w = 0.001
Zoi om 46969	 Z020=31.4544	 Zo30m335891
Cej =	 Ciej =	 C2e0j =	 C3eoj =
0.021	 0.104	 0.053	 0.044
0.626	 0.329	 0.164	 0.133
1oO,j = loO,j	 2oO,j = 2oO,j	 3OO,j =3OQ,j
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C0 = Cej +[C100 - Cieo,j	 - C2e0,j ^ C300, - C3eoj]
coj
2.973
16 .0349
1012
Zoe
= ________________
C .	 . C01
Z00 = 12.0694
1012	 Z
Zoe =	_______	 ratio
c .
	
Cei	 Z00
Zoe=234•9273	 ratiol9.4648
ratio-1
coupling=20 . 1o[ ratio+lj coupling= -0.8933 C 1 = 0.626 Ce 0 = 0.
	
Co1	 C1
	
= -
	
= 5.3934	 =	 = 3.1144
	
00	 eQ
= V'EE44	 oc44	 = 4. 0985
	 1	
=0.494
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EVEN mode analysis for 6 finger microstrip coupler with pgm. with
septum,
h = 0.025 w = 0.001 s = 0.0003
= 0.65 t = 0.65 b = 0.025 a0 = 0.575	 nn= 500	 nun= 0
1
c=3.40.10 8 E0 8.842 .10-12	 pO1 e=9.8 coth(x) 
= tanh(x)40
j = 0..1 m = 0..mxn am+1 = am - 0.010
pl = -	 P2=-i	 P3=-i
n=1..nn ken=(fl0•5)•	 s'=s^-
Pixn = JO{k . [-]] 
cos [ken. 5. SI P2Xn = JO{kC . [-]] . cos [ken . . SI
3xfl = JO[ken . [_J] 
•	 [ken. sI
I
P alXm, n = [ -i- j sin [ken. L] . Ji [ken . am]
t (0) = sin (0) . [3 . 0 2 -6] - cos (0) . [O -6 . 0]
273
Po2Xm.n=[[k]4] • SJfl[k• L] . t [ken • am]
uwfl,j 
=[E + COth [ken . h] . cOth[ken . b]]
xyz , = co th [ken. t] . [co th [ken. h] +	 . coth [k8 . bi]
deten i = k8 . [uvw + xyz]
b]]11	
[Coth[ken . 
h] +	 . COth[ken.Geiin j = ________
€
1
Gei2nj
= _____________________SIflh[kenh]
pi	
t]]1	 . 
[Co 
th [ken. h] ^ --- . CO th [ken.=
deten,j	 €
k1 =	 Geiin, j
 .
	 k2 =	 Gejin j Pixn P2xn
n
	
1]
k3 =	 Geiin j Pixn P3Xn	 k4m j =	 Gel2fli • PIXn Paim,n
n
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k5 -G	 k6-G	 r	
i2
rn.i - L	 el2n,j Pin Po2Xrn,n	 - L	 elln,j	 Pxnj
k7 =	 Geiin,j P 2xn	 3xn	 k8m,j =	 Pa.zrn,n
k9m, j =	 P2Xn Po2xm,n	 FO =	 Gpiin j [Pn]2
Fimi =	 j • '3Xn Pqixrn,n	 F2mj =	 Gei2n,j • 3Xn PG2Xm,n
F3m,j = I	 [Poimn]2	 F4mj =	 Ge22n,j Paixzn,n P02xm,n
F5m,j =	 Gn j [PO2Xm,n]2
n
A = 300B=-320C280D-290 E = 400F = -420b1	 30 b2 = 25
Given
L. A + L. B + M . C + M . D + N . E + N . F + p	 bi + Q . b2 = P1
L. A+L . B+M . C+N. D+N . E+N . F+P . bl+Q . b2=P1
M. A + N . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bi + U . b2 = P2
N. A+M. B+R. C+R . D+S . E+S . F+T . bl+U . b2=P2
N. A+N . B+S . C+S . D+V . E+V . F+W . bl+X . b2 =P3
N. A+N . B+S	 C+S . D+V . E+V . F+W . bl+X . b2=P3
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P.A+P . B+T . C+T . D+W . E+W . F+Y . bl+Z . b2=0
Q . A ^ Q . B + U . C + U . D + X . E + X . F + Z .bl + f5 . b2 = 0
f(L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,f5) = find (A, B, C, D, E, F, bi, b2)
= 0. .inin	 Lj = klj Mj = K2j Qm,j = k5m,j Rj = k6j Nj = k3j
Pm,j = k4m,j Sj = k7j Xm,j = F2m,j Vj = FOj Um,j = K9m,j
Tm,j = k8m,j Wnl,j = Flm,j Ym,j = F3m,j Zm,j = F4m,j
f5mj = F5m,j
Lj
0.42756
0 . 12585
Um,j
0.01027
0.01493
Mj
0. 35892
0. 1132
Si
0.39714
0.12037
Qm,j
0.01029
0.01494
Tm,j
0.00618
0.00848
Rj
0.45184
0. 13047
Wm,j
0.00617
0.00848
Nj
0.33593
0 . 10897
Xm,j
0.01027
0.01493
Pm,j	 Vj
0.00619	 0.51305
0.00849	 0.14187
Ym,j	 Zm,j
0.00635	 0.01171
0.0048	 0.00967
f5m,j
0.02525
0.02078
Am j
Bm j
Cm, j
Dm , j
Em, j
Fm j
"rn,j
= f[Lji Mji Nji Pm j iQm, j' 1 j' 5'j i Tm Urn V, Wm j Xm
 Ym j Zm j' f m j]
A=(9970.9621513326.90248)
LU. 565]
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Am,j	 Bm,j	 Cm,1
	
Dm,j
9970.96215	 -9970.5121	 -2262.95097	 2263.15965
13326.90248 -13325.17582	 11246.3353	 -11245.54244
Em,j	 Fm,j
57426.672495	 -57426.48477
-45334.50803	 45335.21904
alm,j=EAm,j +B.] . €. io' a2m,j = [Cm,j +Djn,jJ . €. 10'23m,j=[Em,j+Fm,j].Eo. 101
c1 = ( 0.09948 0.38168) a2 = (0.04613 0.17526) c3 = (0.04150.15717)
capacitance in pica farads
Clem,j = clm,j	 C2em,j = c2mj	 C3em,j =
Ci e = ( 0 •1 0 422 0 • 3 29 36 )	 C2e = (0• 0 53330•1 6429 )	 C3e(0•0436013255)
- Cl e,	 C2 em i	C3 em,i
ci em,o	
€E442€m= C2 emo
	
C3 em,o
E41E = 3.83654	 €4x2€ = 3.79948	 = 3.78759
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10 12 	 1012	 1012
Zoiem=
	 _______________ Zo2 em =	 ________________ Zo3 em - _____________________
C /Ci emo • Ci em i	 C•/C2emo •C2 em i	C.VC3em,o .
b = 0.025	 h = 0.025 a0 = 0.575	 nfl = 500 2.s = 0.0006
w = 0.001
Zoi m =42765423	 Zo2pm=926•80992	 Z03em1031•88393
system capacitance caic.
Cej
Cej = Ci eo , j + C2 eo , j + C3eoj 0.18711
0 .71411
1012
Zôe = 	 _________	 EE€4,4J 
= CeoC . i/Ceo. Cei
Zoe =227 • 97601	 E3.81G55
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Odd mode analysis for 6 finger microstrip coupler pgm. with septum
h = 0.025 w = 0.001 s = 0.0003
L = 0.65 t	 0.650b	 O.025a0	 0.575	 nn= 500	 mm= 0
8. 842
c = 3 . 40 . 10	 =	 . 10-1240	 Ep1=9.8	 Ep0=1
.1=0. .1 m=0. .mrn	 am-'-1=am0.O10	 coth(x) = tan(x)
_L	 _L
2	 2	 2
n=1..nn	 k0 =n.--
	
L	 2
[.-]] . sin[k0 .5 .s']	 p 20 =JOIk . [ - 11 . sin[k0 .3[	 [2]]
-	
Lii] 
sin[k0 . S"]	 Pc,iam,n = _[ E1 . cos (n. it) . J1[k0 . am]
p=Jo[k	
Iwll
[4]
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(0) = sin(0)	 02-6]-cos (0) .[0-6 0]
•4[kon.äm1
h] . coth[k0 b]]
= coth{k0 . t] . [coth[k0 h] +	 . coth[k0 b]]
det0 = k0 . [uvw + xyz3]
1	 • 
[coth[kon h] +—i- 
coth[k0 . b]]
det0,j
1G012 = ______________________det0, . sinh[k0 . h]
	1 	
Fcoth[kon . 
h] +	 . coth[k0 . t]]G022, =
	det0	 E pj
k1 =	 G011	 [p1]2	 k2 =	 G011	 p1
fl	 fl
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k3 =	 G011	 .	 • p 3	 k4mj =	 Pion Poiom,n
k5m,j =	 G012	 Pian P0201n,n	 k6 =	 G011,
12	 n
k7 =	 G01112, . p 2012 . p 3012	 k8 , i =	 G012, . p 2	. p010m,
G01212	 Pn P020m,n	 FO =	 G01112
12	 12
Flm,j =	 G01212,	 P 3 012 Pcylczn,n	 F2m,j =	 G01212,	 Pan Pcy2om,n
F3m,j 
= E G022,	 [Poiom,n] 2 	 F4m,j =	 G02212	 Pcyiam,n Po2om,n
F5m,j 
=	
G02212 . [Po2om,n]2
A = 300 B = —320 C = 280 D = —290 E = 400 F = —420 bi = 30 b2 = 25
Given
L. A + L. B + N	 C + N . D + N . E + N . F + p • bi + Q . b2 = — P1
L. A + L . B + N	 C + N . D + N . E + N . F + p	 bi + Q . b2 = - P1
N. A + M . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bi + U . b2 = P2
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M. A + M . B + R . C + R . D + S . E + S . F + T . bl + U . b2 = P2
N. A + N . B + S . C + S . D + V . E + V . F + W. bi + X. b2 = -P3
N. A+N . B+S . C+S . D+V. E+V. F+W. bl+X. b2=-P3
P. A + P . B + T . C + T . D +W . E + W . F + Y . bi + Z . b2 = 0
Q. A + Q . B + U . C + U . D ^ X . E + X . F + Z .bl + f5 . b2 = 0
f(L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,f5) = find (A, B, C, D, E, F, bi, b2)
m = 0. .mm	 Lj = klj Mj = k2j Qm,j = k5m,j Rj = k6j Nj = k3j
Pm,j = k4m,j Sj = k7j Xm,j = F2m,j Vj = FOj Um,j = K9m,j
Tm,j = k8m,j Wm,j = Flm,j Ym,j = F3m,j Zm,j = F4m,j
f5in,j = F5m,j
Lj
0. 1659
0.0309
Um,j
0
0
Mj	 Qm,j	 Rj	 Nj
0.0737	 0	 0.1416	 0.0257
0.0138	 0	 0.0263	 0.0048
Sj	 Tm,j	 Wm,j	 X.m,j
0.0355	 0.0002	 0.0001	 0
0.0066	 0.0002	 0.0001	 0
Pm,j	 Vj
0.0004	 0.0804
0.0004	 0.0149
Ym,j	 Zm,j
0.006	 0.0005
0.0039	 0.0004
f5m,j
0.0001
0.0001
Am j
Bm ,
 j
Cm, j
Dm j
E
Fm,j
rm, j
Xm j
= f[Lji Mji Nji Pm,j Qm,ji Rj Sji Tm j i Umji Yj' Wm, j i Xm,ji Ym,jiZm,jif5m,j]
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61246.1823
-10304.0841
a= 0.575	 A=(61246.1823 -10304.0841)0.565
Bm,j	 Cm,j	 Din,j
	
-61249.7593 44789.1836	 -44783.6914
	
10284.8006 13179.8255	 -13150.1589
Em, j	 Fm,j
222766.6628	 -222771.9861
51471.3125	 -51500.0575
a1m,j = [Amj +Bm, j] . E. 1012	 a2m,j=[Cm,j+Djn,jJ	 1012
a3mj = [Emj + Fm,j] . 	  102
al = (-0.7907 -4.2626)	 a2=(1.21416.5578)	 3=(-1.1767 -6.3541)
capacitance in pica farads
ClOmj = X1m , j	 C2o, = 02 rn , j 	 C3o	 = 3m,j
C10 = ( -0.7907-4.2626)	 C20 = (1.21416.5578)	 C30=(-1.1767-6.3541)
	
- ClOm i 	 - C2Omi
	
EE4,1om - Cl Om a
	
EE2om - C2 Om a
- C30m1
C3 Om a
283
= 5.3909	 = 5.4016	 = 5.3998
10 12	 012	 1012
Zoiom = 	 ________________ Z020 =	 ________________	 Zo3om = ______________________
C •/Ci om . o • Ci om,i	 C.VC2om,o •C201	 C•VC3om,o • C30
b = 0.025	 h = 0.025 a0 = 0.575	 nn = 500 2.s = 0.0006
w = 0.001
Z01om 45 • 3917 Zo2 om = 29• 5 33 8 	Zo3om=30•4758
Cej =	 C i eoj =	 C2e0J =	 C3e0,j =
0 . 187
	
0.099
	
0.046	 0.042
0.714
	
0.382
	
0.175	 0.157
c100,j = Ic100 I	 c200 = lc200, I	 = 1c300,jI
C = Cej +[C100 - Cieo, j ^C200, - C2e0 j + C300, - C3e0,jji
coj
3 . 1815
17.1745
10 12	 012
Z00 = 	 _________	 Zoe = ________________
C. %/C00 . C01	 C.	 Cei
z
ratio =
zoo
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Z00 = 11.2736	 Z06=228.0599	 ratio=20.2296
ratio-li
coupling=20 . 
1o{ tij coupling= -0.8594 Cei = 0.714 Ceo = 0.
	
_Co1	-
= 3 .8182
	
- -
	 = 5.3983	 =
	
00	 Ceo
	= 	
.	 = 4 . 54	 1____ = 0.4693
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APPENDIX 3
EVALUATION OF
L = 0.2	 w = 0.0013	 s = 0.0013
n=1.. 100
ko=-.1E	 p=ko.-
	
s3 . s+ !	 s2=3.[s+!!l	 sI=5.Is^!'
	
2	 [	 2]	 1	 2]
I0) sin (0) . [3 -8. 0] + cos (0) [3 . 02 6]
((0) = -6
p11c=Jqa].cos[ke.sI] p11SJO[p].sin[ko.s1]
p2l ; = Jqa,]. cos[ke. s2] p21 s, = JqI3 ] sIn[ko. SE]
p3l ; = J1{a,,]. aos[ke. s3] p31 s, = Jq13 ,,] . sin [ko. s3j
pl2ç, =[-._] 
cos[ke. SI]. LJ-' . 1sin[a] +	 V[1 + 6]I	 31[kej [
	
[nj
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[-]. sin [ko. SI]. [_i_1 . [sin[P] + [- 1 . [f[ I3 ,] + 6]1koj Pnj	 J
p22C = [.-]. cos [ken . s2]. [_!_1 . [sin[anl +
	
[[n] + 6] i[Cnj	 J
p22s,, = [ !_1 . sin [ko. s . Li_i . [sin[i] + [- 1. [f[] 6] 1[koj pn]
p32c [_i_1 . cos [ken . s3] .
	
[sIn[an] [_1. [f[] + 6]5. wj
p32s = [.!_]. sin [ko. s3] . [. i_] . [sin[i3] + [- 1 . [f[3] + 6] 1
Lnj	 I
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p31 on	 p3lSn	 p32cm	 p32s
0.999
0.997
0.994
0.99
0.985
0.979
0.972
0.964
0.956
0.946
0.935
0.924
0.9 11
0.898
0.884
0.869
0.853
0.836
0.819
0.8
0.781
0.762
0.741
0.72
0.698
0.676
0.653
0.629
0.061
0.092
0.122
0.152
0.183
0.213
0.242
0.272
0.301
0.33
0.358
0.386
0.414
0.441
0,468
0.494
0.519
0.545
0.569
0.593
0.616
0.639
0.661
0.682
0.702
0.722
0.74 1
0.759
0.999
0.997
0.994
0.99
0.985
0.979
0.973
0.965
0.956
0.947
0.936
0.925
0.912
0.899
0.885
0.87
0.854
0.838
0.82
0.802
0.783
0.764
0.743
0.722
0.701
0.678
0.655
0.632
0.061
0.092
0.122
0.152
0.183
0.213
0.242
0.272
0.301
0.33
0.358
0.386
0.414
0.441
0.468
0.495
0.52
0.546
0.57
0.594
0.618
0.641
0.663
0.684
0.705
0.725
0.744
0.762
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p3lC
0.605
0.58
0.555
0.529
0.503
0.477
0.45
0.422
0.395
0.367
0.339
0.311
0.282
0.253
0.225
0.196
0.167
0.138
0.109
0.08
0.051
p31s
0.776
0.793
0.809
0.823
0.837
0.85
0:863
0.874
0.884
0.894
0,902
0.91
0.916
0.922
0.927
0.93
0.933
0.935
0.936
0.936
0.935
p32cm
0.608
0.583
0.558
0.532
0.506
0.48
0.453
0.425
0.398
0.37
0.342
0.313
0.285
0.256
0.227
0.198
0.169
0.139
0.11
0.081
0.052
p32s
0.78
0.797
0.813
0.828
0.842
0.856
0.868
0.88
0.891
0.901
0.91
0.918
0.925
0.931
0.936
0.941
0.944
0.946
0.948
0.948
0.948
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p2lC
0.999
0.99
0.974
0.948
0.915
0.874
0,826
0.771
0.709
0.641
0.568
0.49
0.408
0.323
0.235
0.145
0.054
-0.037
-0.128
-0.217
-0.305
-0.389
-0.47
-0.547
-0.6 19
-0.686
-0.747
-0.801
-0.848
p2lSfl
0.092
0.183
0.272
0.359
0.443
0.523
0.599
0.67
0.734
0,793
0.845
0.889
0.926
0.955
0.976
0.988
0.992
0.988
0.975
0.955
0.926
0.889
0.845
0.793
0.735
0.671
0.602
0.528
0.449
p22Cm
0.999
0.99
0.974
0.948
0.915
0.874
0.826
0.771
0.709
0.641
0.568
0.49
0.408
0.323
0.235
0.145
0.054
-0.037
-0.128
-0.218
-0.305
-0.39
-0.472
-0.549
-0.62 1
-0.688
-0.75
-0.804
-0.852
0.092
0.183
0.272
0.359
0.443
0.523
0.599
0.67
0.735
0.793
0.845
0.89
0.927
0.956
0.977
0.99
0.994
0.99
0.977
0.957
0.928
0.891
0.847
0.796
0.738
0.674
0.604
0.53
0.45 1
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p21cm
-0.888
-0.92
-0.945
-0.961
-0.969
-0.969
-0.96
-0.944
-0.919
-0.887
-0.848
-0.801
-0.748
-0.689
-0.624
-0.554
-0.48
-0.402
-0.321
-0.238
-0.153
p2ls
0.367
0.282
0.194
0.106
0.017
-0.072
-0.16
-0,246
-0.33
-0.411
-0.488
-0.56
-0.628
-0.69
-0.745
-0.794
-0.836
-0.87 1
-0.898
-0.918
-0.929
p22c
-0.892
-0.925
-0.95
-0.966
-0.975
-0.975
-0.967
-0.951
-0.926
-0.894
-0.855
-0.808
-0.755
-0.695
-0.63
-0.56
-0.485
-0.406
-0.325
-0.241
-0.155
p22s
0.368
0.283
0.195
0.106
0.017
-0.073
-0.161
-0.248
-0.333
-0.414
-0.492
-0.566
-0.634
-0.696
-0.753
-0.803
-0.846
-0.882
-0.9 1
-0.93
-0.942
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pllcn
0.997
0.974
0.927
0.859
0.771
0.665
0.543
0.409
0.265
0.115
-0.037
-0.189
-0.336
-0.474
-0.602
-0.715
-0,811
-0.888
-0.944
-0.978
-0.989
-0.977
-0.941
-0.884
-0.807
-0.71
-0.597
-0.471
-0.333
-0.189
pllsn
0.153
0.302
0.443
0.575
0.693
0.794
'0.877
0.939
0.979
0.997
0.99
0.961
0.909
0.836
0.743
0.633
0.509
0.372
0.227
0.078
-0.074
-0.223
-0.367
0.501
-0.624
-0.732
-0.822
-0.893
-0.943
-0.97
pl2c
0.997
0.974
0.927
0.86
0.771
0.665
0.544
0.409
0.265
0.115
-0.037
-0.189
-0.336
-0.475
-0.602
-0.716
-0.812
-0.89
-0.946
-0.98
-0.99 1
-0.979
-0.944
-0.887
-0.809
-0.7 12
-0.599
-0.472
-0.335
-0.19
p12s
0.153
0.302
0.443
0.575
0.693
0.794
0.877
0.94
0.98
0.997
0.991
0.962
0.91
0.837
0.744
0.634
0.509
0.373
0.228
0.078
-0.074
-0.224
-0.368
-0.503
-0.626
-0.734
-0.825
-0.897
-0.947
-0.975
292
pllcn
-0.04
0.109
0.255
0.394
0.524
0.641
0.743
0.827
0.891
0.934
0.955
0.953
0.929
0.884
0.818
0.733
0.631
0.516
0.388
0.253
pllsn
-0.975
-0.956
-0.916
-0.854
-0.772
-0.673
-0.558
-0.43
-0.293
-0.15
-0.004
0.142
0.284
0.418
0.542
0.653
0.748
0.824
0.882
0.918
pl2cfl
-0.04
0.109
0.256
0,397
0.527
0.645
0.748
0.833
0.898
0.941
0.963
0.962
0.938
0.893
0.827
0.741
0.639
0.522
0.393
0.256
pl2s
-0.979
-0.96 1
-0.921
-0.859
-0.777
-0.677
-0.562
-0.434
-0.296
-0.151
-0.004
0.143
0.286
0.422
0.548
0.66
0.757
0.835
0.893
0.93
293
